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Abstract 
T here are two t radi t ional descrip t ions of the local stellar velocity distribu-
tion: (1) the distribution has a smooth ellipsoidal form (Schwarzschild 1907); 
(2) the distribution is dominated by two discrete streams (I(ap teyn , 1897). 
More recent work by Eggen has confirmed the presence of two dominan t mov-
ing groups or streams, now called the Hyades and Sirius streams. In this thesis 
we examine why the stream picture fell out of favour , and then invest igate the 
extent, metallicities and kinematics of the two dominant st reams. 
Woolley's catalogue of nearby stars was used to examine the local (U,V) 
velocity distribution. Streaming is clearly seen for s tars with \Vell determined 
parallaxes. We show that poor distances ( and hence poor veloci t ies ) sn1ooth 
out the true velocity distribution, masking any streaming structure. 
As a working hypothesis we assume that the streams result from an init ially 
compact aggregrate of stars dissolving around a dispersion orbit. In this picture 
stream members at a given distance from the sun, in a particular direct ion , 
have a predictable heliocentric velocity. We selected about 800 disc !{-giants, 
within 1.5 kpc of the sun, in the galactic longitude range 240° to 310° (this 
covers the directions expected for the extensions of the strean1s beyond the 
solar neighbourhood). High resolution spectra of the stars p rovided accurate 
radial velocities and metallicities. Streaming beyond the solar neighbourhoo 1 
is clearly evident for the 1nore m etal rich stars ( [Fe/HJ~ -0.25) : the observed 
radial velocities are in excellent agreement with the predictions of our working 
hypothesis. We show that the Hyades stream extends to at least 1.5 kpc fro1n 
the sun in its predicted direct ion of 1 ~ 263° , while the Sirius stream stops 
a t about 800 pc from the sun. The extent of t he streams in the northern 
hemisphere (1 ~ 90° ) is not yet knovvn. For the more m etal weak I{-giants 
( [Fe/HJ~ -0.25), there is no evidence of streaming. Our observed [Fe/HJ-
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velocity dispersion relat ionship for these stars 1s 1n excellent agreement \VI li 
that found by Stromgren for evolved F stars. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction. 
1.1 Overview 
The major aim of this thesis is to investigate the nature of the local 
(U ,V) velocity distribution: here U is the component of the linear heliocen-
tric space velocity in the direction of the galactic anticenter, and "\/ is the 
component in the direction of galactic rotation. Over the past century there 
have been two traditional descriptions of the local velocity distribution: 
1. The local velocity distribution can be represented by a smooth veloc-
ity ellipsoid (Schwarschild, 1907). 
2. The local velocity distribution is not smooth, but rather dominated 
by two streams (Kobold, 1897; I{apteyn, 1895). 
Historically the two-stream description fell out of favour early in the 1920's. 
On the other hand, during the 1930:s it became clear that selfconsistent 
solutions of the dynamical equations were not possible for a velocity dis-
tribution that was strictly of the ellipsoidal form ( see chapter 2 for an 
overview). 
A detailed knowledge of the local velocity distribution is essential for a 
dynamical understanding of our Galaxy, as it contains irnportant informa-
tion on the properties of the local galactic potential, the stellar distribution 
£1:nction, and the relationships between age, kinematic and chen1ical prop-
erties of nearby stars. 
The presence of the two streams, in the early data, was not an artifact 
of poor quality data. vVe show in §2.3.2 that errors in proper motions and 
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stellar distances smooth out the apparent effects of stellar streaming in the 
(U ,V) plane, and in this sense favour the adoption of the smooth ellipsoidal 
description. 
We wish to understand why the stream picture fell out of favour , and 
then to establish ·whether or not the streams are present in the solar neigh-
bourhood and, if so, to see if the streams continue beyond the solar neigh-
bourhood. For this purpose: 
• The available data on the local (U ,V) velocity distribution were ex-
amined in detail. 
• An observational program was undertaken to measure accurate ra-
dial velocities and chemical abundances for a large sample of stars in 
directions chosen to ma."'\:imise the detectability of the stellar streams. 
1.1.1 The (U ,V) velocity distribution. 
Figure 1.1 is a hidden line plot of the local (U,V) velocity distribution. 
The velocities come from Woolley's catalogue of nearby stars (vVoolley et. 
al. 1971 ). All of the stars shown in figure 1. 1 are vvithin 17pc of the 
sun. The sample has accurate parallaxes (§2.3) and hence the linear space 
motions are well determined. To make the large scale structure in the 
(U ,V) plane more evident, the distribution has been sn1oothed with a tvvo-
dimensional gaussian with a smoothing length (sigma) of 7 km s-1 . 
The striking feature of this distribution is the presence of the bvo peaks 
at (U,V)= (40,-17) and (-10 ,1), which are the velocities of what are novv 
known as the Hyades and Sirius streams respectively (§2.3). Figure 1.1 is 
not the smooth velocity distribution associated with an ellipsoidal distri-
bution but is more consistent with I(apteyn 's two stream description. 
The appearance of a velocity distribution, such as that shown in figure 
') 
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1.1, is significantly altered by poor velocity determinations. In particular, 
distance errors will dramatically alter the appearance of he velocity dis-
tribution. These errors will preferentially move a star's velocity towards 
the solar velocity, i.e. the valley bebveen the peaks of figure 1. 1, \vhich 
smooths out' the two peaks; this gives the observed velocity distribution a 
single-peaked appearance which may be represented by a velocity ellipsoid 
( see §2.3.2). 
To determine the true nature of the local velocity distribution, accurate 
velocities ( and hence accurate parallaxes) are required. The Hipparcos 
parallax program will produce accurate distances ( and hence velocities) for 
stars within about lkpc of the sun. 
1.1.2 The streams 
The existence of the two stellar streams leads naturally to the second 
major aim of the work, namely an examination of the nature of these 
streams. Hypotheses for the origins of the streams are discussed in chapter 
2. A variation of Lindblad's dispersion orbit picture (Lindblad, 1925) was 
chosen as a working hypothesis for this thesis. It is assumed that: 
• The stream stars originated in a compact region such as a giant molec-
ular cloud complex. 
• The aggregrate of stars is not gravitationally bound. 
• As the aggregrate of stars is not gravitationally bound it will dissolve 
around the galaxy. The modelling discussed in chapter 5 indicates 
that, for most galactic potentials, these aggregrates take many dy-
namical times to phase mix. As shown in figure 5.1 the stars prefen-
tially dissolve in a one dimensional manner along a mean galactic 
orbit. 
3 
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From the (U, V) velocities of the streams near the sun, we can use this 
picture to predict the position and radial velocities of stream members 
outside the solar neighbourhood. In chapter 4, we show that members of 
the Hyades and Sirius streams have been detected out to about 1.3 kpc and 
0.8 kpc from the sun, respectively. The results of the observational data 
are consistent with the simple picture mentioned above. 
1.1.3 Predicted radial velocities of the streams 
To determine the shape of a stellar orbit from the local (U ,V) velocities, 
it is necessary to know the functional form of the galactic potential, which 
is not yet well known. Because the (U ,V) velocities of the two streams 
are fairly small, we have used an epicyclic approximation (Lindblad, 1925), 
which requires knowledege of only the local azimuthal frequency n and the 
epicyclic frequency K. In this approximation the position of a star at time 
t is given by: 
r == r0 + a cos(Kt) 
Ki 2fla . 
B == 00 + - - - s1n(Kt) 2 Kro 
( l. la) 
(l.lb) 
where r0 is the radius corresponding to the circular orbit, Bo is an initial 
angle, and a is the epicyclic a1nplitude. For the Oort co.rrstants, ,ve have 
adopted the values A == -B == 12.5 km/s/kpc (I(err and Lynden-Bell, 
1986). The streams' linear space velocities in the solar neighbourhood are 
used to determine the above-mentioned parameters as: 
• Hyades: r0 == 8.4 kpc, a = 1.1 kpc and B0 = 43° 
• Sirius: r0 == 9.3 kpc, a == l. l kpc and 00 = -69° 
Figure 1.2 shows the predicted ( dispersion) orbits of the Hyades and Sirius 
streams. The orbits shown in this figure are each vie·wed from a frame 
rotating with angular velocity fl- K/2; from these frames, the orbits appear 
4 
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as closed ellipses, instantaneously passing through the solar neighborhood. 
( At later times, of course, the relative orientations of their major axes would 
change). 
The stream kinematics appear only in the (U ,V) plane, so we will only 
consider here the plane component of the stellar motions; because the stars 
have small epicyclic amplitudes, we can ignore the vV-motion, assuming 
that it is effectively decoupled from the motion in the plane. 
As the star moves around its dispersion orbit, its radial and azimuthal 
velocities change and hence the observed heliocentric radial velocity is a 
function of position around the orbit. This can be used to predic;t the 
heliocentric radial velocity of stream members at various distances from 
the sun, and we can use this as a test of our simple picture for the nature 
of streams. 
1.2 The samples. 
To test the above hypothesis, we need a sample of stars which meet the 
following criteria: 
• The sample must be kinematically unbiased. 
• The stars must lie outside the solar neighbourhood. 
• To provide accurate radial velocities, the stars must be relatively 
bright and have narrow deep absorption lines. 
• The more distant stars must be in the predicted directions of the 
streams. 
• The stars must lie near the galactic plane. 
We chose to observe K-giants, because they are intrinsically bright and have 
sharp absorption lines. 
5 
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As discussed in chap ter 3 these K-giants came from two sources . 
1. 580 1(-giants were selected from the _ Iichigan Catalogue of Spect ral 
Identifications (Houk and Cowley, 1975; Houk, 1978, 1982). These 
stars, which are about 600 pc from the sun, are referred to as the 
Michigan stars. 
2. To extend the sample to about 1.3 kpc from the sun, stars \Vere se-
lected from B and V photographic plates taken with the U ppsala 
Schmidt telescope ( the Uppsala stars). These plates were taken in 
the predicted directions of the Hyades and Sirius streams at this dis-
tance (1==283° and 1==263° respectively). 
To detect the presence of the streams beyond the solar neighbourhood , 
accurate radial velocities are required ( see figure 1.3). The coude spectro-
graph on the 1. 9m telescope at MSO and the echelle spectrograph on the 
2.3m and lm telescopes at SSO were used to obtain radial velocities with 
errors of less than 1 km s- 1 . A description of the instruments and data 
reduction techniques can be found in chapter 3. 
1.2.1 A 1neasure of [Fe/H] 
VVe know that the kinematical properties of nearby stars depend on their 
chemical properties (see chapter 4), so it seemed likely that the presence 
of stellar streaming may also depend on the chemical properties of the 
sample. We therefore used our high-resolution spectra of the iviichigan stars 
to derive an accurate metal abundance estimate. The Fourier matching 
technique used to obtain the estimate is described in chapter 3. As discussed 
in later sections, the derived abundance provided a useful basis for the stars. 
The effect of (Fe/H) on absolute magnitude, and hence distance, is sig-
nificant. It should be noted that the effect of (Fe/H] was not included in the 
6 
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initial selection process, because the abundance was of course not known 
at that stage. 
1.2.2 Distance estimates 
To map the spatial structure of the streams, the distance from the sun 
of stream members is required. Cousin's VRI photoelectric photometry 
(Cousins, 1980) was obtained for 460 of the Niichigan stars. For those 
stars with no VRI photometry, Cape photographic magnitudes were used 
to obtain a V magnitude. As discussed in chapter 3, there is less than 0.1 m 
scatter bet·ween the photographic and photelectric magnitudes. 
To obtain a reddening estimate, Bessell 's (V-R) - T ef f calibration 
(Bessell, 1979) or reddening maps (for example Neckel and Klare, 1980) 
were used. (See chapter 3 for details.) The spatial distribution of the 
streams is shown in figure 4. 7. 
1.3 Strean1ing motions beyond the solar neighbourhood 
Figure 1.3 presents the radial velocities of the Niichigan stars against 
galactic longitude, and shows clear evidence for the continuation of the 
Hyades and Sirius streams amongst the more metal rich stars beyond the 
solar neighbourhood. The solid lines in each diagram are the predicted 
radial velocities of the Hyades and Sirius streams. The stars were sorted into 
abundance bins, and we note that for the higher abundance bins ((Fe/H]> 
-0.25) most of the stars belong to either the Hyades or Sirius streams. 
Eggen (1987) has found that [Fe/H]==+0.l and -0.1 for the Hyades and 
Sirius streams respectively. 
Figure 1.3 also shows that, as (Fe/ H] decreases, the mean velocity and 
the velocity dispersion of the stars increases. Figure 1.4 shows this trend in 
greater detail. This is the well documented metallicity-velocity dispersion 
relationship. 
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For the more distant Uppsala stars, a histogram of the radial velocities 
of the Uppsala stars is shown in figure 1.5. The histogram in the direction 
of the Hyades stream exhibits a peak at its predicted stream radial velocity 
(6 km s-1 ), which indicates that the Hyades streams extends at least to 1.3 
kpc from the sun. The histogram in the direction of the Sirius stream show 
no such peak, which implies that the Sirius stream does not extend out to 
1.3 kpc in the direction of anti-rotation. 
A more detailed description of these results is found in chapter 4. 
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Figure 1.1 A hidden-line plot of the density distribution of the Woolley 
class 1 stars in (U ,V) space. The two dominant peaks in this figure are 
associated with the Hyades and Sirius streams. 
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Figure 1.2 The dispersion orbits of the Hyades and Sirius streams. 
The dispersion orbit of each stream is indicated on the diagram. In this 
diagram the sun is at (0,8.5) kpc, and the galactic centre, marked by the 
cross, is at the origin. 
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Figure 1.3 a The heliocentric radial velocity against galactic longitude 
for stars in the Michigan sample with [Fe/H] > -0.25. The solid lines are 
the expected heliocentric radial velocities of the Hyades and Sirius streams. 
Figure 1.3 b The heliocentric radial velocity against galactic longitude 
for stars in the Michigan sample with [Fe/H] < -0.25. The solid lines are 
the expected heliocentric radial velocities of the Hyades and Sirius streams. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The Local Velocity Distribution. 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines the velocity distribution of stars in the solar 
neighbourhood, i.e. stars within 100 pc of the sun. This is the only region 
in the Galaxy where the all three components of the stellar space velocities 
can be observed. A knowledge of the stellar velocity distribution is nec-
essary for a dynamical understanding of our galaxy, because the velocity 
distribution contains information on galactic evolution and properties of 
the local galactic potential. 
Section 2.2 looks at the history of the interpretation of the local velocity 
distribution. The observational and theoretical development of Kapteyn's 
two stream hypothesis and Schwarschild's velocity ellipsoidal hypothesis is 
discussed. 
Section 2.3 analyses the velocity distribution of stars in vVoolley's cat-
alogue (Woolley et. al., 1971). It is shown that errors in spectroscopic 
parallaxes qualitatively affect the observed velocity distribution: for exam-
ple such errors can transform a true velocity distribution that is dominated 
by two peaks into an apparently ellipsoidal distribution. 
Section 2.4 reviews Eggen~s work on the streaming motions, and his 
method of obtaining stellar distances via group parallaxes is discussed. 
2.2 History 
In the absence of good observational data, stellar motions \Vere long 
considered to be random and isotropic: any streaming was interpreted as a 
reflection of the solar motion. The first inkling that the above "convenient 
14 
working hypothesis conflicted with observational data came with a series 
of papers published between 1895 and 1900 (Kobold 1897 1899 ; I(apteyn 
1895 1897). These papers analysed the available proper motion data. The 
analysis indicated that stellar motions around the sun were not isotopic 
but showed two preferred directions of motion. I(apteyn and Kapteyn 1 
(1900) first tried to explain these results by suggesting that a systematic 
error in the declination component of the observed proper motion could 
lead to two preferred directions. However examination of the corrected 
proper motions of the Bradley stars (vVeersma, 1904) still showed the two 
preferred directions of motion (I(apteyn 1900,1902). This led I(apteyn 
(1905) to announce his two-stream hypothesis for stellar motions. 
The case for the two-stream hypothesis was further strengthened by 
Eddington 's (1906) examination of the Greenwich-Groombridge and the 
Greenwich-Carrington proper motion surveys. Eddington concluded that 
I{apteyn's two-stream hypothesis provided a better approximation to the 
proper motion distribution than the one-stream (i.e. random and isotropic) 
hypothesis. 
At about the same time Sch·warzschild (1907) proposed a distribution 
law for stellar velocities of the form 
(2.2. l ) 
where (Us Vs, Ws) are the star's linear velocity components relat ive to the 
mean velocity, with the Us-axis corresponding to the axis of preferred mo-
tion. The surfaces of constant star density are ellipsoids and equation 
(2.2. l) is known as Schwarzschild 's ellipsoidal hypothesis; sometimes it is 
referred to as Schwarschild 's law. 
1 J. C. Kapteyn is the well known astronomer; vV. Kap teyn (his brother) was Professor 
of mathematics at G roningen 
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Turner (1912a,b) and Eddington (1912) sugested that he star stream-
ing occurred because stars fell into one of two groups: those approaching 
the center ( of the universe) and those leaving the center. In this manner, 
streams would be produced only if the stars had not fully phased mixed. 
Jeans (1915) examined the questions of stellar streaming, a steady 
state "universe" and the stellar velocity distribution. He showed that a 
Schwarzschild's law, with constant dispersions throughout the "universe" 
could only produce an isotropic velocity distribution, which did not repre-
sent the observed streaming. To find a steady state velocity distribution 
that allowed streaming, it was necessary to depart from constant dispersion 
Schwarzschild-type distributions. By superimposing t-wo counter-rotating 
universes, Jeans was able to produce streaming. However, he rejected this 
solution, stating: This law is consistent with the existence of star-streaming 
although not of the kind observed in our own universe. (Jeans assumed that 
the sun was at the centre of the universe, and hence this was not an appro-
priate solution.) Today this solution would be rejected for other reasons: 
the predicted streaming is in direction of rotation whereas the observed 
streaming is predominately in the radial direction. Jeans's final conclusion 
is interesting; in his vie,v, the streams show that the "Universe" has not 
reached a steady state and that in order to obtain a theory that adequately 
describes the observed velocity distribution, the steady state assumption 
must be abandoned. 
A series of papers by Smart (Smart 1926 and references therein) pro-
vided more support for the ·work of I(apteyn. He examined the proper 
motions of 3029 stars distributed all over the northern sky and reaching 
down to 12.0 magnitude, and found that these stars also had tvvo preferred 
directions of motion coinciding with those of Kapteyn 's streams. The stars 
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divided nearly equally bebveen the two streams. 
The early analysis of motion relied on the direction of motion on the 
sky, derived from the prop~r motions. By 1922 there \Vas sufficient in-
formation on the radial velocities and parallaxes (both trigonometric and 
spectroscopic) to enable Stromberg (1922) to calculate the space velocities 
of 1300 stars. He found that the bright stars in the spectral range A0-A9 
divided into two groups, identifiable \vith Kapteyn's two streams, with 20% 
belonging to Stream I and the remainder to Stream II. However the stars 
of spectral types G to M formed a smooth approximately ellipsoidal dis-
tribution. Stromberg's data showed an asymmetric velocity distribution. 
This had already been noticed by Adams and Joy (1921) and others. But 
Stromberg found something else: as the mean velocity of a group of stars 
increased, so did the group's internal velocity dispersion. This phenomenon 
is now known as Stromberg's Asymmetric Drift (Stromberg, 1923a,b ). 
Stromberg's work on the asymmetric drift led Lindblad (1925) to seek 
a dynamical explanation for stellar motions. Lindblad postulated that the 
galactic system consisted of several sub-systems of differing flatness rotat-
ing about one distant axis. At a given distance from this rotation axis , 
each sub-system has a different rate of rotation; hence each sub-system is 
flattened differently. The most flattened sub-system is the fastest rotating, 
and includes the stars moving in the galactic plane. The least flattened 
sub-system is the slowest rotating, and comprises the globular cluster sub-
system. This composite stellar system naturally explains the asymmetric 
drift (Lindblad, 1925). 
Subsequent work by Lindblad (1927) and Oort(1928) showed that a 
differentially rotating system could be in a steady state with a velocity 
distribution with two unequal a.,"'{es a and b (in the radial and azimuthal 
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directions respectively) , as in a Schwarzschild law. Oort s treatment dif-
fers slightly from the approach of Lindblad, as Oort utilizes the observed 
distribution of peculiar velocities. However they both arrived at the same 
conclusions. Lindblad examined distribution functions which depend on 
the two integrals of motion, the energy E and the z-component of angu-
lar momentum lz. He showed, with the help of epicyclic theory, that in 
such a rotating system there is a relationship between the ratio of the two 
axes of the velocity ellipsoid and the rotational effects found in the stellar 
velocities. That relationship is 
b f-B a=v~ 
where A and B are Oort's constants of galactic rotation. 
(2.2.2) 
Using Oort 's 
(1926) values for A and B, Lindblad calculated that b/a=0.65. 
In 1927 Stromberg examined the space motions of 278 M giants. Their 
velocities were computed from proper motions, radial velocities and spec-
troscopic parallaxes. The velocity distribution resembled a velocity ellipsoid 
with an asymmetric drift and an axial ratio of b/a=0.70. This is very close 
to the value 0.65 calculated by Lindblad (1927). Despite blemishes such 
as the vertex deviation, noted by Lindblad (1927), the closeness of the ob-
served and predicted value of b / a led to widespread acceptance of both the 
steady state approximation and the ellipsoidal law as the description of the 
local velocity distribution. 
But not everyone was satisfied with this simple description of the ve-
locity distribution. In a long series of papers, Eggen (1982 and references 
therein) has continued the study of space motions of solar neighbourhood 
stars. He finds a lumpy velocity distribution, dominated by tvvo main peaks 
which he calls the Hyades and Sirius moving groups. These groups corre-
spond approximately to Kapteyn's two stellar streams with the Hyades 
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group being Stream II and the Sirius group being Stream I. 
The data on space velocities available in the 1920's and 30 s were by to-
day's standards of poor quality. For example Stromberg used spectroscopic 
parallaxes in preference to trigonometric parallaxes in the computation of 
the space velocities , despite the fact that the errors in the former were 
between ±0.4 and ±0.6 magnitude (Adams et. al. ,1921). It is shown in 
section 2.3.2 that such errors can smear out streaming in the velocity dis-
tribution, transforming it into an apparent ellipsoidal distribution with a 
vertex deviation. 
2.3 The local velocity distribution 
2.3.1 Introduction 
To illustrate the effects of distance errors on the observed velocity dis-
tribution, this section presents a critical examination of the space motions 
contained in Woolley's catalogue of nearby stars (Woolley et. al. , 1971 ). A 
machine readable form of this catalogue was provided by the Strasbourg 
Astronomical Data Centre. It is shown that the local (U ,V) velocity dis-
tribution cannot be adequately described by a two dimensional gaussian, 
because it is dominated by Kapteyn's two Streams. 
Woolley's catalogue contains linear space motions of 1270 stars within 
25 pc of the sun. The catalogue was divided into distinct quality classes 
based on his three stated parallax error classes. Class 1 contains 433 stars 
which have a parallax error less than 10 %. The 263 stars in class 2 have 
parallax errors between 10 % and 15 %. The remaining stars with parallax 
errors greater than 15 % are in class 3. 
Figure 2.1 and 2.2 shows the density distribution of stars in (U ,V) space, 
in the form of hidden line plots and contour diagrams respectively, for each 
quality class. The distributions have been smoothed in order to reduce 
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statistical noise. The stars in quality class 1 (figure 2. la) clearly exhibit 
streaming motions. In the other quality classes, the velocity errors cause an 
additional spurious peak to appear at the solar motion (i.e. near the mean 
motion of the sample) which has the effect of connecting the two peaks to 
form one elongated distribution. 
Early proper motion studies examined small patches of sky and found 
two preferred directions of motions. Figure 2.3 shows the proper motion 
vectors from Woolley's catalogue, separated into the three quality classes 
and projected onto the galactic plane. The length and angle of a line in 
figure 2.3 are the magnitude and direction of the projected proper motion. 
In contrast to the three velocity plots (figure 2.1), which are clearly different 
in appearance, it would be difficult to distinguish between the three classes 
on the basis of proper motions alone. The directions of proper motion are 
not randomly distributed in these diagrams: the same preferred directions 
of motion (particularly in the third quadrant) are seen in all quality classes. 
In the next section, we will argue that distance errors are responsible 
for the differences in the observed trends with quality class between figures 
2.1 and 2.3. The linear space motion of a star depends on its distance, and 
distance errors translate into transverse velocity errors. Class 1 contains, 
on average, those stars with the most accurate velocities, while class 3 con-
tains those stars with the least accurate velocity determinations. Distance 
errors produce a smoothing of the true (U ,V) distribution ·with a broaden-
ing function (section 2.3.2) and transform a diagram like figure 2.la into 
one like figure 2. lc. 
2.3.2 Distance errors and the local velocity distribution. 
The apparent velocity distributions of the three quality classes are dif-
ferent. Figures 2.1 b and 2.2b show the density distribution of stars in 
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(U V) space in the form of hidden line plots and contour diagrams for stars 
in class 2. The obvious difference between the veloci ty dist ribut ion of class 
1 (figures 2.la and 2.2a) and class 2 is the appearance for class 2 of another 
peak near the solar motion, (U,V)= (l2,-12) km s-1 . The streams appear 
as shoulders in the distribution, and a ridge connects the streams to the 
peak near the solar motion. Figures 2. lc and 2.2c are the hidden line and 
contour diagrams for class 3; they show no streaming. 
The three quality classes contain a differing mixture of spectral types, 
and some of the differences in the velocity distributions could be attributed 
to differences in stellar ages. Ho-wever the appearance of the peak near the 
solar motion is almost certainly due to distance errors. 
The following simple model shows the effect of distance errors on the 
velocity distribution. Consider a stream of stars all moving in the same 
direction in the (x ,y) plane with speed V; i.e. the velocity distribution of 
this idealised stream is a delta function. A cartesian co-ordinate system is 
constructed with the y-axis parallel to the stream motion (figure 2.4) and 
the observer at the origin. The observed space velocity v = ( Vx , V y ) of a 
star is computed from its line of sight radial velocity Vr and the tangential 
velocity Vt using the relationship: 
v = ( Vr sin 0 - Vt cos 0, Vr cos 0 + Vt sin 0) 2.3.l 
where 0 is measured from the y-axis (figure 2.4). The line of sight radial ve-
locity is measured directly from the Doppler shift of the star's spect rum and 
is independent of distance. The tangential velocity is calculated indirectly 
from the star 's parallax and proper motion via: 
V t = µd 
where d is the distance and µ is the proper motion. In terms of the star 's 
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speed Vr and Vt are given by: 
(vr,vt) == (Vcos0, Vsin0) 2.3.2 
If the star's distance is measured as >.d instead of d, then Vt will change to 
>.µd and the inferred velocity becomes: 
V(l->.) 1->. 1->. 
v == ( 
2 
sin(20), V(l -
2 
) -
2 
cos(20)) 2.4.3 
which is the parametric equation of a circle centered on v == (0, V(l + >.)/2 ) 
with a radius of V(l - >.)/2. 
For illustration, we take a sample of 2n stars uniformly distributed 
1n 0, and let the distribution of the spectroscopic parallax error c be 
D(c) == n8(c - c1 ) + n8(c + c1 ); i.e. just as many stars have their dis-
tance overestimated by c1 as underestimated by the same amount. Then 
the inferred velocity distribution, instead of being f ( v) == 2n8( v-v0 ), ·where 
v0 == (0, V), ·will be similar to that shown in figure 2.5, ·where each pair of 
circles represents one value of c1 . Figure 2.5 gives an impression of the con-· 
volving function in the (U ,V) plane to which an idealised stream of stars 
would be subjected because of errors in distance modulus for the individ-
ual stars. We note that this convolving function is always elongated in the 
(U, V) plane in the direction of the stream. 
We can now model the effects of distance uncertainties on the (U ,V) 
distribution of a real sample of stars. We take 431 stars in Woolley's 
quality class 1 sample and change their spectroscopic paralla.."<:es ( dis-
tance moduli) by an amount c magnitudes, where the e's are distributed 
,...., exp( -c2 /(2c0 2)). This process has been repeated for several values of Eo , 
as shown in column 1 of table 2.1. For each value of co the process is carried 
out twenty times. A representative selection of realisations of the velocity 
distributions are shown in the series of figures 2.6 to 2.8. As in section 2.3 , 
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the velocity distribution has been smoothed by a two dimensional gaussian 
with a sigma of 7 km s- 1 to reduce shot noise. 
Figure 2.6 contain a representive realisation of the resulting (U ,V) ve-
locity distributions for Eo = o.m25. This figure should be compared to figure 
2.2 a the velocity contour diagram for the quality class 1 stars. There are 
still two peaks present in figure 2.6 ( Eo = o.m25); ho-wever the Sirius peak 
is less dominant than it is in the original distribution (figure 2.2). These 
velocity distributions are elongated in the directions of the tvvo streams. In 
figure 2.6 the apparent peaks due to the Hyades and Sirius streams have 
moved from (U,V)=(35,-15) and (-15,0,) km s-1 to (U,V)=(24,-13) -and 
(-10,-4) km s-1 respectively; i.e. the peaks have moved toward the mean 
solar motion. 
Figure 2.7 is similar to figure 2.6, but with Eo = o.m5. Now the velocity 
distributions are elongated in the direction of the streams, and there is 
no strong evidence supporting the existence of the Sirius stream. The 
Sirius stream now appears only as a shoulder on the single velocity peak 
at (U ,V)=(l2.4,-1 l.6) km s-1 , close to the solar motion. These figures are 
comparable to figure 2.2b, the contour plot of the class 2 stars. 
In figure 2.8 with co = 1. mo, there is no evidence of streaming and these 
velocity distributions can be well described by an ellipsoidal distribution~ 
with a single peak at (-2,2) km s-1 . These velocity distributions are less 
elongated in the direction of the streams. 
Figures 2.6 to 2.8 indicate that spectroscopic parallax errors signifi-
cantly affect the velocity distribution; as the mean spectroscopic parallax 
error increases, the substructuring of the velocity distribution becomes less 
dominant and for Eo ,<: o.m5 it is no longer visible. The positions of the 
velocity peaks due to the streams move towards the solar velocity as the 
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distance errors increase. 
vVe have also used the Monte-Carlo experiments to estimate the effect 
of distance errors on the mean velocity and velocity dispersions of vVool-
ley 's quality class 1 sample. The results, in Table 2.1, show that the mean 
velocities remain constant , within the errors; however both velocity dis-
persions components increase as the distance error increases as we would 
expect. The ratio au/ av also changes as the mean distance error increases; 
for example, for Ea== Q.mQ , au/av==l.5 and the ratio reduces to au/av==l.2 
for Ea == 1.mo. This effect is obvious from figures 2.6 and 2.8. 
The ratio of the velocity dispersion components for stellar samples is 
important for estimating the properties of the galactic potential field ( via 
the Oort constants A and B), provided that the stellar sample is well mixed. 
We see here how distance errors can 
1. obscure substructure in the (U ,V) distributions , indicative of an in-
completely mixed sample, and 
2. artificially affect the inferred shape of the velocity ellipsoid. 
When obtaining distances photometrically, the error in the determina-
tion of absolute magnitude is typically o.m5 (Bessell,Norris ; private com-
munications). Hence the velocity distribution of stars whose distances have 
been primarily determined by photometric means will not be indicative of 
the true stellar velocity distribution as substucture will be lost, the velocity 
dispersions will be artifically high and the shape of the velocity ellipsoid 
will also be affected. It may be concluded that to determine the true char-
acteristics of stellar velocity distributions , accurate parallaxes are required. 
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2.4 Eggen 's work on stellar streaming. 
After the 1920's it was generally accepted that the ellipsoidal hypothesis 
provided an adequate description of the local velocity distribution. However 
there were a few authors who questioned this hypothesis. Wilson (1932 
and references therein) examined the space motions of nearby stars. He 
found that a simple velocity ellipsoid did not provide a good fit to the local 
velocity distribution, as too many of his stars belonged to the Taurus ( or 
Hyades) stream and the Ursa Major ( or Sirius) stream. He concluded that 
the number of stars with the velocity of the Taurus stream was a factor of 
five greater than that predicted by an ellipsoidal distribution. In a brief 
note, Bok (1946) sugested that the tvvo streams were due to the break-up, 
through encounters with field stars and tidal forces of differential rotation, 
of the Hyades and Ursa Major clusters, but he provided no evidence to 
support this claim. Roman (1949) examined the available evidence on the 
Ursa Major stream. She concluded that the streams consists of a compact 
nucleus ( the Ursa Nlajor cluster) and an extended stream, spread uniformly 
over the solar neighbourhood with no concentration of stream stars near 
the Ursa Major cluster itself. Roman concluded that the stream is not the 
result of the disruption of the Ursa Major cluster. She noted that 75 % of 
the stars which Boss (1912) listed as members of Kapteyn's stream II are 
members of the Ursa Major stream. However the motion of the Ursa Major 
stream is directed to a point 30° away from the vertex of Kapteyn's stream 
II. Roman found that the number of stars moving with the Ursa Nlajor 
stream exceeds the number predicted by the velocity ellipsoidal hypothesis 
by a factor of four. After these fevv papers the work on the streams ceased. 
It was not until the work of Eggen that interest in the subject of stellar 
streaming was rekindled. 
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In 1958 Eggen published the first in a series of papers on the subject of 
stellar streams or, as he calls them, stellar moving groups. (To be consistent 
the term stream will be used throughout this discussion. ) In this paper, 
Eggen discussed the Hyades stream and his first method of determining 
stream membership. He noted that the greatest source of error in deter-
mining the vector motion of a star is the parallax, so he used a selection 
criterion which eliminated the use of parallaxes. The tangential component 
of velocity cannot be determined without a parallax. However the ratio of 
the two proper motions components given by 
tan( Bo) = _l 5_µ_0 _co_s_( 8_) 
µ5 
( where B0 is the position angle, µ 0 is the star's proper motion in right 
ascention, µ 0 is the star's proper motion in declination and 8 is the star's 
declination) is independent of paralla..""<. B0 is compared to the position angle 
Be of the stream projected onto the tangential plane. If (A,D) is the vertex 
of the stream's motion in right ascension and declination, then Be is given 
by: 
cot(Bc) = cos(8) tan(D) csc(A - a) - sin(8) c.ot (A - a) 
This convergent point method provides a criterion for selecting possible 
stream members ·without resorting to parallaxes. The other criterion in-
volved the use of radial velocities, which are also distance independent. If 
0o agrees with 0c, to within some tolerance which depends on the accuracy 
of the proper motions and how well the vertex of the stream's motion has 
been determined, then the star's radial velocity, p0 , is compared to the ex-
pected radial velocity, Pc, of a stream member. If Vs is the total stream 
velocity and the angular distance from the convergent point is A, then the 
expected radial velocity is given by Pc == Vs cos( A). When p0 and Pc agree to 
within some predetermined tolerance, determined by observational errors , 
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the candidate stars is accepted as a stream member. Eggen (1958a) used 
this method to determine the members of the Hyades and Sirius streams. 
In paper II in the series (Eggen 19586), he looked for high velocity 
streams. He used the above method to assign stars from a catalogue of 700 
high velocity stars to one of three streams. He found that about 3 % of 
the stars belonged to the (-Her stream, approximately 2 % belonged to the 
c-Indi stream and about 2 % were members of the 61 Cygni group. 
Eggen (1958c) noted the limitations of the convergent point method in 
finding stream members. So in later papers ( eg Eggen 1960a) the method 
of finding stream members changed. He took the view that the members 
of a stream had a common origin, and he used used the following method 
to determine stream membership for the Hyades. As before 00 , 0c, p0 and 
Pc were calculated. All stars for which l0o - 0cl < 50° and 1Pa - Pel < 20 
km s-1 were selected a? possible candidates for the stream. The parallaxes 
were again considered suspect. So the linear space motions were computed 
with the distance left as a free parameter. If, for a reasonable value of 
the parallax, the resulting value of (U,V) could be matched to that of the 
Hyades cluster, (U ,V)=( 40,-18)±(3,3) km s-1 , then the star ,vas accepted 
as a candidate stream member. Using this "group parallax" of the star, 
its absolue magnitude and spectral type ·were plotted on the (Mv,spectral 
type) diagram for the Hyades cluster. If the star fell within 1 magnitude of 
the sequences on this diagram it was accepted as a stream member. 
Eggen's next step, using a dynamical definition of a stream, was influ-
enced by the ,vork of vVoolley (1960). Woolley believed that the stream 
members had a common origin and were the debris of a dissolving spiral 
arm. He noted that, for stream members to be observed in the solar neigh-
bourhood at the present epoch, their galactic orbits must be isoperiodic. 
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In general a detailed knowledge of the galactic potential is required to cal-
culate a star's orbit, and hence its periods. However, if a star has a nearly 
circular orbit in the galactic plane, then its orbit may be described within 
the epicyclic approximation (Lindblad 1922). In this approximation, the 
first two derivatives of the potential are needed and these are given by the 
Oort's constant of galactic rotation. vVoolley (1961) showed that in the 
epicyclic approximation the orbital periods depend only on the star 's V 
component of velocity. He concluded that the star's V velocity is therefore 
most indicative of membership to a moving stellar group or stream. 
In subsequent papers ( eg 1972), Eggen uses the V-component of velocity 
to select candidates for his streams. Eggen forced the V-velocity of the 
candidate stars to a common value by adjusting their parallaxes. Using 
this distance and either broad band or narrow band photometry. the star 
was placed on a colour-absolute magnitude diagram. If the star did not fit 
on the colour-magnitude diagram of the stream, it was rejected as a stream 
member. Metallicity information, usually from narrovv band photometry, 
has also been used as a stream membership criterion. 
If stream members do have a common origin, then forcing the V-
component of velocity to a particular value is a valid thing to do for the 
low velocity streams. J\t'Iembers of the low velocity streams are on almost 
circular orbits and as such the epicyclic approximation will provide an ade-
quate description of their orbits. Forcing the stream members to a common 
V-velocity is equivalent to insisting that the stellar orbits are isoperiodic, 
which is a necessary condition for stream members to be found in the solar 
neighbourhood. 
When searching for members of the high velocity streams, setting the 
V-component of velocity to a con1mon value is no longer valid. The mem-
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bers of such streams are on eccentric orbits; the epicyclic approximation 
may not adequately describe their orbits, and a common V velocity need no 
longer be an indication of orbital isoperiodicity amongst stream members. 
To determine the isoperiodic lines in the (U ,V) plane, for the high velocity 
streams, a knowledge of the the galactic potential and the W-velocity com-
ponent of the stellar motion is required. High velocity and halo streams 
are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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Figure 2.1 a Hidden line plot of the density distribution of the vVoolley 
class 1 stars in (U ,V) space. The two dominant peaks are associated with 
the Hyades and Sirius streams. 
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Figure 2.1 b Hidden line plot of the density distribution of the YVoolley 
class 2 stars in (U, V) space. 
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Figure 2.1 c Hidden line plot of the density distribution of the Woolley 
class 3 stars in (U, V) space. There is no evidence for streaming in this 
diagram. 
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11 Figure 2.2 a Contour plot of the density distribution of the vVoolley 
class 1 stars in (U ,V) space. The two dominant peaks are associated ·with 
the Hyades and Sirius streams. 
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Figure 2.2 b Contour plot of the density distribution of the \tVoolley 
class 2 stars in (U, V) space. The distribution is elongated in the direction 
of the streams. 
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Figure 2.2 c Contour plot of the density distribution of the vVoolley 
class 3 stars in (U, V) space. There is no evidence of streaming. 
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Figure 2.3 a Circular histogram of the distribution of projected proper 
motions for the vVoolley class 1 stars. The expected positions for the Hyades 
stream, the Sirius stream and the solar motion are shown. 
Figure 2.3 b Circular histogram of the distribution of projected proper 
motions for the Woolley class 2 stars. The expected positions for the Hyades 
stream, the Sirius stream and the solar motion are shown. 
Figure 2.3 c Circular histogram of the distribution of projected proper 
motions for the Woolley class 3 stars. The expected positions for the Hyades 
stream, the Sirius stream and the solar motion are shown. 
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Figure 2.4 A simple streaming model. The observer is at the origin 
of the a cartesian co-ordinate system. All stars are moving parallel to the 
y-axis with speed V. The angle 0 is measured from the y-axis in a clock-wise 
direction. 
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I Figure 2.5 The relationship bet\,veen distance modulus error and the 
resulting velocity error. The 'true' velocity is at (0,1 ). Each pair of circle 
represents the change in velocity for various c1 (see text). Moving from the 
outer most to the inner most circle pairs the values of c1 are 1. m .0, 0. m75, 
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Figure 2.6 A representative realisation of the resulting (U ,V) veloci ty 
distribution when Eo == o.m25. Streaming is still evident in this diagram. 
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Figure 2. 7 A representative realisation of the resulting (U, \ i ) velocity 
distribution ·when Eo == o.m5. The velocity distribution is elongated in the 
direction of the streams. 
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Figure 2 .8 A representative realisation of the resulting (U, V) velocity 
distribution when Eo = 1.mo. There is now no evidence of streaming. 
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Table 2.1 
Distance Errors. 
Distance Distance Mean V V velocity :iviean U U velocity 
modulus multiplier Velocity dispersion Velocity dispersion 
error ,\ km s-1 km s-1 km s-1 km s- 1 
a.moo 1.00 -22.0 30.4 9.7 41.4 
o.m10 1.05 -21.3 36.5 9.9 43.0 
o.m25 1.22 -21.5 37.2 9.9 45.2 
o.m5o 1.26 -22.9 41.7 10.9 50.8 
o_m75 1.41 -24.5 48.1 9.4 55.7 
1.moo 1.59 -24.5 52.8 9.3 60.4 
l.m25 1.78 -25.5 58.2 8.8 64.6 
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CHAPTER 3 
Observations and Data Reduction. 
3.1 Introduction 
From the previous chapter, 'vve have seen that the nearby stars show 
streaming motions, but that these streaming motions are obscured by errors 
in the stellar distances. If the streams are produced by dissolving aggregates 
or segments of spiral arms, as suggested by vVoolley (1960), then we would 
expect to find members of these streams beyond the solar neighbourhood, 
and it would be interesting to find kinematical evidence for their existence. 
However, because of the difficulty of deriving precise parallaxes for more 
distant stars, this could only be done from radial velocities in regions where 
a significant component of the stream motion is along the line of sight. 
The dissolution of aggregates in a galactic potential occurs preferentially 
1n a one dimensional manner along a dispersion orbit ( chapter 5). The 
velocity of a star on one of these orbits depends on its position around 
the orbit. From the local velocity data, we can calculate the dispersion 
orbits of the Hyades and Sirius stellar streams, and then predict the radial 
velocity of a stream star beyond the solar neighbourhood at any phase of 
its dispersion orbit. In this way, examination of the radial velocities of 
a kinematically unbiased sample of stars in the appropriate galactic fields 
will reveal more distant members of these streams, if the streams are indeed 
dissolving aggregates. 
This is the purpose of the observations described in this chapter. To 
search for stream members outside the solar neighbourhood, precise radial 
velocities are needed for a large sample of stars. This restricted our search to 
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relatively bright stars (V < 12). \Ve chose to observe I( giants (see below), 
so the most distant stars in the sample were about 1 kpc from the sun. 
For stars in this distance interval, the dispersion orbits calculated for the 
Hyades and Sirius streams suggested that the fields for our radial velocity 
survey should be in the longitude range 263° < l < 283°. To estimate 
the width of the streams, we extended the range of galactic longitude to 
240° < l < 300° for the brighter stars in the sample ( the I{ giants in 
the Michigan Catalogue). The fainter stars in the sample came from a 
photogTaphic survey undertaken for this project. 
Accurate velocities were measured for 580 I{ giants in the Michigan 
Catalogue and 186 fainter I( giants in the above longitude intervals. The 
high dispersion spectra were used also to estimate the metallicities of the 
Michigan Catalogue stars. Broad band photometry (V and B or R and I) 
was obtained for most of the program stars. For the Michigan Catalogue 
stars, comparison of the stellar colours with the spectral type gave an esti-
mate of the reddening. For the fainter stars, we used previous estimates of 
the reddening in these fields. Photometric parallaxes were then estimated. 
The Michigan Catalogue stars are at a mean distance of about 400 pc 
from the sun. The (radial velocity) - (galactic longitude) diagram for those 
Michigan Catalogue stars with [Fe/HJ> -0.25 clearly shows structure, in 
excellent quantitative agreement with the predictions from the dispersion 
orbit theory, which we can attribute to streaming beyond the solar neigh-
borhood. In this Chapter, the sample and the methods of data reduction 
are described, and the results are discussed in Chapter 4. 
3.2 The sample. 
The bright intrinsic magnitudes and narrow deep absorption lines make 
K giants ideal for accurate accurate radial velocity studies well beyond the 
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solar neighbourhood. Two homogeneous, kinematically unbiased samples 
of I{ giants were selected. It is also relatively straigh tforward to estimate 
metallicities for I( giants. The fields were chosen from the predicted direc-
tions of the streams ( chapter 1). 
The Michigan Sample. 
Program stars were selected from the Michigan Catalogue of Spectral 
Identifications (Houk and Cowley, 1975; Houk, 1978, 1982). The selection 
criteria were: 
• spectral range KO III to !(5 III. 
• within ±3.0° of the galactic plane. 
• galactic longitude 240° < l < 300°. 
The small range in galactic latitude ensured that the contribution from 
the perpendicular (W) motion to the radial velocity is typically less than 
3 km s-1 . The galactic longitude range was chosen for the reasons given in 
§3.1; 580 stars meet these criteria. 
These stars have a mean distance of 400 pc from the sun. High resolution 
spectra were obtained with the coude spectrograph on the 1.9-m telescope 
at Mount Stromlo Observatory and the echelle spectrograph on the 1.0-m 
and 2.3-m telescopes at the Siding Spring Observatory. The spectra 1,,vere 
used to determine radial velocities and abundances (§3.3 and 3.4), and 461 
of these stars were observed in the Cousins VRI photometric system on the 
l.0m telescope. The (R-I)-( effective temperature) calibration of Bessell 
(1979) was used to determine the intrinsic colours from the spectral type, 
and an estimate of the galactic reddening was obtained by comparing the 
intrinsic to the observed colour. 
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The Uppsala Sample. 
The Michigan sample was extended beyond 1 kpc in the directions l == 
263° b = 2. 0 5 and l = 283°, b == 1. 0 3, using the Uppsala Schmidt telescope. 
Centering on these fields B and V photographic plates were exposed, and 
550 stars with colours in the range of 1.0 < B-V < 1.6 and magnitudes in 
the range 10.0 <V < 13.5 were selected from these plates ( see §3.6 for a 
description of the reduction procedure). These criteria do not distinguish 
between nearby dwarfs and distant giants. However the Bahcall-Soneira 
(1980) galactic models suggest that about 85% of these stars will be disc 
giants, and dwarfs in this colour range can be readily recognised from the 
high resolution spectra. Radial velocities of 186 of the brighter stars were 
obtained. 
3.3 Radial velocities 
3.3.1 Introduction 
Cross correlation methods are widely used for measuring radial veloci-
ties. They make use of all of the available spectral information, and a well 
chosen template provides an optimal noise suppression filter (Brault and 
White, 1971 ). The cross-correlations can be made directly at the telescope 
by analogue means, as in the Griffin radial velocity spectrometer ( Griffin 
1967,1970) or the CORAVEL machine (Baranne et. al. 1979), or obtained 
on- or off-line from digital spectra of template and program st ars. The 
on-line analogue radial velocity machines provide a fast , efficient method 
of obtaining radial velocities. However there is no permanent record of the 
stellar spectra which could be used later in the determination of abundance 
or for spectrophotometry. 
The digi t al cross-correlation methods allow the user to calibrate the 
wavelength of he spectra remove instrumental effec s and fi lter he spect ra 
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for the purpose of improving the signal to noise ratio , and also provide a 
permanent record of the spectrum itself for subsequent abundance analysis. 
All of the radial velocities reported here have been determined by digital 
Fourier cross-correlation methods (see §3.3.4). 
A spectral region centred on 5200 A and 70 to 90 A wide was used. 
This region contains many deep and narrow absorption lines that allow the 
determination of radial velocities with errors less than 2 km s-1 . 
3.3.2 The instrumentation. 
The spectra were obtained on three different telescopes, with three dif-
ferent spectrographs and three different detectors. Table 3.1 summaries 
specific information about the telescope, spectrograph and detector combi-
nations. 
a) The detectors 
Column 5 of table 3.1 shows the detector used on each observing run. 
The detectors are two-dimensional Photon Counting Arrays (PCA) with 
different front-end image intensifiers. For a more complete description of 
the PCA, see Stapinski et. al. (1981). The CCD has 488 pixels in the 
spatial direction (y) and 380 pixels in the wavelength direction ( x ). Photon 
events are electronically centered, double binned in y and half-binned in x, 
giving an effective detector area of 244 by 760 pixels. The PCA is a true 
photon counting device, linear up to a count rate of,..__, 0.3 Hz pixel- 1 . 
The three sets of intensifiers were (i) a stack of 6 electrostatic im-
age tubes, optically coupled and red sensitive, referred to as the 6-stack; 
(ii ) a two-stage blue-sensitive micro-channel intensifier, referred to as the 
BPCA+II; (iii) two optically coupled single stage microchannel intensifiers 
(the BPCA), also blue-sensitive, and currently in use. For this ·work , near 
A5200 A, each detector had comparable sensitivity. 
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b) The Spectrographs. 
Column 3 of table 3.1 indicates the spectrograph used for each run. 
i) The 1.9-m coude spectrograph. 
For all the spectra obtained with the 1.9-m telescope, the 32-inch camera 
of the coude spectrograph (Dunham, 1956) was used. The spectral range 
for each detector system is given in column 9 of table 3.1, and the dispersion 
at Mgb is in column 7. 
Most of the coude work used the 'D' diffraction grating. This grating 
has 600 lines/mm and a first order blaze wavelength of 16000 A. The grating 
was used in third order to give a central wavelength of 5200 A. A Schott 
BG38 filter eliminated the second order light redward of 7740 A and the 
fourth order blue light was blocked by a GG7 filter. These filters were 
placed in the light path before the slit. The velocity per pixel for this 
system with the BPCA is 5. 7 km s-1 . Column 8 of table 3.1 contains the 
velocity per pixel with the other detector systems. 
The 'C' grating was used during the 19th June 1984 run. This grating 
has 600 lines/mm and has a first order blaze of 12000 A. To give a central 
wavelength of 5200 A the grating was used in the second order. The third 
order blue light was cut out with a GG7 filter. The 6-stack and 'C' grating 
combination gave a velocity per pixel of 10.9 km s-1 . 
A 350µm or 1.2" slit width was used for all 1.9-m telescope observations. 
This slit width projects to two pixels on the detector, which gives the 
maximum spectral resolution that can be achieved by the sampling of the 
detector array. 
A Th/ Ar comparison lamp exposure was taken after each stellar spec-
trum. This provided a check on instrumental drift between exposures and 
over the night. Typically these drifts were less than 0.06 and 0.5 pixels 
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respectively. 
ii) The echelle spectrograph. 
The Boller and Chivens model 40778 echelle spectrograph was used on 
the 1.0-m and 2.3-m telescopes. The spectrograph was mounted at the f/8 
Cassegrain focus of the 1.0-m telescope. A UV-transparent achromat triplet 
focal-ratio conversion lens changes the f/8 beam from the telescope to a f/10 
beam for the spectrograph. On the 2.3-m telescope, the spectrograph is 
mounted at the f/18 Nasmyth focus. A quartz-triplet focal ratio conversion 
lens is used to make the f/18 beam into a f/10 beam. 
The spectrograph consists of an echelle grating and cross-disperser. The 
echelle grating is ruled with 79 grooves/mm and has a blaze angle of 63° 
23'. The cross-disperser has a central blaze wavelength of 7800 A (Zarro 
and Rodgers, 1983). 
The cross-disperser was used in first order. The forty-third echelle order, 
which has a central wavelength of 5200 A, was centered on the detector. 
In the wavelength direction, the detector is only about half the length of 
each echelle order; typically, half of seven adjacent echelle orders fell on the 
detector, and all of these were recorded. The velocity per pixel with the 
BPCA is 4.5 km s-1 . The velocity per pixel with the other detectors is 
shown in column 8 of table 3.1 
The slit width was set to 150µm, which projected to tvvo pixels on the 
detector. This slit width corresponds to 3.1 and 1.2 arcseconds on the sky 
at the 1.0-m and 2.3-m telescopes respectively. A decker was used to reduce 
the slit length so that adjacent echelle orders would not overlap. 
The Th/ Ar calibration lamp exposures were taken after each star expo-
sure. Typically, the wavelength shifts from exposure to exposure vvere less 
than 0.2 pixels. 
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3.3.3 The radial velocity standards. 
The radial velocity standard stars (RVS) 1n table 3.2 were used to 
form an absolute radial velocity system.The RVS, with the exceptions of 
HD74617 and HD75256, were selected from Abt and Biggs (1972) using the 
following criteria: 
1. The star was a K or late G giant. This ensured that the RVS matched 
the spectral type of the program stars. 
2. The star had at least four independent radial velocity determinations 
over at least a 10 year period. The r.m.s scatter of these velocity 
determinations had to be less than 2.0 km s-1 to minimise the chance 
that the RVS was a spectroscopic binary. 
3. The standard stars were approximately in the same region of the sky 
as the program stars. 
HD74627 and HD75256 are program stars that were observed on eight 
separate occasions and have a r.m.s. scatter of 0.4 and 0.6 km s- 1 in 
their derived radial velocities. Both stars were used as RVS on the 2.3-m 
telescope run. 
On each night at least three different RVS ·were observed, with two 
of these standards being observed more than once, usually at the begin-
ning, middle and end of the night (weather permitting). This procedure 
was adopted in order to check the internal consistency of the reduction 
procedure, and to see whether there were any systematic radial velocity 
differences across the sky. No systematic differences were found. 
When observing the RVS, it was usually necessary to place a Schott 
neutral density filter in front of the slit. These filters were required to keep 
the count-rate of the PCA below 0.3 Hz/pixel. 
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The RVS exposures accumulated between 300 and 400 photons / pixel 
in the continuum to ensure that the noise contribution from the template 
stars was negligible. 
3.3.4 The reduction procedure. 
a) The 1.9-m coude data. 
Figure 3.1 shows three typical K-giant spectra obtained at the 1.9m 
telescope. These spectra have been smoothed by a three-point Hanning 
filter in order to remove the tvvo-point up-down fixed pattern noise produced 
by all versions of the PCA's. It was found that 30 to 60 counts/pixel in the 
continuum is sufficient for reliable radial velocities. Typical exposures for 
the Michigan stars accumulated bet\veen 150 and 200 counts/pixel in the 
continuum. 
All data, including the RVS, obtained using the 1.9-m telescope vvere 
reduced in the following manner. 
1. The Th/ Ar exposure taken after the star exposure was used to rebin 
the stellar spectrum on a log(,\) scale. This is a convenient scale for 
the calculation of radial velocities. 
2. All spatial row·s which contain starlight were added together. The 
stellar spectra typically fell into three rows. 
3. The spectra were sky subtracted. This was unimportant for the 
brighter Michigan stars. 
4. A Fourier cross-correlation (FCC) method was used to determine the 
star's radial velocity (See Brault and White 1971 ). Before the FCC , 
the data underwent the following preparation : 
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• As one can see from Fig. 3.1 the continuum slope or curvature of 
the smoothed spectrum is quite small, and it was not necessary 
to remove it before setting the mean of the spectrum to zero . 
• A 10% cosbel taper was applied to each end of the spectrum. 
• The spectrum was normalised to make the peak of its autocor-
relation function equal to unity. 
• The FFT of the spectrum was taken. 
• A filter with a tapered low frequency cut-off was applied to the 
Fourier transform of the spectrum in order to remove any resid-
ual large scale continuum variation. A tapered high frequency 
cut-off was also applied to suppress photon noise. 
The radial velocity was then determined using a Fourier cross-correlation 
method. The program star's spectrum was correlated against the spectrum 
of one of the RVS observed on the same night to give the program star's 
red-shift relative to the RVS. The appropriate heliocentric corrections were 
applied to obtain the program star's heliocentric radial velocity. This pro-
cess was repeated with each RVS observed on that night. The mean of these 
radial velocity determinations was adopted as the program star's heliocen-
tric radial velocity. The r.m.s scatter of the radial velocities was typically 
less than 1.5 km s-1 . 
To check the fundamental radial velocity system, as well as the reduction 
procedure, each RVS was treated as a program star and reduced in the 
above manner to estimate its radial velocity. The calculated radial velocities 
differed from the 'true' radial velocities by 0.8 km s-1 r.m.s. 
b) The echelle data. 
The echelle set-up was such that the echelle orders sloped across the 
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detector but the arc lines were vertical i.e. the spatial direction is vertical. 
The echelle orders could then be easily extracted from the PCA frame. 
Each echelle order was reduced in the following manner: 
The centroid of the stellar rows was found at every 25 pixels in the 
wavelength direction. A third order polynomial was fitted to these points. 
This polynomial defined the mean stellar position of that order. At each 
pixel in the wavelength direction, the corresponding pixels in two (spatial) 
rows either side of the mean stellar position were added together. This 
extracted row then contained the stellar spectrum of that order. In a similar 
manner, sky rows were defined to allow sky subtraction. Then reduction 
procedures similar to those in §3.3.4 a) were performed on each extracted 
echelle order. 
For each echelle order the heliocentric radial velocity of a program star 
was determined. A mean radial velocity was calculated from all of the 
star's echelle orders. This mean value was adopted as the program star's 
heliocentric radial velocity. The r.m.s. scatter in velocities from order to 
order was typically less than 0. 7 km s-1 . 
3.3.5 Error estimation and spectroscopic binaries. 
83 Michigan Catalogue stars were observed more than once. This pro-
vided an accuracy check on the derived radial velocities. Tvvo stars vvere 
observed on eight separate occasions, ten on three independent occasions 
and the remainder twice. The time-scale for re-observing varied from one 
day to eighteen months. The stars were usually re-observed with a different 
telescope-spectrograph-detector combination. 
Figure 3.2 is a histogram of I Vmax - Vmin I where Vmax is the maximum 
radial velocity measured for the program star and Vmin the minimum radial 
velocity. The dispersion of this distribution is 1.2 km s- 1 . 
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As mentioned in §3.3.3 the radial velo.city of of each of the RVS was cal-
culated with the r.m.s. scatter in the velocities being less than 2.0 km s-1 . 
Twenty-one stars have been observed using both the 1.9-m coude spec-
trograph and the echelle spectrograph, on either the 1.0-m or 2.3-m tele-
scope. Figure 3.3 compares the velocity obtained with the coude spectro-
graph with the velocity from the echelle spectrograph. The solid line is 
the 45° line. The mean displacement from this line is -0.1 km s-1 and the 
r.m.s scatter is 0.9 km s- 1 . There are apparently no systematic differences 
between velocities obtained using the two spectrographs. 
Figure 3.2 shows that only six of the reobserved stars ( or 7.6%) have a 
velocity spread greater than 4.0 km s- 1 . Jaschek and Jaschek (1957) found 
that 6% of their sample of 200 K giants were spectroscopic binaries, as 
compared with 5.6% of the 427 K giants sampled by Heard (1956) and 10% 
of the G and K giants sampled by Woolley et. al. (1977). Aikman and 
McClure (1985) found that 16% of their CN strong giants and 10% of their 
normal giants had radial velocity variations greater than 1.5 km s-1 . YVe 
can therefore assume that less than 10% of our sample are spectroscopic 
binaries. 
3.4 Stellar abundances. 
3.4.1 Introduction. 
Stellar abundances are usually determined by fine analysis of high res-
olution spectral data or via an intermediate band photometric system. 
Recently correlation methods have also been used to determine stellar 
abundances. In these methods the program star spectrum is correlated 
against a template spectrum or against itself and some parameter derived 
from the correlation ( or autocorrelation) function is used to determine the 
abundance. For exarnple 1'1ayor (1980,1985) used the area of the cross-
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correlation function derived from CORAVEL to determine the [Fe/ HJ for 
F and G dwarfs , and Ratnatunga and Freeman (1989) used the height of the 
auto-correlation function to determine [Fe/HJ of K-giants. The correlation 
methods have the advantage that all available spectral lines are used to es-
timate the star's overall metallicity. They have the obvious disadvantage 
that information about detailed element abundances is lost. Correlation 
methods are particularly useful for abundance estimation from noisy spec-
tra, for which detailed abundance analysis is not possible anyway. 
A correlation method was employed to estimate the metal abundance 
of stars in the Michigan sample from our high dispersion spectra. Each 
stellar spectrum was correlated against a grid of synthetic spectra of kno\vn 
temperature, gravity and abundance. The correlating procedure provides 
a goodness of fit test between the spectrum of the program star and those 
of the grid. Interpolation in the resulting grid of correlation coefficients to 
find the peak gives the program star's abundance. Carney et al. (1987) 
have independently used a somewhat similar method (based on x2 fitting to 
synthetic spectra) to derive metallicities for subwarfs from spectra of high 
dispersion and low signal-to-noise ratio. The spectral range of the coude 
data is approximately 5160 to 5230 A. This region includes mainly ·weak, 
neutral metallic lines. Care must be taken with the choice of Fourier filter 
(see §3.4.3) to ensure that the correlation is not dominated by the strong 
Fe and Cr lines near 5203 A, and the Mgb lines. 
3.4.2 The grid stars. 
The grid spectra consist of synthetic spectra generated by the Atlas 
Stellar Atmosphere code (Kurucz and Avrett 1981 ). The LTE and plane 
parallel approximations of the Atlas models are reasonable for disc I(-giants 
( Gustafsson et. al. 1975). The gf values used in the model calculations 
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come from I( urucz ( 1981 ). These gf values were checked by com paring 
model spectra of a-Boo and the sun with their coude spectra. The gf values 
were 'tweaked' until the line strengths of the synthetic spectra matched the 
line strengths of the observed spectra. 
The grid covers the expected range of abundances, temperatures and 
gravities of the Michigan sample. The grid co-ordinate values of tempera-
ture, [Fe/HJ and log gravity are in table 3.3. 
3.4.3 The method of deter1nining stellar abundances. 
The program and template spectra vvere reduced in the following man-
ner. 
• The spectra were calibrated on a wavelength scale. 
• The spectra were brought to the same rest wavelength. 
• The same wavelength interval (5160-5230 A) was used for all spectra. 
• A third order polynomial was fitted to the continuum, and was then 
subtracted from the spectrum. 
• The 1nean of the spectrum was set to zero. 
• The spectrum was padded with zeros to fill a 1024-pixel array. 
• The spectrum was Fourier transformed and filtered in the Fourier 
domain ( see below). 
The best fit was determined by finding the maximum value, over the 
grid of synthetic spectra, of the correlation coefficient 
cc 1 ( 19) == L k I vv ( k) 12 If ( k) g • ( k) I VLk IW(k)l 2 IJ( k)l 2 JLk IW(k)l 2 lg(k)l 2 (3.5.1 ) 
where f(k ) is the Fourier transform of the program star's spectrum, g(k) is 
the Fourier transform of the grid star's spectrum, W(k) is a filter and the 
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k's are wavenumbers1 . This correlation coefficient was calculated at each 
point in the grid; with the above normalisation, the correlation coefficient 
is always < 1.0. We chose to work in the Fourier domain to speed up the 
computation and reduce the required computer storage space. 
The filtering is a two-pass procedure. On the first pass, the filter 
consisted of a low frequency cosbel taper, ( k1 , k2 ) to remove low fre-
quency variations in the detector gain and continuum, and a high fre-
quency cosbel taper (k3 , k4 ), to suppress photon noise. The filter values 
( k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 )=(2,30,200,220) worked ·well for our coude spectra. 
An initial effective temperature guess for the program star is made using 
either its R-I colour or its Michigan spectral type if no R-I ·was available. 
Bessell (1979) has calibrated R-I colour \-vith temperature, and the maxi-
mum correlation coefficient is then searched for in the abundance - gravity 
plane at this temperature. A three-dimensional quadratic function is then 
fitted to the nearest neighbours to derive the best estimate of temperature, 
gravity and [Fe/HJ for the progrru"'ll star. 
The first pass filtering was used to remove the low frequency structure 
_\ 
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(instrumental and intrinsic) from the stellar spectra. If a stellar spectrum 
is filtered such that all wavenumbers greater than about 7 are removed, 
then the spectrum that remains consists mainly of t\-vo components: one 
is due to the intrinsic shape of the star's continuum and the other to the 
detector s spatial and wavelength response function. vVhen the synthetic 
spectrum is filtered in the same manner, only the continuum will remain. 
To refine our estimate of abundance, we would like to restore to the stellar 
spectrum the low frequency components due to the low frequency shape 
of the stellar continuum; these were filtered out on the first pass, but ,vill 
make some contribution to the shape of the correlation function over the 
1 A wavenumber of k is equivalent to k/96.25 cycles A- 1 . 
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grid of synthetic spectra. 
The detector response function ,vas determined in the following way. For 
each stellar spectrum, the stellar spectrum itself and its closest matching 
synthetic spectrum were filtered with the low pass filter (0,0,5,10), and the 
smoothed stellar spectrum was divided by the smoothed grid spectrum. 
The resulting curve is taken to be the detector response, and the unfiltered 
stellar spectrum was then divided by this response curve. The 'best fit' 
Te//, [Fe/HJ and log g of the star were then re-computed as before, but 
this time with the filter W(k) = (0,0,200,220) ·which has only the high 
frequency cosbel. The ma.,'{imum correlation coefficient for our program 
stars was typically between 0.85 and 0.91, after filtering. 
3.4.4 The calibration of [Fe/HJ. 
To check this method of determining [Fe/HJ, 51 stars of known abun-
dance were observed. The spectra have bebveen 150 and 200 counts per 
pixel in the continuum. Most of these stars ( 49) have DDO photometry 
by Hartkopf and Yoss (1983) or Flynn (1989), \vhich gives [Fe/HJ values, 
as shown in table 3.4. A HY in column 5 of table 3.4 means the source 
was Hartkopf and Yoss; an F indicates that the source was Flynn. The 
other t,vo stars are the well-observed abundance standards a Boo and E Vir 
(Mackle et. al., 1975). 
Figure 3.4 compares our abundance estimates [Fe/HJ A with the cat-
alogue abundances [Fe/HJ DDO from Table 3.4. The solid line is the 45° 
line. Dovvn to [Fe/HJ~ -1.0 dex the two are in excellent agreement. The 
mean displacement from the line is 0.05 dex and therms scatter is 0.15 dex. 
Flynn (1989) estimates that the DDO abundances have errors of about 0.1 
dex; this indicates that the errors of our abundances are no more than 
about 0.1 dex (see §3.4.5). 
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The values of T ef J log g and [Fe/ HJ calculated fo r these stars by the 
method described in §3.4.3 are given in columns 6, 7 and 8 of table 3.4 
respectively. 
3.4.5 The errors in [Fe/HJ determinations. 
To determine the effect of photon (Poisson) noise on our abundance, 
temperature and gravity determinations, Monte-Carlo simulations were run 
on a spectrum with differing noise levels. 
At each particular mean number of counts/pixel in the continuum, 120 
spectra were randomly generated from a high signal-to-noise ratio spectrum 
of a Boo. Values of [Fe/HJ, log g and Tef f were determined for each 
spectrum, and the rms spread was adopted as the error for each of the 
three parameters. This procedure ·was repeated with different numbers of 
means counts. 
Figure 3.5 shows how the error, in each parameter, due to photon 
noise alone varies with the mean number of counts/pixel in the contin-
uum. To obtain abundance errors at the 0.15 dex level, we need at least 
100 counts/pixel in the continuum. 
As mentioned in §3.3.5, 83 Michigan Catalogue stars ·were observed on 
more than one occasion. For each observations, T ef f, [Fe /HJ and log g 
were calculated. The mean rms spreads for T ef f, [Fe/HJ and log g for 
these stars ·were 69 I{, 0.12 dex and 0.26 dex respectively. Our spectra 
have typically 150 to 200 counts per pixel in the continuum, so these rms 
spreads are entirely consistent with the results from the Monte Carlo exper-
iments described above. \Ve conclude from §3.4.4 and the discussion here 
that photon statistics are the main source of uncertainty in our abundance 
estimates, and that our expected abundance error is about 0.12 dex. 
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3.5 Photoelectric photometry. 
A single channel photometer on the 0.6-m telescope at SSO was used to 
acquire Cousins broad band VRI photometry for 461 stars of the Michigan 
sample. Bessell (1979) has given a calibration of temperature against V-I 
and R-I colours for normal giants and dwarfs. The difference between the 
intrinsic colour ( derived from the Michigan spectral type) and the observed 
colour will give a stellar reddening estimate. This reddening, together with 
the V magnitude and the Michigan spectral classification, will yield the 
program star's spectroscopic parallax (see Chapter 4). 
Most of the observatiopns were made with an extended S20 photomul-
tiplier (EMI 9659 b ); for one run an RCA GaAs photomultiplier \Vas used. 
The photomultipliers ·were cooled with dry ice to about -78° to reduce the 
dark current. 
A standard Cousins VRI glass filter set was used for this \Vork. The 
passbands have the following glass combinations: 
V : 2 mm GG 495 + 1 mm BG 18 
R : 2 mm OG 579 + 2 mm l{G 3 
I: 3 mm RGN 9 
During each night between 12 and 20 E region standards (Cousins, 
1980) were observed. The extinction coefficients were usually calculated by 
observing a red and blue pair at several different air-masses. The typical 
extinction coefficients were kv = 0.15, kv-R = 0.03 and kv-1 = 0.035. 
The program and standard stars were observed with a 30 arcsecond 
aperture. Most of the stars were observed only once, with typical errors of 
±0.005m, ±0.007m, ±0.008m in V, V-R and V-I respectively. 27 stars were 
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observed twice and 2 three times. The typical scatter in these measurements 
were ±0.008m, ±0.004m, ±0.005m for V, V-R, V-I respectively. 
The Annals of Cape Observatory (vols. 17-21) and Yale Transactions 
(vol. 30; Hoffieit, 1970) give visual magnitudes on the Cape system for 
some of the Niichigan Catalogue stars. For 145 of our program stars , both 
a visual photoelectric magnitude, ½hot, and a Cape visual magnitude, Vcape 
are available. Figure 3.6 shows the relationship bet-ween the Cape and and 
the photoelectric magnitude. The solid line is drawn at 45°. The mean 
difference, < (Vcape - Vphot) >, between the two magnitudes is 0.1 m and the 
r.m.s. scatter is 0.12m. Vcape were used to estimate spectroscopic parallaxes 
when there was no photoelectric photometry. 
The mean V, V-R, V-I magnitudes and colours for the Michigan stars 
are in columns 8,9 and 10 of Table Al (Appendix 1). Column 11 is the 
number of photelectric observations. If this number is equal to zero, then 
non-zero V magnitudes are Cape values. 
3.6 Photographic photometry. 
To examine the spatial extent of the two stellar streams, we needed a 
sample of stars extending at least 1 kpc from the sun. B and V plate pairs 
were exposed on the U ppsala Schmidt telescope in the predicted direction 
of the Streams, l == 263° and l == 283° 
The Uppsala Schmidt has a 0.68-m primary mirror, a 0.56-m corrector 
plate and a plate scale of 120 arcseconds/mm. The field is 3.5 x 3.5 square 
degrees, although vignetting reduces the useable area to 3.0 x 3.0 square 
degrees. The plate/filter combinations were Kodak Ila-O emulsion with a 
Schott GG385 filter for Band Ila-D emulsion with a GG495 filter for V. This 
corresponds closely to the standard Johnston broad-band B,V photometric 
system. 
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The plates were digit ised using the rvISO PDS 1010 microdensitometer . 
The reduction package for analysing these scans is designed for undersam-
pled stellar images. It is usual to scan the plates wi th an aperture such that 
a well-exposed stellar image covers about 3 square pixels , so the aper ture 
was set to 25 microns. The plates were scanned at a speed of 6 mm/ second . 
Only the inner 2 square degrees of each plate were measured. The magni-
tudes of stars on each plate were computed using an automated reduction 
package (Ratnatunga, 1984; Lewis, 1986). The plates in the l = 283° di-
rection were calibrated using photometry of Sher (1963). The plates in 
the l = 263° direction were calibrated using photoelectric photometry from 
the SSO 0.6 m telescope. The rms scatter in the calibration curves was 
typically 0.07m which corresponds to a typical error in B-V of 0.1 m. 
Stars in the colour and magnitude range 1.0< (B-V)0 < 1.6 and 10< \ T 0 
< 13 were then selected from these plates. This colour range was chosen 
to match that of the Michigan sample. 
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Figure 3.1 a The top spectrum is of a KO III star, HD68510, obtained 
with the 1.9 m coude spectrograph. 
Figure 3.1 b The middle spectrum is of a K2 III star, HD78004, ob-
tained with the 1.9 m coude spectrograph. 
Figure 3.1 c The bottom spectrum is of a K5 III star, HD74617, 
obtained with the 1.9 m coude spectrograph. 
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Wavelength ( A ) 
Figure 3.2 Histogram showing the reproducibility of the radial veloci-
ties obtained for this thesis. 
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Figure 3.5 a The dependence of the error in determining log g by the 
method described in §3 .4.3 as a function of the mean number of counts/pixel 
in the continuum of the spectra. 
Figure 3.5 b The dependence of the error in determining [Fe/HJ by the 
method described in §3.4.3 as a function of the mean number of counts/pixel 
in the continuum of the spectra. 
Figure 3. 5 c The dependence of the error in determining T ef f by the 
method described in §3.4.3 as a function of the mean number of counts/pixel 
in the continuum of the spectra. 
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Table 3.1 
Radial Velocity Observing Log. 
Run Telescope Spectrograph Camera Detector Grating Dispersion velocit½ 
channe Spectral San1plc 
at Mgb Range 
(m) A O /n11n kn1s- 1 Ao 
10-13 Feb 1984 1.9 coude 32" 6-stack D 9.1 8.0 102 IvI 
11-12 Jun 1984 1.0 echelle - BPCA+II - 5.5 4.7 60 iv1 
O"\ 13-16 Jun 1984 1.0 echelle - 6-Stack - 7.0 6.0 75 M 
\.0 
19-20 Jun 1984 1.9 coude 32" 6-stack C 14.0 10.9 156 Ivl 
2-9 Jan 1985 1.0 echelle - BPCA - 5.0 4.5 55 IvI 
2-5 Feb 1985 1.9 coude 32" BPCA D 6.6 5.7 72 u 
4-6 Mar 1985 1.9 coude 32" BPCA D 6.6 5.7 72 u 
7-10 Mar 1985 1.0 echelle - BPCA - 5.0 4.5 55 M 
29 Mar-1 ·Ap 1985 2.3 echelle - BPCA - 5.0 4.5 55 u 
17 Dec 1985 1.9 coude 32" BPCA D 6.6 5.7 72 M 
28-31 Dec 1985 1.9 coude 32" BPCA D 6.6 5.7 72 M 
18-20 Feb 1986 1.9 coude 32" BPCA D 6.6 5.7 72 fvl 
Table 3.2 
Radial Velocity Standards. 
Name Spectral Radial Right Declination iVIagnitude 
Type Velocity Ascension 
(km s-1 ) (1900) 
HD720 1{3 III 5.4 00 08.2 -28 05 5.41 
HD1187 K3 III 26.9 00 13.5 -37 50 5.66 
HD12438 G5 III 24.2 01 56.8 -30 28 5.34 
HD34649 1{2 III 10.8 05 13.9 -67 18 4.82 
HD39523 Kl III 16.2 05 48.0 -56 12 4.50 
HD69194 1(6 II -7.5 08 10.7 -49 53 5.40 
HD74617* K4 III 54.4 08 42.9 -39 33 7.70 
HD75256* 1(2 III -7.9 08 47.0 -40 10 7.80 
HD78004 1(2 III 24.4 09 00.4 -46 42 3.74 
HD78647 K5 lb 18.5 09 04.3 -43 02 2.30 
HD94510 I{0 III 8.2 10 49.4 -58 19 3.78 
HD101021 I(l III 4.1 11 32.4 -60 44 5.14 
HD112985 1(2 III 38.8 12 55.4 -71 01 3.61 
a Boo 1(2 III -4.5 14 11.1 +19 42 0.06 
HD151249 1(5 III 8.7 16 41.1 -58 52 3.78 
HD157457 I(l III 17.1 17 18.2 -50 33 5.20 
HD161892 I(l III 24.5 17 43.0 -37 01 3.20 
HDl 71759 K5 III -16.5 18 31.4 -71 31 4.0 
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Table 3.3 
Altas Grid Values. 
Temperature [Fe/HJ log (gravity) 
I(elvin 
5000 -2.0 1.0 
4500 -1.2 1.5 
4250 -0.7 2.5 
4000 -0.4 3.5 
-0.2 5.0 
0.0 
+0.2 
+0.4 
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Table 3.4 
Abundance Standar.ds. 
DDO Atlas 
Name Spectral Spectral [Fe/HJ Source [Fe/HJ T eff log g 
Type Class 
HD720 1(3 II-III -0.36 HY -0.50 4219 1.54 
HD1187 1(3 III -0.18 HY -0.35 4233 1.64 
HD1853 K2 III -0.28 F -0.24 4490 1.76 
HD1962 I{3 III -0.65 HY -0.40 4220 1.57 
HD2015 I{3 III -0.26 F -0.30 4290 1.42 
HD2164 1(0 II-III -0.14 HY -0.15 4759 1.32 
HD2199 1(3 III -0.07 HY -0.11 4287 1.85 
HD2239 I{0 II-III -0.30 HY -0.37 4820 2.37 
HD2364 KO II-III -0.15 HY -0.23 4777 2.00 
HD2376 GS II-III -0.38 HY -0.38 5000 2.10 
HD2426 I{3 III-IV -0.01 HY -0.10 4310 2.80 
HD2427 K3 III -0.19 HY -0.15 4278 ·) '"'0 
_,. ' 
HD2455 1(1 II-III +0.04 HY +0.06 4650 2.35 
HD2476 KO III +0.07 F +0.09 4701 2.40 
HD2504 1(2 III -0.55 F -0.40 4474 2.50 
HD2510 I{0 III +0.07 HY +0.12 4804 2.50 
HD2556 I(l III +0.04 HY +0.02 4626 2.40 
HD3059 1{2 II-III -0.40 HY -0.50 4390 1.44 
HD3134 KO III-IV -0.33 HY -0.20 4731 3.60 
HD3172 1(3 III -0.25 HY -0.40 4201 2.26 
HD3179 K2 III -0.70 HY -0.60 4610 2.30 
HD3187 GS III -0.40 HY -0.32 5000 2.60 
HD3219 K3 III -0.29 HY -0.37 4250 1.65 
HD3276 K2 III -0.62 HY -0.70 4487 2.40 
HD3605 1(4 III -0.36 F -0.40 4160 1.47 
HD3655 G9 III-IV -0.24 HY -0.20 5064 3.39 
HD3771 1(2 III -0.43 HY -0.43 4175 2. 35 
HD4024 Kl II-III -0.64 HY -0.48 4726 2.45 
HD4177 I{l II-III -0.20 HY -0.18 4579 2.34 
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Table 3.4 ( continued) 
DDO Atlas 
Name Spectral Spectral [Fe/HJ Source [Fe/HJ Te! J log g 
Type Class 
HD5559 G9 III -0.24 HY -0.20 4844 2.00 
HD5644 1{5 II -0.11 HY -0.10 4000 1.80 
HD5962 K4 III -0.48 HY -0.49 4095 1.44 
HD6167 Kl III -0.34 HY -0.43 4570 2.44 
HD7595 I(l II-III -0.67 HY -0.61 4641 2.39 
HD8144 KO III -0.42 HY -0.45 4753 1.4:2 
HD8390 I{0 III-IV -0.48 F -0.44 4701 2.90 
HD8832 Kl III -0.53 F -0.40 4600 1.83 
HD8866 1{5 III -0.42 F -0.49 4000 1.45 
HD8973 KO III -0.20 F -0.30 4800 1.98 
HD8975 G9 III -0.24 F -0.28 4926 1.68 
HD9151 1(1 III -0.05 F -0.10 4621 2.50 
HD9377 KO III -0.38 HY -0.28 4795 2.20 
a Bootis K2 III -0.60 -0.55 4480 1.80 
1: Vir G9 III 0.00 -0.10 4967 2.61 
Stock 2643 1(2 III -2.00 F -2.0 4351 1.50 
Stock 2650 I{0 III -2.30 F -1.90 4800 2.07 
¢ 4/1 19 I{l III -0.74 F -0.70 4610 •) -o ..... 0 
¢ 4/3 04 I{0 III -0.79 F -0.81 4781 2.00 
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CHAPTER 4 
Results and Discussion. 
4.1 Summary. 
In this chapter the results of the observational program discussed in 
chapter 3 are examined. The tables containing the observational data for 
the Michigan and Uppsala samples are in Appendix 1 and 2, respectively. 
The abundances and heliocentric radial velocities of the Michigan sam-
ple shows that the velocity dispersion for disc stars decreases monotonically 
with abundance. If abundance is a measure of age, then this indicates that 
the velocity distribution has evolved with time, in the sense that the old-
est stars have the largest velocity dispersion (cf. Stromgren, 198'""). Using 
various versions of the abundance-age relation, we show in §4.3 that the 
inferred age-velocity dispersion relationship is consistent with a Wielen dif-
fusion process for a constant diffusion coefficient. 
The radial velocity distribution of the Michigan stars with [Fe/HJ > 
-0.25 shows clearly that the Hyades and Sirius streams extend beyond 
the solar neighbourhood (§4.4). There is no kinematical evidence for the 
streams among the more metal-weak stars. The radial velocity distribution 
of the Uppsala sample (§4.6) shows that the Hyades stream continues to at 
least 1 kpc from the sun and that the streams may be no more than about 
300 pc wide (§4. 7). 
An order of magnitude calculation (§4.8) yields stream masses of a few 
x 106 M0 , and it is suggested that the streams originated from giant rnolec-
ular cloud complexes. 
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4.2 Completeness of the Michigan sample 
A Schmidt ( ~ ) test (Schmidt, 1965) has been used to investigate the 
completeness of the Niichigan sample. The sample has a limit ing V magni-
tude of 10.7; however at V = 10.7 (~) = 0.16, so it is not complete to this 
magnitude. The sample is complete to V = 8.2m at which ( ~) = 0.5. 
4.3 Velocity - abundance relationship. 
The heliocentric radial velocities and abundances of a subsample of 38:2 
Michigan stars were used to examine the (Fe/H] dependence of the 1nean 
V velocity, (V), and the V velocity dispersion, av, of stars in the galactic 
disc. To minimise the effect on (V) and av of the U-component of the 
star's motion, the Michigan subsample was restricted to a galactic longitude 
range of 250° < 1 < 290°. With this restriction, the mean radial velocity of 
the subsample ~ (V) and the subsample's line-of-sight velocity dispersion 
~ av. The sub-sample was divided into [Fe/H] bins: the abundance range 
and mean abundance of each bin is given in columns 1 and 2 of table 4.1. 
The mean radial velocity and line-of-sight velocity dispersion of each bin, 
denoted by (V) and av , are in columns 4 and 5 of table 4.1. Column 6 
of table 4.1 contains the error in the velocity dispersion, given by b.av == 
av /-/2N, where N is the number of stars in the relevant abundance bin. 
The radial velocity distribution for stars with abundances in the ran ge 
-0.2 < (Fe/H] < +0.25 is not indicative of a well mixed group of stars (see 
figure 4.4 (a )) . The Hyades and Sirius streams dominate the velocity dist ri-
bution for these metal rich stars ( this will be discussed further in §4.4 ); for 
these stars the computed mean velocity is effectively just the mean velocity 
of the two streams in this longitude interval , and the computed velocity 
dispersion is similarly dominated by the streams and is not indicative of 
the velocity dispersion of a mixed population. The radial velocity dist ribu-
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tion of the metal weaker stars with (Fe/ H] < -0.2 shows no such struc ure 
and appears mixed ( see figure 4.4 (b )) . 
i) Asymmetric Drift. 
Figure 4.1 shows the correlation bebveen (V) and av: the mean lag 
increases with the velocity dispersion. This is the Stromberg asymmetric 
drift. For small deviations VAD from the local standard of rest (LSR), the 
asymmetric drift is given by : 
(4 .3.1 ) 
where ½ire is the local circular velocity: near the sun ½ire ~ 220 km s- 1 . 
The solid line in figure 4.1 is the least squares fit through the points in 
the abundance range -0.65 < (Fe/H] < -0.25. Stars with abundances 
greater than -0.25 have been ignored in this fit due to the presence of the 
streaming motions, which means that the derived values of av are not the 
velocity dispersions of a well mixed velocity distribution. The bin ·with 
[Fe/HJ < -0.65 has also been ignored because the derived value of (V) is 
no longer small and eqn ( 4.3.1) may no longer be valid. Also, this bin is 
likely to be contaminated by halo stars. 
The line in figure 4.1 intercepts the -(V) axis at 11.6 km s- 1 . This 
implies that the sun's peculiar velocity component v0 relative to the LSR 
in the direction of rotation is + 11.6 km s- 1 . This is close to the standard 
value of v0 = 12 km s- 1 ( e.g. Mihalas and Binney, 1981 ). The slope of 
this line is 1.4 x 10-2 . Locally av for a mixed population is related to the 
radial component of the velocity dispersion , aR, via ai/ah = -B/(A. - B ) 
where A and B are the Oort constants of galactic rotation. Near the sun 
this ratio is about 0.5 (Kerr and Lynden-Bell ,1986) Then from eqn ( 4.3.1 ) 
8ln(paR2)/81nR = 3.08. Assuming an exponential disc (Freeman 1970) 
of the form p = p0 exp( -R/ h) and a radial velocity dispersion of the fonn 
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aR 2 == aho exp(-R/2h) (van der I(ruit and Searle, 1981 ), then R0 / h == '.2.07. 
Taking R0 to be 8.5 kpc, then the scale length of the disc is 4.1 kp c. 
Assuming an error in R 0 of 1.25 kpc and with the estimated error in the 
slope of 5 x 10-3 , then the error in the scale length is 0.6 kpc. This scale 
length is consistent with that of Lewis (1986) who found h== 4.4 kpc. 
ii) Age-Velocity Dispersion Relationship. 
Figure 4.2 shows the correlation between the V velocity dispersion and 
[Fe/H]: as av 2 increases, [Fe/H] decreases. The presence of stellar stream-
ing for stars with [Fe/H) > -0.2 means that the computed av values are 
not representative of the true random velocities and are excluded from the 
following discussion on the age-velocity dispersion relationship (AVR). To 
convert the [Fe/H] - velocity dispersion relationship into a AVR, it is neces-
sary to have a reliable age-metallicity relationship (AMR). However, before 
taking this next step, we note that our directly observed velocity disper-
sion - abundance relation for the I{ giants is in excellent agreement with 
the observed velocity dispersion - abundance relation given by Stromgren 
(1987) for the F dwarfs. 
Over the lifetime of the disc, there has been enrichment of the heavy 
elements, and on average the younger stars have a higher metallicity than 
the older disc stars. Hovvever the precise form of the AMR is not, as 
yet, observationally well defined (Nissen et.al., 1985; Carlberg et.al., 1985; 
Twarog, 1980; Powell, 1972). As can be seen from these references, the 
main uncertainty in deriving the AMR is the age scale for the F stars. 
Three versions of the AMR were used to transform our [Fe/H) values 
to ages. The log of the velocity dispersion is plotted against log age in 
figure 4.3 for each of the three AMR's. The filled circles are the AJvIR 
using the Nissen et. al. ( 1985) calibration, the triangles are from Powell 
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(1972) and the squares are from Twarog's (1980) calibration. For each 
AMR, the velocity dispersion increases monotonically with the inferred age. 
This disagrees with the results of Carlberg et. al. ( 1985) · using their own 
age determinations, they found that the velocity dispersion , for nearby 
F dwarfs , becomes approximately constant after 6 Gyrs. From the good 
agreement of the directly observed velocity dispersion - abundance relation 
for our I( giants and the F dwarfs mentioned above, it seems clear that the 
above disagreement in the AVR is due to differences in the adopted AI\1R's, 
which in turn come from different methods for determining stellar ages. 
Our AVR is, however, consistent with the work of vVielen (1977) and 
1VIayor (1974). From Figure 4.3, it appears that the AVR can be represented 
by a power law; adopting a power law of the form a rv ta, then a = 
0.54 and 0.4 7 for the Nissen and Povvell age calibrations respectively. For 
. 
comparison, Wielen's orbital diffusion picture, with diffusion coefficients 
that are independent of time and velocity, gives a = 0.5. 
Wielen (1977) proposed that disc heating is locally characterised by a 
diffusion coefficient C0 that is empirically determined from the observed 
A VR, such that 
da 2 dt = C0 (a, t) 
Here a is the velocity dispersion. In the simplest case mentioned above, 
Ca is constant and a rv t0 ·5 . This corresponds to a continuous increase of 
the velocity dispersion by a series of perturbations, analogous to a random 
walk. 
To examine some other heating situations, we follow Carlberg et al. 
(1985). They write the diffusion coefficient as Ca= S 2 (t).F(a), where S(t ) 
is related to the potential amplitude of the perturbers. They argue that 
the approximation F ~ a- 2 applies to heating by spiral waves and by gas 
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clouds. Thev assume that the disk started with onlv a small amount of v v 
gas and then grew linearly with a constant gas content. Gas cloud heating 
would then be constant in time, because the gas content is constant, so 
5( t) is constant and the predicted AVR is a rv t 0 ·25 . On the other hand , 
for spiral arm heating, the amplitude of the spiral waves depends on the 
total surface density of the disk, so 5 2 ex the surface density of the disk; i. e. 
5 2 ex t, and the predicted A VR has the form a rv t0 ·5 . We see that there is 
more than one way to produce the slope a ~ 0.5 of our observed AVR, and 
in any case this "observed" slope depends on the adopted ANIR. 
4.4 Radial velocity distribution of the Michigan sample. 
Structure in the (radial velocity) - (galactic longitude) distribution of 
the Michigan sample would imply a continuation of the stellar streaming, 
observed in the solar neighbourhood, out to distances of a few hundred 
parsecs from the sun in the sector 1=240° to 300°. vVe can predict the loci 
of these more distant stream members in the velocity - longitude plane. If 
the linear space motion of a stream with respect to the LSR is (U0 ,V0 ) then 
the radial velocities of strea1n members, relative to the LSR, as a function 
of galactic longitude, will be given by 
¼ = V0 sin( l) - U0 cos( l) (4.5.1) 
for stars within a few hundred parsecs of the solar neighborhood. The 
( radial velocity) - (galactic longitude) diagram for the most metal rich half 
of the Michigan sample yields strong evidence for a continuation of the 
Hyades and Sirius streams beyond the solar neighbourhood. 
Figure 4.4 ( a) shows the (heliocentric radial velocity) - (galactic longi-
tude) diagram for stars in the Niichigan sample with [Fe/H]> -0.25. The 
expected (radial velocity)-(galactic longitude) relationships for the Hyades 
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and Sirius streams are shown as the heavy lines on this figure. For example, 
the expected radial velocity of the Hyades stream at l = 240° is 38 km s- 1 
while that of the Sirius stream is -7 km s- 1 . Figure 4.4 ( a ) shows that most 
of the stars with [Fe/HJ > -0.25 belong to one or other stream. Figure 
4.4 (b) is similar to figure 4.4 (a) but for stars ·with [Fe/H]<-0.25. There is 
no evidence of streaming in this diagram. 
To further investigate the effect of abundance on the radial velocity -
longitude distribution, the Michigan stars vvere divided into nine abundance 
bins, as shown in the labels for figures 4.5 (a)-(i). In these figures, which 
present the main observational results of this thesis, heliocentric radial 
velocity is plotted against galactic longitude for each abundance bin . Stars 
in the two most metal rich bins ( figures 4.5a and b) show marginal evidence 
for streaming·. However the numbers of stars in these two bins are small. 
The next two bins (figures 4.5c and cl) clearly show star streaming near 
the expected loci for the solar neighborhood streams; the Hyades stream 
appears in both bins, while the Sirius stream is particularly evident in the 
abundance interval [Fe/HJ = -0.1 to -0.2. This suggests that the stars of 
the Sirius stream is more metal deficient than the Hyades stream, which 
is consistent with the work of Eggen (1982) who showed that, in the solar 
neighbourhood, the mean metallicities of the Hyades and Sirius streams 
are +0.15 and -0.1 respectively. (Unfortunately vve do not have stars in 
common with Eggen. However it is entirely possible that there is a small 
zero point difference between Eggen's metallicity system and ours). For 
the more metal weak stars ( [Fe/HJ <-0.2), figures 4.5e-i show no evidence 
for streaming. This is as expected from the A:NIR: it would be unlikely for 
stream members to be found in this abundance range, because the ages of 
the Hyades and Sirius streams are only 5 to 8 x 108 years (Eggen, 1982). 
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The stars in the ivfichigan sample with [Fe/HJ > -0.2 were divided into 
six galactic longitude bins, and I(olmogorov-Smirnoff tests were used to 
determine whether the velocity distribution of each longitude bin can be 
represented by a gaussian distribution. The null hypothesis, for each lon-
gitude bin, is that the velocity distribution, f( v ), can be represented by 
f ( ) N ( ( V - Vm) 
2 ) 
v = --exp -
a./'ii 2a2 (4.5.2 ) 
where Vm and a are the mean velocity and velocity dispersion for stars in 
the longitude bin, and N is the number of stars in the bin. The galactic 
longitude range, the number of stars, the mean velocity, and the velocity 
dispersion are given in columns 1-4 of table 4.2. Column 5 of table 4.2 shows 
the probability that the observed distribution comes from the gaussian 
distribution with the same mean and velocity dispersion. 
For example, the velocity histogram of the 1=255° to 265° bin is shovvn in 
figure 4.6. The expected radial velocities of the Hyades and Sirius strean1s 
at 1=260° are 23 and -4 · km s-1 . A gaussian distribution is not a good 
fit to this distribution; the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test shovvs that, for this 
longitude bin, the null hypothesis may be rejected at the 99% confidence 
level. 
Figures 4.5 ( a)-( d) indicates that the streams have a line of sight velocity 
width of only about 7 km s- 1 . We will see that this is consistent with the 
results of Chapter 5, in which kinematical models of the dissolution of a 
group of test particles are discussed in detail. (We note here that it is 
difficult to estimate reliably the intrinsic velocity spread of stream stars in 
the solar neighborhood because of the effects of distance errors: see §2.3.2. 
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4.5 Space distribution of the Michigan strea1n stars. 
4.5.1 Stream membership. 
Streaming is seen for stars with [Fe/HJ > -0.25: see figures 4.5 (a )-(e) . 
The predicted radial velocity - galactic longitude relationship has been used 
to determine stream membership for stars in this abundance range, which 
we need below for the discussion of the space distribution and masses of 
the streams. In the region l ~ 285°, where the predicted radial veloci t ites 
of the streams are similar, it is not possible uniquely to assign a part icular 
star to one of the streams. However some percentage of these stars 1nay be 
assigned to a stream. For example in figure 4.5 ( cl) , the ratio of Hyades to 
Sirius stars is about 0.5; hence in the region around l = 285°, about 50% of 
the stars having the predicted radial velocity of the streams ·will belong to 
the Hyades stream and 50% to the Sirius stream. So, for this abundance 
range, half the stars with the predicted radial velocity have been assigned 
to the Hyades stream and the rest to the Sirius stream. 
4.5.2 Reddening Estimate. 
To derive the space distribution of stream stars, we need an estimate 
of the reddening and absorption for each star. The following procedure 
has been adopted to estimate the galactic reddening of the :tviichigan stars 
with measured R-I colours. The star's intrinsic colour (R-1)0 comes from 
its effective temperature (see §3.5) and Bessell 's (1979) temperature - (R-I ) 
calibration for red giants. The absorption in the V magnitude, Av , is then 
given by Av=4.3E(R-I) (Eggen, 1974). 
The absorption maps of N eckel and I{lare ( 1980) have been used to 
estimate the reddening for those stars with no measured R-I colours. These 
reddening maps have also been used to check the absorption to stars ·with 
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measured R-I colours. The values of the absorption determined via this 
method and the procedure described above are in good agreement. 
4.5.3 Space distribution of the streams. 
The colour magnitude diagrams of Eggen (1975) ,vere used to determine 
absolute magnitudes for stars with R-I colours. For stars with no measured 
R-I colour, the Michigan spectral type was used to estimate the R-I colour. 
Hartkopf (1981) found that the Michigan spectral types and luminosities 
agreed with those from DDO photometry to within 0.6 of a spectral class 
and to within half a luminosity class (i.e. about half a magnitude). The 
absolute and apparent V magnitudes, together with the reddening, give a 
photometric distance for each star. The resulting space distribution of the 
Hyades and S_irius streams is plotted in Figures 4. 7 ( a) and (b) respectively. 
( An error of 0.5m in the photometric parallax leads to a 26% error in the 
calculated distance). 
Figures 4. 7 (a) and (b) indicate that the streams are not spatially re-
solved at a distance of 400 pc from the sun. 
4.6 The Uppsala sample. 
To follow the streams to a distance of about 1 kpc from the sun, radial 
velocities were measured for a sample of red stars selected from U ppsala 
Schmidt plates (§3.6). The photographic photometry and heliocentric ra-
dial velocity data for the Uppsala sample are given in table A2 of Appendix 
2. Two fields were chosen for this study. Their directions , 1 = 283° and 263° , 
were chosen from the dispersion orbit theory to pass through the central dis-
persion orbits associated with the Hyades and Sirius streams respectively, 
at a distance of about 1 kpc from the sun. In each direction, however, we 
may expect to find members of the other stream as well , depending on the 
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intrinsic width of each stream. 
The dispersion orbit theory was used to determine the expected radial 
velocity of stream members approximately 1 kpc from the sun. At 1==283° 
the expected radial velocity for the Hyades stream is -11 km s- 1 and -7 
km s- 1 for the Sirius stream. At 1==263° the expected radial velocities for 
the Hyades and Sirius streams are 6 and -7 km s- 1 . 
Figures 4.8( a ) and (b) are histograms of the heliocentric radial velocity 
distribution for the Hyades and Sirius fields. The dominant peak in figure 
4.8(a) (the Hyades field) is at the expected velocity for the Hyades streams 
: there is no evidence for the Sirius stream in this field. In the Sirius field, 
figure 4.8(b ), there is no evidence for the presence of either stream; i.e. at 1 
kpc from the sun in this direction, there are no Sirius stream members, and 
we infer that -the Sirius stream does not extend for more than 1 kpc in the 
direction of antirotation. Searching for stream members in the direction 
of galactic rotation would then determine the present spatial extent of the 
Sirius stream. The non-detection of Hyades stream members in the Sirius 
field means that, at a distance of 1 kpc from the sun, the Hyades stream 
has a spatial half-width of no more than about 300 pc. 
The reddening maps of N eckel and !{la.re ( 1980) were again used to 
determine the reddening and hence the distance of the Hyades' stars in the 
sample. 
4. 7 The Space distribution of the Hyades giants 
The space distribution of the known Hyades stream giants is shown in 
figure 4.9. This figure combines Hyades stream members from the. fichigan 
and Uppsala samples as well as a sample of 119 nearby red giants from the 
Bright Star Catalogue, which Eggen (1972) has assigned to the Hyades 
stream on the basis of their space motions. This dist ribution is obviously 
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incomplete, particularly for the more distant stars. Howevever. i is clear 
that the Hyades stream extends at least 1.5 kpc from the sun. A knowledge 
of the present extent of the stream would place useful Emits on the initial 
velocity spread of the dissolving aggregrate , and on its size and mass. It 
would therefore be of interest to follow this stream to greater distances from 
the sun, both towards and away from the direction of galactic rotation. 
4.8 The mass of the streams - an order of magnitude estiinate 
To estimate the density and mass of the streams, we use a luminosity 
function from the Revised Yale isochrones ( Green et. al., 1987). The only 
isochrone young enough to match the age of the streams, 7.5 x 108 years, 
had [Fe/H]==-0.3 and Y ==0.30. For these parameters, the ratio Rmass of the 
mass of the red giants with 0.46 < (R - I )o < 0.74 to the total mass was 
computed to be 0.026. It should be noted that Rmass is more sensitive to 
changes in the age of the isochrone than it is to changes in metal abundance, 
as table 4.3 indicates. For comparison the solar neighbourhood luminosity 
function in Allen (1973) indicates that Rmass == 0.036. 
We adopt Rmass == 0.026 and estimate the density of stream members 
from the Michigan sample. The Michigan sample is complete to 8. m2 (§4.2); 
using the Stream members contained in this volume, the total densities of 
the Hyades and Sirius streams are calculated to be PH == l.5 x 10-3 -Vl 0 pc-3 
and ps == l.0 x 10-3 lvl0 pc-3 respectively. 
To determine the order of magnitude of the total mass of each stream 
it is necessary to estimate the volume over which the streams presently 
extend and also their age and initial velocity spread. 
Age The streams are 2-3 galactic years old (Eggen 1982). To obtain 
an upper mass limit for the streams, we assume that their age is 3 
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galactic years. 
Initial V-velocity Spread The Uppsala stars indicate that the Hyades 
stream extends to at least 1 kpc from the sun, which implies that the 
V-velocity spread is at least 1.4 km s-1 over the length of the observed 
stream. Expansion velocities for OB associations are typically from 
3 to 10 km s- 1 (Blaauw, 1965). This is consistent with the velocity 
spread found in giant molecular clouds which are typically bet\veen 
4 and 10 km s-1 (Lada 1985). To obtain an upper limit on the total 
mass of the stream, we assume that the inital V-velocity spread was 
10 km s-1 . This means that the spread in azimuthal frequency was 
about 2
1
2 of the mean azimuthal frequency. So after 3 galactic years 
the stars would have spread about /2 of the way around the galaxy 
(i.e. about 7 kpc). 
Stream width The U ppsala stars showed that there were no Hyades 
stars in the Sirius region. This implies that the half width of the 
Hyades streams is less than 300 pc. The radial velocity dispersion, 
au , of the Hyades super-cluster is 3.0 km s-1 (Eggen 1982); if au for 
the Hyades stream were so small, the implied stream width ,vould be 
about 200 pc. To estimate an upper limit on the stream mass, we 
assume that the width of the streams is 400 pc. 
Stream Height Eggen (1982) gives the vertical velocity dispersion , aw, 
of the Hyades super-cluster as 6.6 km s- 1 . Again, if this applies also to 
the Hyades stream, we would infer that the stream extends above and 
below the galactic plane by about 100 pc. To derive an upper limit 
on the likely vertical extent of the Hyades stream, we note that the 
vertical velocity dispersion of disk stars with ages similar to that of 
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the Hyades stream is less that 10 km s-1 (Stromgren, 1987; Delhaye, 
1965), so a likely upper limit on the vertical extent of the Hyades 
stream is ±150 pc. 
Hence, the present volume V pr esent may be estimated as 
3 
Vpresent ~ 
22 
X 21r X 400 X 8500 X 300 
or Vpr esent ~ 8.7 x 108 pc3 . Using the density estimates obtained above, 
our upper limit on the total mass for the Hyades stream, MH, is about 
1.3 x 106 M0 . We have less information about possible limits on the ·width 
and height of the Sirius stream: if we assume that they are similar to those 
of the Hyades stream, then the derived upper limit on the mass of the Sirius 
stream is about 8. 7 x 105 M0 . 
As an order of magnitude estimate, ·we assume the mass of the streams 
to be about 1 x 106 M0 . By reducing the adopted age of the streams , 
the initial V-velocity spread and the stream width, the present volurne of 
the stream will be reduced and hence the mass of the stream will also be 
reduced. If Rmass increases then the stream mass ·will also be decreased. 
Changing any of the parameters produces linear changes in in the estimated 
stream mass. 
To estimate a lower limit to the mass of the streams, it will be assu1ned 
that the initial velocity spread was 2 km s-1 and that the stream width 
is only 200 pc. Then the masses of the streams are Jv1H == 1.0 x 105 Jvl 0 
and Ms == 0.5 x 105 M0 . To place stronger limits on the size, mass and 
velocity spread of the original dissolving stellar aggregrate the streams must 
be followed to yet greater distances from the sun. 
4.9 Possible origins of the streams 
If the stellar masses of the streams are of the order 105 to 106 o/10 and 
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their initial disruption velocities are at least 2 km s-1 ( as derived from the 
observed spatial extent of the Hyades stream), then the question arises: 
from what objects did the streams form? 
The most likely origin of these streams is the present breeding ground 
of young stars , the giant molecular cloud complexes. In the Galaxy there 
are many giant molecular cloud complexes that have masses in the range 
106 to 107 M 0 . Sanders, Scoville and Solomon (1985) found 250 complexes 
with masses greater than 106 M0 . Dame et.al. (1986) have 6 complexes 
that have masses greater than 4 x 106 }.;J0 . The complexes of Dame et. al 
lie in the galactic plane in the longitude range 14° < l < 56° , with the 
more massive complexes being confined to the Sagittarius spiral arm. A 
complex typically extends over about 160 pc. Each complex consists of 
several smaller cloudlets that have masses between 104 and 106 J.110 and 
are 20 to 40 pc wide. Israel and Van der Kruit (1974) have found 106 M0 
complexes in external galaxies. 
The star formation efficiencies ( sfe) for these clouds vary from about 5 
to 50 % (see Larson 1986 and reference therein). Hyland (private commu-
nication) has found that the sfe in Chameleon cloud is at least 15 %. The 
sfe may depend on the initial conditions of the collapsing cloud; for exam-
ple Larson ( 1984) has suggested that the sfe is proportional to the cloud 's 
surface density and inversely proportional to the cloud's temperature. (i.e. 
quiescent clouds with high surface density will have a relatively high sfe ). 
The giant molecular cloud complexes are such regions (Sanders, Scoville 
and Solomon, 1985). It has been suggested that cloud-cloud collisions in-
duce star formation (Larson, 1986; Dopita, 1986). The giant molecular 
cloud complexes are an ideal environment for this mechanism to operate to 
produce a high sfe. Such a complex, with a mass of 107 J\110 and a sfe of 
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order 15 %, would produce the stream masses calculated in §4.8. 
Bok (1946) suggested that the streams may originate from dissolving 
spiral arm segments. Although this concept is not well defined , such a seg-
ment could involve of order 108 M0 of more or less coeval stellar population. 
With our present knowledge of stream properties, we cannot discount this 
possibility; more information is needed on the present spatial extent of the 
streams. The small number (2) of streams that dominate the nearby pop-
ulation of metal rich K-giants, as defined by our Michigan sample, may 
favour the view that the streams originated from the dissolution of individ-
ual cloud complexes following star formation. 
4.10 Picture of the Galaxy 
The local (U ,V) velocity distribution is dominated by the Hyades and 
Sirius streams. However, further examination of the velocity distribution 
for young stars shows that there are at least four other well defined local 
streams (Eggen, 1978), so there are at least six streams passing through the 
solar neighbourhood. The solar neighbourhood is in no privileged position 
in the Galaxy so, on average, it seems likely that there are several such 
streams passing through a typical solar-neighbourhood-sized patch of the 
Galaxy. 
To estimate the average size of one of these streams, consider an annulus , 
centered on the solar radius, that extends from 7 kpc to 10 kpc. The surface 
density near the sun is 67 M0 pc-2 (Bahcall, 1984); then the total mass 
in the annulus is about 1010 M0 . Assuming an exponential star formation 
rate, with an e-folding time of 4 Gyr (Scalo, 1987; Larson, 1987) then the 
total mass of stars in the annulus younger than 1 Gyr is of order 5 x 108 
_ lf0. If each stream contains 106 M0 (§4.8) then there will be about 500 
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streams in this annulus. Then the average area, A., of each stream will be 
6 X ( 102 - 72 ) X 7r A.= --------
500 
where the factor 6 represents the number of overlapping streams at a given 
location, as discussed above. Then A = 1.9 kpc2; hence if the typical 
width of each stream is about 400 pc, then in the mean the streams will 
be stretched about 5 kpc around the Galaxy. This is consistent with our 
earlier estimate (§4.8) of the typical stream length. 
We could test the hypothesis, that each solar-neighbourhood-sized patch 
of the Galaxy consists of a number of intersecting streams, in the following 
manner. Accurate radial velocities would be measured for homogeneous 
samples of disc stars in several regions outside the solar neighbourhood. 
If the hypothesis is correct, then the observed radial velocity distribution 
would be multi-peaked, indicating the presence of multiple streams. How-
ever, the greater the number of streams in a particular region, the larger the 
sample of stars that is needed to differentiate statistically between multi-
peaked and smooth velocity distribution. 
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Figure 4.1 The correlation between the mean V velocity and the V 
velocity dispersion of stars in the Michigan sample. The solid straight line 
is the line of best fit. The points for [Fe/HJ >-0.25 and [Fe/HJ< -0.65 
have been omitted from this fit (see §4.3) 
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Figure 4.2 The relationship between the velocity dispersion and [Fe/H]. 
The closed circles sho\vs the metallicity-velocity dispersion relationship for 
the K-giants in the Ivfichigan sample. The open circle are for Stromgren's 
evolved F stars. 
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Figure 4.4 a The heliocentric radial velocity as a function of galactic 
longitude for stars in the Michigan sample with [Fe/H]> -0.25. The solid 
lines are the expected heliocentric radial velocities of the Hyades and Sirius 
streams. 
Figure 4.4 b The heliocentric radial velocity as a function of galactic 
longitude for stars in the Michigan sample with [Fe/H]< -0.25. The solid 
lines are the expected heliocentric radial velocities of the Hyades and Sirius 
streams. 
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longit ude for stars in the Michigan sample wi th [Fe/ HJ> + 0.1 
Figure 4.5 b The heliocentric radial velocity as a function of galactic 
longitude for stars in the Michigan sample in the [Fe/HJ range 0.0 to +0 .1 
Figure 4.5 c The heliocentric radial velocity as a function of galactic 
longitude for stars in the N1ichigan sample in the [Fe/HJ range -0.1 to 0.0 
Figure 4.5 d The heliocentric radial velocity as a function of galactic 
longitude for stars in the Michigan sample in the [Fe/HJ range -0.2 to -0.l 
Figure 4.5 e The heliocentric radial velocity as a function of galact ic 
longitude for stars in the Michigan sample in the [Fe/HJ range -0.3 to -0.2 
Figure 4.5 f The heliocentric radial velocity as a function of galactic 
longitude for stars in the Michigan sample in the [Fe/HJ range -0.4 to -0.3 
Figure 4.5 g The heliocentric radial veloci ty as a function of galactic 
long"tude for stars in the Michigan sample in the [Fe/HJ range -0.5 to -0 .4 
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Figure 4.5 h The heliocentric radial velocity as a function of galactic 
longitude for stars in the Nlichigan sample in the [Fe/HJ range -0.7 to -0.5 
Figure 4.5 i The heliocentric radial velocity as a function of galactic 
longitude for stars in the Michigan sample with [Fe/HJ< -0. 7 
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the Michigan sample. 
Figure 4. 7 b The spatial distribution of the Sirius stream stars from 
the I\!Iichigan sample. 
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Figure 4.8 a Histogram of heliocentric radial velocities of the Uppsala 
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Hyades stream, at 1.2 kpc from the sun, is 6 km s- 1 . 
Figure 4.8 b Histogram of heliocentric radial velocities of the Uppsala 
stars in the Sirius field. The expected heliocentric radial velocity of the 
Sirius stream at this distance is -7 km s-1 . There is no evidence of streaming 
in this diagram. 
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Table 4.1 
Abundance - Velocity Relationship. 
[Fe/H] ([Fe/ H]) Number (V) l ((J'v2)2 l ~((J'v2)2 
Range of Stars kms- 1 kms- 1 kms- 1 
> +0.05 +0.14 33 -4.7 11.8 1.5 
-0.05 +0.05 +0.03 40 -10.0 13.7 1.6 
-0.15 -0.05 -0.09 67 -9.8 14.2 1.2 
-0.25 -0.15 -0.21 55 -10.1 13.2 1.2 
-0.35 -0.25 -0.30 52 -15.0 20.1 2.0 
-0.45 -0.35 -0.40 50 -19.0 22.2 ') ') 4-J. --
-0.55 -0.45 -0.51 48 -20.0 26.0 2.7 
-0.65 -0.55 -0.61 22 -24.5 28.2 4.2 
< -0.65 -0.75 16 -52.0 36.4 6.4 
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Table 4.2 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. 
Galactic Longitude Number Mean Velocity Level of 
Range of stars Velocity Dispersion Significance 
km s-1 km s-1 
240 255 52 20 19 0.01-0.05 
255 265 41 11 14 0.00-0.01 
265 275 44 10 12 0.00-0.01 
275 285 50 5 11 0.01-0.05 
285 295 61 5 12 0.01-0.05 
295 305 52 20 19 0.00-0.01 
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Table 4.3 
Isochrone Parameters. 
y (Fe/HJ Age R m ass 
106 yrs 
0.24 -0.30 750 0.026 
0.30 +0.13 1500 0.045 
0.30 +o.oo 1500 0.043 
0.30 -0.20 1500 0.042 
0.30 -0.30 1500 0.040 
0.30 +0.13 3000 0.052 
0.30 +o.oo 3000 0.050 
0.30 -0.20 3000 0.046 
0.30 -0.30 3000 0.043 
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-CHAPTER 5 
Modelling. 
5.1 Introduction. 
Numerical modelling was used to investigate the evolution of a gravita-
tionally unbound stellar group in a general galactic potential. The numer-
ical techniques (§5.2.2), the assumptions and the results of the modelling 
will be discussed in this chapter. 
As the streams are not radially extended objects, eg the Hyades stream 
only extends over a galactic range of about 10% of its mean galactic radius, 
we are not interested in the the global form of the galactic potential; how-
ever the potential should mimic the parts of the galactic potential visited 
by the streams. There are numerous potentials ·which satisfy this criteron; 
we have chosen the isochrone potential (Henon, 1959) as it has the added 
advantage of allowing the orbits to be calculated analytically. 
5.2 Dissolution Experiments. 
5.2.1 Introduction. 
The working hypothesis of this thesis is that a stream is the remnant of 
a dissolving aggregrate of stars or a stellar association (§4.9) . Numerical 
experiments can be used to examine the dissolution of stellar aggregates 
in an axi-symmetric galactic potential. In such a potential the energy and 
angular momentum determines the azimuthal and the radial frequencies 
and the radial turning points which bound the radial extent of the orbits. 
We show in §5.2.5 that for a reasonable set of initial conditions the stars 
will preferential dissolve along a single dispersion orbit defined by the mean 
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energy and angular momentum of he aggregate. The aggregrate does not 
spread like ink on blotting paper, filling up the available annulus quickly, 
but is stretched out along the mean orbit in a quasi one-din1ensional man-
ner. We show that it can take many tens of galactic years for the stars to 
fill the available annulus and phase mix. 
In these experiment it is assumed that the z-motions are decoupled from 
the motions in the plane, and only the latter motions are examined. Self 
gravity is ignored: the stars are treated as test particles, moving in a fixed 
axi-symmetric potential <I>( R). 
5.2.2 Orbit integration. 
In Cartesian coordinates the equations of motion are 
.. 8<I> 
X == - 8x' 
.. 8<I> 
y == - 8y' 
and they are integrated using a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme ( equa-
tions 25.5.11 in Abramovvitz and Stegun, 1964). The timestep was kept 
constant during the integration. Typically 40 timesteps per galactic year 
were sufficient to keep the integrals of motion constant to five significant 
figures for fifty galactic years. The computational effort is very modest; for 
500 particles, it typically required 9 minutes of VAX 11/785 CPU time. 
5.2.3 The potential. 
An isochrone potential (Henon, 1959) was used as the axi-symmetric 
potential in these experiments. It has the form: 
<I>(R) _ _ Glvl 
- b + )b2 + R2 (5.2.1 ) 
where b is a scale length and M is the mass of the galaxy. Over a limited 
range of radii it can mimic other potentials. For example, if the particles 
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are near the peak of the rotation curve at R / b = 2.2, then they behave as 
if they were in a potential which produces a flat rotation curve. 
Eggen et. al. (1962) matched the rotation curve obtained from equation 
(5.2.1 ) and its derivative to that of the solar neighbourhood. Using A=15 
km s- 1 kpc- 1 , B=-10 km s- 1 kpc- 1 , and V 0 =250 km s- 1 , they obtained 
b=2. 74 kpc and 1YI=2.4 x 1011 M0 . If the presently accepted values of A=-
B=l2.5 km s-1 kpc- 1 , and V 0 ==220 km s- 1 (I{err and Lynden-Bell, 1986) 
are used, then b==3.87 kpc and M==2.53 x 1011 M0 . This implies a central 
rotation rate, JG M / 4b3 , of 71 km s-1 kpc- 1 or a central epicyclic frequency, 
jGNI /b3, of 142 km s-1 kpc- 1 . We will measure our lengths in units of b 
and frequency in uni ts of the central epicyclic frequency JG }vf / b3 • Thus, 
the dimensionless potential ef>(r) = <P(r)b/(GM), the sun is at r==R/b == 
2.2, and the local dimensionless angular frequency is 0.182. In these units 
the isochrone potential becomes 
5.2.4 The orbital frequencies. 
The motion of a star in an axi-symmetric disc potential is doubly peri-
odic. The azimuthal frequency, fl, is the mean angular rotation around the 
centre, and the radial frequency, K, corresponds to the radial oscillation. If 
the star's orbit is almost circular, then these frequencies may be calculated 
using epicyclic theory 
and 
If the star's orbit becomes so eccentric that the epicyclic approximation 
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is no longer valid the frequencies must be determined from the integrals 
2ri f ·-ld 
- = r r, 
K, 
and 
For most axisymmetric potentials these integrals can only be evaluated 
numerically. However for the isochrone they are simple analytic functions 
of energy and angular momentum: 
3 
"'= (-2E)2, (5.2.2) 
and 
K, h 
n = - (1 + ---==). 
2 ./h2 + 4 
(5.2.3) 
5.2.5 The dissolution of a cluster. 
The dissolution of a cluster of 500 test particles in an isochrone potential 
1s shown in figure 5.1. Each figure is a snapshot of the cluster's spatial 
distribution after a given number of galactic years. The galactic year, 
T 0 == 21r /no, is defined by the mean azimuthal frequency r2 0 , which has 
the value of 0.182. 
This figure shows that initially the cluster dissolves in a one-dimensional 
manner along the mean orbit with no appreciable spread in the radial di-
rection. Only after 32 galactic years do the particles begin to show evidence 
of spatial mixing. The initial dissolution and the longevity of the structure 
is not surprising when one considers the frequency distributions. 
The spread in the azimuthal frequencies, .6.S1, determines the rate at 
which the cluster dissolves in azimuth . Particles with azimuthal frequen-
cies lower than n0 will lag behind, while those with azimuthal frequencies 
greater than n0 will move ahead. Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of the 
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-azimuthal frequencies. The total spread in frequencies, ~D, is such that 
it will take about 6 galactic years for the particles at the extremes of the 
distribution to reach the same azimuth on the other side of the gala."'Cy. 
Initially the cluster appears to be dissolving along a single dispersion 
orbit (Lindblad, 1925), having the mean radial frequency Ko and f20 . If this 
continued, the stars would fill the dispersion orbit but not the available 
annulus. But, as can be seen, after sufficient time the particles deviate 
from the dispersion orbit, and begin to fill the annulus. 
The orbit of any particle can be considered as a closed precessing central 
ellipse. The motion of the mean position of the particle on the ellipse is 
determined by the azimuthal frequency, D, and the orientation of the major 
axis precesses at the rate Ds = n - K/2, where K, is the radial frequency. 
Each of the particles in our dissolving cluster moves on its own precessing 
ellipse. 
Figure 5.2 also shows that there is a spread in Ds, and hence the ellipses 
will precess relative to one another. It is the relative precession of the major 
axes which will eventually lead to the filling of the available annulus. vVe 
can see that ~ns, the total spread in ns, is about a factor of 10 smaller 
than ~n. Due to the symmetry of the central ellipse, a 180° spread in the 
orientations of the major axes will fill the annulus. Hence it will take 30 
galactic years (i.e. 10 /2 x 6) for this to happen. 
Since there are so fevv particles at the extremes of the frequency dis-
tribution, for a more realistic estimate of the time scale for spatial mixing 
we should use the spread at the half power of the frequency distributions. 
The half-maxima spreads are nearly half the total spreads, which means 
the above time scales should be doubled. 
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Cooling. 
Plots of radial and angular velocities as functions of guiding centre po-
sition do not reveal any narrowing or cooling with time. But cooling can 
be seen in the corresponding angular momentum plot shown in figure 5.3. 
The area occupied by the points in figure 5.3 is conserved, and thus the 
decrease in vertical width, or cooling, as shovvn in figure 5.4, is a direct 
consequence of the stretching in the azimuthal direction. This cooling is 
precisely the same as the sharpening of the V-velocity for the streams in 
the solar neighbourhood noted by vVoolley in 1960. 
Initial Conditions. 
We do not knovv the precise initial conditions of the dissolving cluster. 
The simplest assumption, that all the particles started at a point vvith a 
mean motion and a small velocity dispersion, gives rise to some interesting 
consequences. Figure 5.5 shows that the width of the dissolving aggregrate 
narrows in some regions and flares in others. This narrowing and widening 
has been ref ered to as focussing (Yuan, 1977). Figure 5. 6 shows the plot of 
radial velocity as a function of guiding centre azimuth. The spread in radial 
velocity is largest where the vvidth of the stream is least, and vice versa. 
(If the Hyades stream is a result of focussing, as suggested by Yuan, then 
one would expect the stream to exhibit a large radial velocity dispersion; 
according to Yuan, the solar neighbourhood happens to be at one of the 
focii.) 
vVhen the particles are started at a single point, the epicyclic phases are 
highly correlated. These correlations persist for many galactic years pro-
ducing the focussing phenomenon. This focussing can be avoided by giving 
the the cluster an initial spatial extent and mixing the epicycle phases. 
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An epicyclic orbit can be writ ten as 
where roi is the guiding centre radius, ai is the radial epicyclic amplitude, 
w 1i is the radial phase, and w 2i is the guiding centre phase. The initial 
conditions for the experiment described in figures 5.1 were obtained in the 
fallowing manner: 
• The epicyclic amplitudes, ai,, were chosen from a gaussian distribu-
tion with a dispersion of 0.03. 
• The epicyclic phases, w 1i, were uniformly distributed over (0,21r) 
• The guiding centre radii, roi, were chosen from a gaussian distribution, 
vvith a mean radius r0 =2.25 and a dispersion of 0.03 
• The guiding centre phases, w 2i were all set to zero. 
• The initial spatial distribution was made round by deleting those fe,v 
particles vvhose distance from the cluster center exceeded 0.09. 
• A systematic radial velocity, u 0 , was added in order to make the mean 
orbit eccentric. 
The effect of these operations was to give each particle the initial veloc-
ities 
where D, "' are the frequencies for each particle. Figure 5. 7 shows the initial 
spatial and velocity dis ributions. 
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5.3. Velocity-frequency relationship. 
The initial conditions led to the frequency distributions shown in figure 
5.2. There is a very tight correlation between the precession rate n., and 
n, or equivalently between n and "'· This is a characteristic of plausible 
initial condition involving nearly circular orbits. 
The tight correlation arises from the fact that the frequencies depend 
linearly on the initial angular momenta, and quadratically on the initial 
orbital eccentricities. 
This correspondence between the initial velocities and the frequencies is 
most easily demonstrated with the help of action-angle variables ( Goldstein , 
1959). The Hamiltonian is a function of the radial action Jr and the angular 
momentum h , 
E = H(Jr, h), 
and the frequencies are the partial derivatives 
For an isochrone 
8H 
n = 8h' 
8H 
K.=-. 
8Jr 
l h f;:i2 H=--[J +-+ -+1]-2 • 2 r 2 2 
The changes in the frequencies are: 
82 H 82 H 
8D = 82h 8h + 8Jr8h 8Jr , 
a2H a2H 5
"' = 8h8JT (5h + 82 Jr 5l r, 
(5.3.1 ) 
The second derivatives of H are all of the same order, as can be seen from 
equation 5.3.1 In the epicyclic approximation (Lynden-Bell and I(alnajs, 
1972), 
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l 
8h = - 8Vro . 
Thus the change in frequencies with oU and oV is 
(5. 3.2a) 
(5.3.2b) 
For small eccentricity orbits , V0 ~ U0 and U0 ~ oV. This implies the 
change in frequencies depends linearly on oV, resulting in the correlation 
seen in figure 5.2, ·while the oU has a second order effect which gives rise 
to the width in the correlation. 
5.4 Future work. 
The basic modelling and work on phase mixing has left out some im-
portant factors that should be addressed in future ·work. 
The most glaring deficiency is the omission of perturbations from sources 
such as molecular clouds , spiral structure, and bar potentials. 
Another obscure point is the physical processes which lead to the dis-
ruption of the cluster, and which we have buried in the initial conditions. 
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Figure 5.1 The dissolution of a cluster of test particles after 4, 8, 16, 
and 32 galactic years. 
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Figure 5. 7 a The initial spatial distribution of the test particles for 
the dissolution experiment sho"vn in figure 5.1. 
Figure 5. 7 b The initial velocity distribution of the test particles for 
the dissolution experiment shown in figure 5.1. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Conclusions and Future Work. 
6.1 Conclusion 
From the previous chapters, there are several conclusions that can be 
made about the kinematic properties of stars in and near the solar neigh-
bourhood: 
1. The velocity distribution of stars with [Fe/HJ> -0.25 is dominated 
by the Hyades and Sirius streams. Our radial velocity work shows 
that the local velocity distribution for these stars is ·well represented 
by Kapteyn's two stellar stream picture. 
2. \Ve suggest that the streams originated in compact aggregates, such 
as giant molecular cloud complexes, which dissolve along dispersion 
orbits. The predictions of this dissolution are an excellent fit to our 
radial velocity data for stars beyond the solar neighbourhood. The 
upper limit on the mass of the initial aggregrate is about 106 M0 . 
3. The Hyades stream extends to at least 1.3 kpc in the direction of anti-
rotation, while the Sirius stream appears to end at about 0.8 kpc in 
this direction. At this stage we have no information about the extent 
of the streams in the rotation direction. 
4. To determine the true nature of the local velocity distribution, accu-
rate velocities are essential. Poor stellar distances ( and hence inaccu-
rate velocities) smooth out structure in the (U ,V) velocity distribution 
and can therefore mask the presence of the streams. 
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5. The velocity distribution of stars with [Fe/HJ< -0.25 exhibits no ev-
idence of streaming. The velocity dispersion - metal abundance rela-
tionship for these K-giants are in excellent agreement with the results 
of Stromgren for evolved F stars. Underlying this directly observed 
and well determined velocity-metallicity relationship are presumably 
tvvo fundamental relationships between age and metallicity (AlvIR) 
and between age and velocity dispersion (AVR), which come from 
the chemical and dynamical evolution of the galactic disc. However, 
because the age estimates are model dependent ( eg from Stromgren 
photometry and isochrone fitting), the precise form of the local AMR 
and A VR are as yet not well determined. 
6. This thesis has produced no observational evidence concerning the 
existence of Eggen's old groups, This is probably due to the small 
number of stars of appropriately low metal abundance ([Fe/HJ< -0.5) 
in our sample; as the W component of the velocity dispersion for these 
old groups is relatively large ( eg about 40 km s-1 for the Arcturus 
group), these stars spend a majority of their time further from the 
galactic plane than the stars included in our sample ( for which z ;S 
50 pc). The Gilmore-Wyse survey of G dwarfs within 3 kpc of the 
sun is better suited to identifying old group stars: their unpublished 
radial velocity data show strong evidence for more distant member of 
the old Arcturus group (Gilmore and Wyse, private communication). 
The spatial extent of the old groups and the questions of their origin 
and survival are very relevant to the more general problem of disc 
heating, but this is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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6.2.1 Future modelling work 
This thesis has concentrated on the observational nature of the streams· 
future modelling will investigate the kinematical and dynamical conse-
quences of streaming motions. 
Our simple modelling and work on phase mixing has left out some im-
portant factors that should be addressed in future ,vork. A serious defi-
ciency is the omission of perturbations from source such as spiral structure, 
bar potentials and molecular clouds. vVe have also not considered in detail 
the physical processes which lead to the disruption of the initial aggregate; 
these have simply been parameterized in the initial conditions. 
As previously mentioned, the spatial extent of the old disc and halo 
groups, and their origin and survival is relevant to the problem of disc 
heating; it would be of interest to model these old groups. Members of 
an old group that are found in the same vicincity must be isoperiodic. 
The epicyclic approximation is no longer valid for these groups because 
of their high orbital eccentricities. The relatively large W component of 
their motions means that the frequency perpendicular to the galactic plane 
must also be considered. To obtain the orbits for the members of an old 
group, the equations of motion must be integrated numerically, for most 
galactic potentials. For this problem, it may be useful to consider Stackel 
potentials in which the Hamiltonian-Jacobi equations separate in elliptical 
co-ordinates and insights into the orbital structure can be gained by analy tic 
means ( e.g. Sommer-Larson and Chen, 1990). 
6.2.2 Future observational work 
The present ·work has provided rough estimates of the mass of the ini-
tial dissolving aggregate that produce the streams now seen in the solar 
neighborhood. To obtain a better estimate the streams must be followed 
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to greater distances from the sun along their predicted orbits to find the 
more distant stream members. vVe need to observe more of he 1v'Iichigan 
stars in longitude sectors other than those already covered, so that stronger 
limits can be placed on the width of the streams near the sun. These ob-
servations would also give useful limits on the initial velocities of stream 
members (§4.8). 
Streaming motion has been observed in the solar neighbourhood. It 
1s unlikely that the solar neighbourhood is unique in this respect. vVe 
can hypothesise that the younger population in any solar-neighbourhood-
sized patch of the galactic disc is dominated by a number of intersecting 
streams. To test this hypothesis, it would be very interesting to compile 
homogeneous samples of stars in some regions of the galactic disc a fevv kpc 
from the sun ( e.g. in galactic windows). High resolution spectra would 
again yield accurate radial velocities and metallicities; the metallicities and 
photometry would ensure that the sample is confined to the selected patches 
of the Galaxy. If the presence of streams is widespread throughout the disc , 
then -...ve would expect to see significant structure in the observed velocity 
distribution. If more than two or three streams are present in a particular 
region, then a relatively large sample of stars would be needed to identify 
their presence with adequate statistical significance. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Observational Results for the Michigan Sample. 
Table Al contains a summary of the observational data for the Michigan 
stars. Below is a description of the table. 
• Column 1 contains the star's HD number. 
• Columns 2 and 3 respectively contain the star's spectral type and 
class. The spectral types and classes are from the Michigan Catalogue 
of Spectral Identifications. (Houk, 1982) 
• Columns 4 and 5 are the galactic longitude and latitude of each star. 
• Columns 6 and 7 are the star's heliocentric radial velocity and the 
number of times the star was observed spectroscopically. If a star was 
observed more than once, then the mean heliocentric radial velocity 
is recorded in column 6. 
• Columns 8 to 11 contain respectively the star's V magnitude, Cousins 
V-R colour, Cousin's V-I colour and the number of photometric ob-
servations. If a star was observed more than once, then the mean V 
magnitude and colours are given in the table. A zero in column 11 
means the star was not observed photoelectrically and the V magni-
tude is from The Annals of Cape Observatory. 
• Columns 12,13 and 14 give the star's effective temperature, gravity 
and (Fe/H]. These value come from matching Atlas spectra to the 
star 's spectra. The technique is discussed in chapter 3. 
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Table Al: Observational Data for the Michigan Sample. 
HD S pect ra.l S pectra.I Ga.lactic Ra.dial nl Vi sual V-R V-I n2 Alla.3 
N u mber Type Cla. ,u Longitude Latitude Veloci ty M:a.gni t colour colour Temper G ra.v A bund 
l I I bll kma- 1 ude a.ture ily a.nee 
65354 K 3 III 250 .5 -2 .9 38 .5 7 .076 0 .8 11 1. 5 68 427 3 .so -0 . 7 i 
65653 K2 III 250 . 1 -2 .3 25 .5 1 6 .850 0 .514 0 .998 1 452 7 2 . 17 -0 .H 
6603 7 K3 III 250 .8 -2 .2 40 .6 1 7. 436 0 . 761 1.433 1 43 13 2 .3 6 -0 .6 4 
6 6128 KO III 250 .5 -2 .0 22 .8 1 8.370 0 .497 0 .946 1 4679 2 .65 -0 .31 
66 3 82 K3 III 250 .0 -1.4 9 .5 3 7.935 0 . 707 1.314 1 42 8 3 l . 79 .o .31 
C6401 KO III 250 .8 -1.9 16 .6 1 8 .275 0 .620 1.151 1 4 664 2 .24 -0. 4 3 
66402 K3 III 251. 7 -2 .4 25 .8 1 8 .251 0 . 726 1.366 1 41 9 2 2 .22 -0 .22 
665 59 K0/1 III 252 .7 -2 .9 -0 .5 1 8 .366 0.483 0 .918 1 48 34 2 .23 -0 .59 
C6600 KO III 252.7 -2 .8 21.2 1 7.753 0 .540 1.017 1 4719 2 . 7 1 -0 .57 
67359 K3 III 253 .2 -2 .4 15 .8 2 8 .203 0 . 739 1.387 1 423 5 2 . 19 -0 .55 
6 75 09 K3 III 254 .2 -2 .8 28 . 7 2 8 .840 0 . 709 1.345 1 4253 2 . 26 -0 .33 
67680 Kl III 254 .2 -2 .7 26 .8 1 7.830 0 .634 1.228 1 4518 2 .37 -0 .27 
6 7 702 Kl III 254.2 -2 .6 26 .0 1 7.690 0 .626 1.200 1 4623 1.59 -0 .24 
68298 K4 III 253 .5 -1.6 -2.7 1 7.560 0 .000 0 .000 0 4240 2 .38 -0 .60 
683 01 Kl II/III 255 .1 -2 .6 -2.7 1 7 .767 0 .535 0 .979 1 46 00 2.69 -0.50 
683 63 K2 III 250 .3 0 .6 58.4 1 7.220 0 .682 1.302 1 4465 V:.4 -0 .15 
685 10 KO III 254 .1 -1. 7 -2 .7 l 7 .250 0 .533 1.032 1 4715 2 .27 -0 . 18 
68784 K4 III 254 .1 -1.4 37 .6 1 7 .720 0 .836 1.666 1 4159 1.6 1 -0 .45 
69690 Kl III 254 .6 0 .7 -6 .6 1 7 .960 0 .000 0 .000 0 4607 2.50 -0 .02 
69836 Kl III 253 .4 0 .2 34 .8 1 8 .570 0 .000 0 .000 0 4700 2 .46 -0 .1 3 
70002 K2 III 253 .8 0 . 2 -5 .8 1 5 .730 0 .000 0.000 0 4521 2 . 48 -0 .24 
70215 K4 III 252 .5 1.4 31.2 2 8 .002 0 . 755 1 .430 2 4181 2 .5 9 -0 .57 
703 05 Kl III 250.4 3 .0 12 .6 1 6 .940 0 .000 0 .000 0 44 3 6 2 . 41 -0 .34 
70714 KO III 251.3 2 .9 8 .9 2 7.860 0 .650 1.235 1 4674 3 .66 -0 .i3 
70869 K2 III 253 .3 1. 7 44 . 4 1 7.991 0 .689 1.287 1 4513 2 .50 -0 .34 
71038 Kl III 252 .7 2 . 4 45 . 7 8 . 473 0 .591 1.102 4620 2 .38 -0 .32 
71160 K3/4 III 252 .4 2 . 7 2 .8 1 7 .989 0 . 779 1.480 1 4203 2 . 75 -0 .60 
71 485 K5 III 252 .9 2 .9 26 .2 l 7. 733 0 .619 1.149 1 4000 1 .68 -0 .48 
7 1458 KO/ l III 252 .6 3 .0 - 7 .3 2 7. 763 0 .875 1. 8 23 4812 2 .36 -0 .23 
71670 K5 III 254 .2 3 .0 10 . 7 1 7.640 0 .940 1.971 4000 1 .68 -0 .60 
71740 KO III 253 .2 3 .0 5 .8 2 8 .060 0 .490 0 .941 4687 2 . 73 -0 .50 
720 47 Kl II I 254 .1 2 .8 -1.5 7 .550 0 .000 0 .000 0 4661 3 .4 7 -0.4 7 
68 3 01 Kl III 255 .1 -2 .6 -2 .7 1 7. 790 0 .000 0 .000 0 4679 2 .6 4 -0 .13 
69083 KO/ 1 III 255 . 1 -1.8 24 .0 2 8 .030 0 .000 0 .000 0 4649 2 .67 -0 .85 
69466 K3 III 257 .4 -2 .9 40 .9 2 8 .240 0 .000 0 .000 0 4170 2 .69 -0 .5i3 
69691 K3 III 256 .2 -1.9 2.8 1 8 . 170 0 .000 0 .000 0 4250 2 .4 9 -0 .18 
6 9692 K2 III 256 .3 -2 .0 13 . 7 1 8 . 110 0 .000 0 .000 0 4486 3 .2 0 -0.53 
6 9905 K5 III 258 .2 -3 .0 27 .5 2 8 .624 0 .789 1.537 2 4000 1.52 -0 .2 0 
70119 KO/ l III 257 .8 -2 .5 27 .5 1 7 .953 0 .534 1 .009 3 4332 2.6 5 -0.26 
i0194 KO III 258 .3 -2 .7 25 .6 2 8 .581 0 .528 0 .994 1 4750 3 .38 -0 .4 2 
70659 Kl III 256 .4 0.8 10. 7 l 8 .280 0 .000 0 .000 0 4633 2 .4 7 -0. 4 7 
70698 KO III 258 .l 0 .8 -3 .3 1 9 . 152 0 .673 1 .078 1 4497 2 . 42 -0 .1 9 
70765 K3 III 259 .3 2 . 7 31.1 1 8.409 o. 791 1.504 1 4322 2 . 74 -0 .70 
70778 K3 III 258 .7 -2 .3 71.5 1 8 .601 0 .677 1.245 2 4563 2 .38 -0 .5 1 
70779 K3 III 257 .9 1.9 6 .6 1 8.370 0 . 785 1.462 2 4242 1.45 -0 .25 
71106 Kl/2 III 259 .5 -2.4 12 . 1 1 8 .610 0 .804 1.557 1 4598 2 .2 2 -0.45 
71271 K3/4 III 259 .4 -2 .1 -34 .6 1 8 . 128 0 .864 1.694 l 4185 1. 3 2 -0 .32 
71315 K4 III 255 .7 0 .6 49 .9 l 8 .610 0 .804 1.557 l 4016 2 . 19 -0. 4 6 
7 1442 KO/ l III 256 .9 -1.1 -2. 7 l 9 .320 0 .522 0 .963 l 4699 2.5 7 -0 .14 
715 84 K3 III 255 .8 1.0 8 .5 l 7 .826 0 .814 1.552 1 4245 2 . 42 -0 .72 
71 6 24 KS III 256 .0 0 .8 28. 7 1 7. 430 0 .000 0 .000 0 4000 1 .68 -0 .6 7 
71625 Kl III 256 .8 0 .2 13 .0 l 7 .790 0 .000 0 .000 0 4600 2 .87 -0 .23 
72 3 33 Kl III 255 .1 2.5 21.8 l 8 .620 0 .000 0 .000 0 4596 2 .67 -0 .28 
723 17 K4 III 259 .3 -0 .7 -1.2 1 7 .544 0 .846 1.670 1 4157 1 . 40 -0 . 18 
723 20 KO III 259 .5 -0 .7 26 . l 1 8.988 0 .485 0 .929 l 4800 2 .28 -0.20 
72711 K2 III 259 .1 0 .0 4 .9 l 8 .960 0 .000 0 .000 0 4478 2 .35 -0.34 
72814 K3 III 257 .8 1.1 29 .3 1 7 .880 0 .000 0 .000 0 4241 2 .38 -0 .45 
72833 K2/3 ( III) 259 .5 -0 .2 44 . 4 1 8 .600 0 .590 1.098 1 4467 2 .20 -0 .56 
73041 K3 III 256 .9 2 .0 -1.3 7.900 0 .000 0 .000 0 4272 2 . 4 7 -0 .52 
73118 K3 III 258 .8 0 .8 -18.0 1 8 .030 0 .000 0 .000 0 4250 1. 97 -0 .41 
73 440 KO II/III 258 .0 1.9 21.0 l 8 .297 0 .584 1.104 2 46 1 1 2 .56 -0 .46 
73499 K5 III 256 .6 3 .0 -4 .4 1 7.620 0 .000 0 .000 0 4000 1 .54 -0 .15 
735 22 K2 III 257 .8 2 .0 52 . 1 1 9 .036 0 .000 0 .000 1 4414 3 .20 -0.54 
738 08 KO III 259 .9 0 .8 37 .9 1 8 .330 0 .000 0 .000 0 4727 2 .63 -0 .68 
74 007 KO III 269 .8 1.1 56 . 4 1 8 .430 0 .000 0 .0 00 0 468 3 2 .3 0 -0 .4 2 
75058 KO III 259.4 3 .0 25 .9 8 .829 0 .564 1. 076 466 9 3 .64 +0 .09 
71 442 KO/ 1 III 260 .3 -2 .5 18 .0 1 9 .33 7 0 .523 0 .9 74 l 46 7 8 2 . 45 -0. 19 
720 66 K 3 /4 III 261. 9 -2 .9 -12 .0 1 6 .759 0 . 721 1.34 3 43 1 0 2 .32 -0. 43 
723 20 Ko III 261.2 -2 . l 23 .5 l 8 .988 0 .485 0 .9 29 4 763 3 . 4 7 -0 . 16 
725 52 Kl I II 262 .1 - 2 .5 4 .0 1 8 .231 0 .605 1 . 13 0 1 460 0 2 . 77 .Q 54 
726 3 0 Kl III 262 .1 -1.0 22 .0 2 8 .493 0 .655 1.250 1 4 6 4 9 2 .1 7 -0 . 18 
728 76 KO I II 263 .2 -2 .9 8 .9 l 8 .239 0 .613 1.1 70 485 4 2 . 74 -0 .06 
729 5 8 K2 III 260 .6 -0 .9 -7 .0 1 6 . 744 0 .602 1.124 l 4 60 0 2 .61 .Q .16 
73 10 4 K l I I I 263 .3 -2 .7 8 .3 3 9 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 463 4 2 .33 -0. 40 
73269 K O III 260 .7 -0 .5 -5 . l 2 8 . 100 0 .000 0 .000 0 4780 3 . 40 -0.19 
73366 K l III 2 62 .6 -1 .8 13 .9 2 9 .400 0 .000 0 .0 00 0 44 63 2 . 43 .Q .3 i 
7365 7 Kl III 261 .5 -0 .7 26 .6 1 7.900 0 .0 0 0 0 .000 0 4598 2 . 15 -0 .05 
73676 KO III 261 .7 -0 .8 2 .8 2 9 . 100 0 .000 0 .000 0 46 64 3 . iO -0 .70 
737 00 K2 I II 263 .3 -2 .0 17 .8 2 8 .800 0 .000 0 .000 0 44 87 3 .26 -0 . 71 
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Table Al ( continued). 
HD Spectra.! S pectra.1 Ga.la.c1ic Ra.dia.l nl Vi;1ua.1 V-R Y-I n2 A1la.;1 
~u mber Type Cla.,,1 Longitude La.tit ude Velocity Ma.gnit colour colo ur Temper G ra.v Abu nd 
1I I bl[ km;1-l ude a.lure i1y a.nee 
73721 K O III 261.4 -0 .!> 14 .3 2 8.619 0.!> 76 1.082 l 484!> 2 .66 -0 .21 
73812 Kl III 263 .7 -2 .2 3 4 . l 2 8 .884 0 .633 1.195 2 4594 2 .20 .Q . l 2 
73829 KO III 262 .3 -1.l 17.3 1 9 .397 0 .515 1.137 2 4746 2 .36 .Q .19 
73985 KO III 260 .9 0 .2 -3 .0 l 8 .407 0 .572 1.074 4800 2 .67 +0 .09 
74084 Kl III 261 .4 0 .0 -5 .9 2 8 .879 0 .642 1.221 4572 2 .36 .Q .27 
74165 Kl III 260 .6 0 . 7 20 .8 2 9 .093 0 .598 1.095 4671 2 .37 -0 . l 0 
74166 K2 III 261 .9 -0 .3 16 .3 l 7 .611 0 .691 1.281 4595 2 . 42 +0 . 15 
74271 K3 III 261 .1 0 .5 31.5 l 8.390 0 . 782 1.473 41!>9 1.58 .Q .32 
74514 KO III 261.2 0 .8 58 .8 2 9 .005 0 .572 1.059 l 4734 2 .51 -0 .41 
74617 K4 III 260 . l 1.8 54.4 8 7 .639 0 .824 1.665 1 4800 2 .64 .Q . i6 
74900 Kl III 262 .0 0 .6 19 .9 7.400 0 .000 0 .000 0 4457 2 .35 -0 . 15 
74981 KO III 263 .2 -0 .2 1.8 1 8.300 0 .000 0 .000 0 4799 3 .68 -0.52 
74996 KO III 260 .1 1.8 9 .9 3 8 . 126 0 .50!> 0.990 1 4734 3 .64 -0 .!>9 
75256 K2 III 261 .0 2 .0 -7 .9 8 7 .868 0 .650 1.230 1 4465 2 .35 -0 .20 
752 H KO III 263 .0 0 .4 37. 2 8 .500 0 .000 0 .000 0 4723 2 . 74 .Q .53 
75 4 75 KO III 260 .2 3 .0 -3 .8 1 6 .938 0 .519 0 .992 1 4689 2 .67 .Q .06 
76409 KO III 262 .4 2 .4 24 .5 2 8 .684 0 .532 0 .983 1 4769 2 .69 -0 .34 
75789 K4 III 263 .8 0 .5 -2 .8 2 8 .000 0 .000 0.000 0 4180 2 .69 -0 .12 
75790 KO III 264 .8 2 .0 20 .7 1 7.900 0 .000 0.000 0 4793 3.40 -0 .41 
76018 KO III 261.2 3 .0 20 .3 2 8. 769 0 .505 0 .967 1 4639 2.47 -0.33 
76111 KO III 262 .2 2.3 30 .5 3 7 .705 0 .511 0 .999 1 4768 3 . 72 -0 .46 
76128 K2 III 262 .6 2 .0 26 .8 2 8.136 0 .612 1.133 1 4513 2 . 14 -0 .18 
76160 KO III 264 .4 0.5 -1.2 1 8 .300 0 .000 0 .000 0 4841 3 .29 -0 . l 9 
76303 K2 III 261 .8 2 .9 -1.5 2 8 .365 0 .624 1 .231 1 4362 2 .38 -0 .54 
76357 K3 III 264 .3 0 .9 34. 7 1 7 .950 0 . 778 1.484 1 4276 1.80 -0 .37 
76380 KS III 264.3 0 .9 -2 .2 1 6 .982 0 .880 1. 789 1 4000 1.00 -0 .23 
76788 K3 III 264 .8 1.1 1.4 1 7.507 0 . 702 1.299 1 4210 1.66 -0.18 
76819 K2 III 263 . l 2 . 7 55.5 2 8 .890 0 .596 1.116 l 4438 2.49 -0 .35 
77206 KO III 264 .0 2 .5 41 .5 2 8.699 0 .539 1.016 2 4779 2 . 73 -0 .49 
77367 K2 III 264 .9 1.9 2 .0 1 8 .591 0 . 750 1.431 2 4516 2 .58 -0 .08 
77633 K3 III 264 .5 2 . 7 -0.3 1 8 .750 0 . 786 1..'>H 3 4290 2 . 41 -0 .25 
77829 KO III 264 .9 2 . 6 39.7 1 8 .813 0 .560 1.054 1 4736 3 .65 -0.!>7 
77941 Kl III 265 .0 2 .6 61.5 1 9.578 0 .567 1.069 3 4780 3 .77 -0.48 
74529 KO III 266 .0 -3 .0 13 . 7 1 8.464 0 .607 1.117 l 4793 2 .51 -0 .0 l 
74901 k3/4 III 266 .3 -2.8 28 .4 2 8 .099 I.OH 2 .226 1 4000 1. 72 -0 .27 
75027 KO III 266 .0 -2.4 6 .9 1 8 .880 0.424 0 .862 1 4860 2 .61 -0.10 
75727 K5 III 267 .6 -2 .8 27 .7 1 8 .836 0 .879 1. 746 1 4250 2 . 46 -0.28 
75837 K2 III 265 .9 -1.2 73 .0 1 7. 114 0 .876 1.649 1 4080 2 .03 -0 .62 
77116 K2 III 267 .6 -0 .8 23 .3 2 9 .626 0 .537 1.051 2 4425 2 .36 -0 .59 
77117 KO III 267 .6 -0.8 15. 7 1 9 .482 0 .280 0 .531 1 4500 2 . 40 -0 .10 
77119 KO III 270 .0 -2 .0 29 .0 2 7 .235 0 .547 1.045 1 4676 2 .32 -0 .63 
77131 K0/1 III 269 .8 -2 .8 -3 .2 1 9 .741 0 .563 1.057 2 4694 2 .61 -0 25 
77142 KO III 269.8 -2 .7 37 .4 1 9 . 758 0.570 1 .067 4800 2 .88 -0 .70 
77241 Kl III 269 .0 -1.9 19 .5 1 9 .986 0 .611 1.115 4587 2 .60 -0 .18 
77287 K2/3 III 265 .7 1. 1 -9.7 1 8 .043 0 . 711 1.334 4625 2 .6 -0 .05 
773 44 Kl/2 llI 267 .8 -0.7 23 .2 2 8 .899 0 .596 1.117 4573 2 . 4 .Q .23 
77385 K2 III 269 .0 -1 . 7 26.6 l 8 .030 0 .630 1. 15 7 1 4562 2.6 -0 .33 
77489 KO III 270 .3 -2 .8 -4 .6 2 7.910 0 .531 1.002 1 4610 2 .25 -0 .6 1 
77510 K3 III 265 .3 1.8 33 . 1 8 .975 0 .750 1.424 2 4162 1.9 .Q .46 
77567 Kl III 270 .3 -2 .6 64 . 7 8 .915 0 .616 1.136 4612 2.4 .Q .90 
77854 K3 III 270 .7 -2 .6 19 .6 8 . 424 0 .808 1.602 4645 1.98 -0 .25 
77865 Kl III 270 .0 -2.0 6 .3 7.023 0 .655 1.242 1 4341 1.89 -0 .29 
77924 KO I II 268 .0 -0 .1 32.3 9 .559 0 .593 1.109 4301 2.4 -0 .44 
77927 KO III 271.2 -3 .0 35 .3 1 8 .164 0 .546 1.068 4817 2 .52 .Q .68 
77941 Kl III 265 .0 2 .6 67 .6 2 9 .361 0 .630 1.159 1 4550 3 .50 -1 .03 
77958 Kl/2 265 .8 2 .0 11. 7 2 9 .373 0 .584 1.057 l 4539 2 .58 -0 .10 
77961 Kl/2 III 271 .2 -2 .9 32 . 4 2 9 .361 0 .630 1.159 1 4748 2 . 46 -0 .50 
78002 KO III 265 .4 2.4 24.3 2 9 .474 0 .531 0 .984 2 4327 2 .05 -0 .15 
78004 K2 III 268 .2 -0 .1 24.5 5 3 .755 0 .593 1.109 1 4465 2 .26 -0 .24 
78081 KO III 270 .6 -2 .3 34 .5 1 9 .534 0 .582 1 .113 l 4327 2 .05 -0 .55 
78097 K2 III 266 .0 1.5 15 .8 l 7 .604 0 .927 1 . 796 1 4260 1 .65 -0 .0 l 
78204 K2 III 271 .1 -2 .6 20 .4 l 9 .914 0 .555 1 .068 1 4484 2 . 44 -0.l 7 
78289 Kl III 266 .6 1.7 10 .8 1 9 .595 0 .585 1.098 1 4482 2 .6 -0.54 
78355 Kl III 270 .0 -1.3 35 .5 1 7 .906 0. 790 1.523 2 4529 2 .52 -0 .33 
78402 KO III 269 .9 -1.2 16.4 9 .772 0 .537 1.027 1 4760 2 . 44 -0 . J 7 
78502 Kl/2 III 266 .0 2 .5 23 .8 9 .223 0 .650 1.231 1 4508 2.4 -0 .24 
7 528 K3/4 III 270 .4 -1.5 15.9 1 8.917 0 . 799 1.587 1 4320 2 .39 -0 . l 
78595 K4 III 266.4 2 .3 37 .3 8 .804 0 .907 1. 776 1 4100 1.56 -0.40 
78599 K4 III 271.6 -2 .5 10 .3 1 6 .694 0 .819 1.560 2 4000 1.60 -0 .4 7 
78618 KO III 269 .2 -0 .2 21.9 8 .900 0 .539 1.019 1 4600 2 .30 -0 .25 
78630 K2/3 III 269 .5 -0 .5 19.3 9 .889 0 .655 1.229 1 4390 2 .59 -0 .46 
786 47 K4 III 265 .9 2 .8 18 .4 5 2 .200 0 .877 1 .693 1 4000 1.00 -0.00 
78653 K2 III 271 .6 -2 .4 15 .8 1 9 .225 0 .599 1 .143 1 4474 2.39 -0 .50 
7868 4 KO III 267 .7 1.2 -2 .3 1 8 .555 0 .567 1.081 4832 2 .59 -0.28 
78746 K2/3 III 270 .0 -1 .2 89 .0 1 8 .952 0 .563 1 .039 1 4532 3 . 70 -0.76 
78788 K2 III 271.4 -2 .1 72 .4 1 8 .534 0 .663 1.199 1 4602 2 .6 -0 .54 
78836 KO III 269.6 -0 .4 98 .4 I 9 .047 0 .581 1.108 4502 2.6 -0.44 
78 61 Kl/2 III 270 .5 -1.3 -6 .8 1 9 .509 0.591 1.139 4619 2 .6 5 -0 .25 
78959 K3 III 267 .0 2 .3 17.9 7. 795 0 .897 1. 766 4300 2 .00 -0 13 
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HD Spec tra.I Sp ectra.I Ga.lactic Ra.dia.J nl Vi;;u a.J V-R V-I n2 Atla..s 
l umb er Type Clud Longitude La.tit ude Velocity Ma.gnit colour colo ur Temper Gra.v A bund 
1II bl[ lcm,- 1 ude a.ture ity a.nee 
i8961 KI/ 2 III 268 .5 0 .8 4 .4 l 9 .688 0 .625 1.1 iO 4510 2.55 +0 .07 
79022 Kl III 268 .4 1.0 -21. 7 l 8 .221 0 .673 1.293 l H43 2 .39 -0.5 4 
7909 1 Kl III 272 .5 -2 .8 3 0 . 4 1 6 .180 0 .560 1.057 l 4378 2 .3 -0 .85 
79118 KO III 268 .7 0 .9 25 .2 l 8 .914 0 .587 1. 08 7 l 4282 2 .3 -0 .34 
79134 KO III 267 .8 1. 7 36 .5 l 8.007 0 .525 0 .999 1 4829 2 .2 -0 .80 
79349 KS III 270.3 -0 .3 50.2 l 8 . 491 0 .865 1. 728 4698 2 .3 -0 .62 
79350 KO III 271.8 -1.8 -6 .5 l 7 .774 0 .580 1.095 l -4644 3 .4 -0 .66 
795 H Kl III 269 .2 1.0 4 . 7 l 9 . 710 0 .614 1.143 l 4678 1. 72 -0 .12 
79546 K2 III 271.2 -1.0 28 .2 l 8 .476 0 .597 1.120 l HH 2 . 4 -0 .08 
79622 KS III 270 .7 -0 .3 25 . 1 1 6.419 0 .810 1.643 1 4125 2 .2 -0 .35 
79761 K2/3 III 271.9 -1.3 40 .5 1 8 .457 0 .696 1 .304 l 4309 2 . 43 -0 .50 
79834 KO/ 1 III 272 . l -1.5 15. 2 l 9 .500 0 .560 1.093 1 4725 2 .60 -0 .39 
79978 KO III 268 .0 2 .8 -5 .8 2 8 .927 0 .544 1.039 2 4764 2 . 48 -0 .26 
80001 KO III 269 .8 1.0 -3 .3 2 8 .108 0 .606 1.167 1 4736 2 . 41 -0 .27 
80018 K2/3 III 270.4 0 .5 11.5 1 8 .680 0 .580 1.336 1 4152 1.82 -0 .57 
80088 K0/1 III 269 .8 1.2 27 .2 1 9 .153 0 .680 1.313 1 4Hl 2 .36 -0 .24 
0090 KO III 272 .6 -1.6 31.6 1 8 .901 0 .571 1.040 1 4704 2 .35 -0 40 
80109 K2 III 269 .7 1.2 73 . 2 2 9 .3 74 0 . 708 1 .335 1 4222 2 . 40 -0 .49 
80210 KO/ 1 III 271 .4 -0 .3 -7 .0 2 6 . 737 0 .401 0 . 794 1 4860 2.42 -0 . 16 
8 0281 Kl III 270 .2 1.0 28.3 1 7.498 0.654 1.240 1 4556 2 .5 4 .Q .32 
80347 KO III 272 .2 -0 .9 12 . 2 1 7 .096 0.507 0 .965 1 4800 2 .80 -0 .57 
8 04 70 Kl III 269 .0 2.4 21.5 1 8 .502 0 .505 0 .980 l 4845 2 .6 -0 .44 
8 0571 KO III 269 .6 2 .0 13 .5 1 7 .641 0 .555 1 .061 1 H50 2.8 -0 .12 
8 0572 Kl III 270 .6 1 . 1 -18.3 1 6 .800 0 .533 0 .986 1 4678 3 .27 +0 .09 
80911 K2/3 III 272 .7 -0 .6 18 .6 1 10.954 0 .524 1.376 1 4300 1.40 -0 .05 
80936 KO III 274 .5 -2 .4 134 .9 1 7 .023 0 .577 1 .098 l 4744 2 .67 -0 .87 
81050 KO/ I III 272 . l 0.2 6 .3 l 7 .882 0 .530 1.014 4816 2 .50 -0 .04 
81052 Ks III 273 .7 -1.5 52 .6 I 8 .562 0 .838 1. 768 1 4300 2 .6 -0 .31 
81173 KO III 271. 7 0.7 45 .5 9.973 0 .529 0 .999 l 4720 3 .00 -0 .67 
8 1200 K3/4 III 270 .8 1 . 7 40 .2 1 8 . 700 0 .822 1.566 1 4100 3 .01 -0 .35 
8 1278 Kl Ill 273 .9 -1.4 20 .5 8 .466 0 .505 0 .980 4743 2 .60 -0 .01 
81590 K4/5 II/ III 274 .8 -1.9 56 . 4 8 .413 0 .927 1. 784 4670 2 . i6 -0 .64 
81621 K2 Ill 270 .6 2 .6 -9 .5 6 .868 0 . 715 1.3 75 4150 2 .55 -0 .59 
81783 K3 III 271.3 2 . 1 35 .8 1 7. 475 0 .688 1.316 l -USO 2 .55 -0 .59 
81845 KO III 271.8 1.6 14 . 4 l 8 .688 0 .698 1.308 4601 2.65 -0 .33 
8 1945 K2 III 271 .4 2 .2 1 . 7 1 8 .695 0 .689 1.306 l 4321 1.6 0 .0 
82 438 K2 III 274.7 -0 .6 16 .5 1 8 .620 0 .685 1.305 1 4271 1. 7 1 -0 .01 
82456 Kl III 273 .5 0 . 7 79 . 1 1 9 .114 0 .622 1.187 1 4587 2 .28 -0 .65 
82665 Kl III 274 .8 -0.3 21.9 1 8 .650 0 .595 1.143 1 4372 2 .58 -0 .55 
82695 KO III 272 .3 2 . 4 26.0 1 7 .368 0 .561 1.055 1 4699 2 .6 -0 .50 
82916 KO III 272 .2 2 .8 21.1 1 7.834 0 .668 1.302 1 4598 2 . 43 -0 .21 
8 2965 KO III 273 .5 1 .5 3 .8 1 7 .090 0 .527 1.017 1 4799 3 .2 -0 .29 
8 4189 KO III 274 .5 2 .3 -2 .4 8 .905 0.608 1.124 l 4656 2 .64 0 .08 
8 H33 KO III 274 .5 2 .9 -0 .8 1 7 .980 0 .567 1.097 1 4611 2 .21 -0 . l 
84598 KO III 275 .0 2 .5 16 .9 1 7.186 0 .436 0 .967 1 4729 2 .51 -0 .15 
81923 KO III 275 .6 -2 .3 -1.3 1 6 .904 0 .739 1.383 1 4563 1.69 -0 .30 
82004 K0/1 III 275 .9 -2 .5 - 1 7 . 7 2 8 .407 0 . 756 1.424 1 4850 2 .61 -0 .65 
82225 Kl III 276 .5 -2 .8 24 .5 1 8 .939 0 .591 1.086 1 4561 2 .60 -1.00 
82403 K2 III 276.3 -2 .4 20 .3 2 8 .329 0 .641 1.186 1 4600 3 .60 -0 .60 
82800 K2 III 276 .4 -2 .0 41.3 2 8 . 194 0 .660 1.246 l 4658 3 .58 -0 .10 
83155 KO III 277 .4 -2 .6 28.2 1 8 .304 0 .518 1.010 1 4850 2 .85 -0 .69 
83234 K2 III 277 .0 -2 .0 13 . 7 2 8.572 0 .681 1.287 1 4504 2.40 0 .00 
83613 K0/1 III 277 .9 -2 .4 14 .5 9 .208 0 . 491 0 .940 1 4673 1. 78 +0 .10 
83657 Kl III 278 .4 -2 .9 14 .2 1 7.840 0 .000 0 .000 0 4579 2.45 -0 .41 
83814 KO III 278 .0 -2 .2 10.1 1 8 .862 0 .562 1.087 1 4790 2 .65 -0 .26 
83864 Kl III 277 .2 -1.3 20 .4 2 7.840 0 .000 0 .000 0 4427 2 . 79 +0 .13 
83883 Kl III 277 .4. -1.4 2 .4 1 8 .160 0 .000 0 .000 0 4.698 1.97 -0 .21 
84072 K3/5 279.0 -3 .0 -33 .0 1 8 .920 0 .962 1 .932 1 4171 2 .64 -0.40 
84092 KO III 277 .2 -1.0 14 .6 1 9 .372 0 .562 1.016 1 4868 2 .01 -0.56 
84176 K3 III 278 .6 -2 .5 8 .6 2 8 .683 o . 759 1.401 2 4211 2 . 71 0 .00 
84435 K3 III 277 .8 -1 .1 -2 .2 2 8 .386 0 .857 1.621 2 4376 1.50 0 .04 
84599 KO III 278 .9 -2.1 -4 .5 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4650 2 .34 -0 .32 
84628 K2 III 277 .9 -0 .9 16 .6 2 8 .545 0 .697 1 .316 l 4500 1.60 -0 .53 
8 4675 K2/3 III 279 .2 -2 .4 1.5 8 .583 0 . 716 1.352 4142 1.37 +o .14 
8473 1 Kl III 278 .2 -1.l H . 4 8 .430 0 .000 0 .000 0 4429 2 .40 -0 .35 
8 4837 Kl I I I 278 .3 -1.8 61.5 8 .520 0 .000 0 .000 0 4927 2 . 47 -0 .32 
85 154 KO III 278 .3 -0 .5 -6 .3 7 .330 0 .000 0 .000 0 4865 3 .27 -0.43 
85156 KO III 279 .4 -1.9 34.8 7 .550 0.000 0 .000 0 4797 3 .67 -0 .52 
85250 KO III 279 .6 -2 .1 9 . 4 9 .616 0 .613 1.181 4791 2 .3 5 -0 .06 
85285 K2 III 279 .3 -1.9 3 .8 3 8 . 762 0 . 708 1.349 4500 2 . 16 -0 .27 
85298 Kl I II 277 .8 0 .2 8 .8 2 9 .644 0 .527 1.005 4698 2 . 19 -0 .30 
85454 K3 III 280 .1 -2 .4 -10 .8 8 .872 0 .81 8 1.564 1 4258 l. 74 -0 .6 3 
85554 KO III 278 .0 0 .4 3 .9 8 .470 0 .000 0 .000 0 4659 3 . 76 -0 .58 
8!?625 K2 III 279 .8 -1. 7 22 . l 8 . 160 0 .000 0 .000 0 4529 2 .52 -0 .33 
85779 K2/3 III 280 . 1 -1 .9 56 .9 9 .117 0 . 756 1 .45 7 4293 2 .50 .o .51 
85891 KO III 279 .2 -0 .6 7. 1 1 11 .395 0 .570 1.038 1 4i50 2 .·lO -0 .16 
85982 KO/ 1 III 279 .3 -0 .6 30 .9 1 9 .621 0 .549 1.074 1 4692 2 .59 -0 .25 
86038 Kl /2 III 278 .8 0 . 1 13 .9 2 9 .311 0 .656 1.812 1 4645 2 .81 -0.45 
86115 K4/5 III 279 .6 -0 .7 8 .6 9 .507 0 .8 14 1.636 4000 2 .59 -0 .20 
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Table Al ( continued). 
HD Sp eclr.u S peclra.l Ga.la.c1ic Radi.u nl Vi~u.u V-R V-I n2 A1Lu 
~u mber Typ e Cl a.as Longitude Latitude Velocily Magni I colour colour Temper Grav Abund 
1II bl[ kms- 1 ude a.lure i ly a.nee 
86268 Kl III 280 .7 -1.9 80.1 1 8. 160 0 .000 0 .000 0 4639 2. i7 -0. ii 
66318 K2 III 278 .9 0.4 -21.3 2 8 .090 0 .000 0 .000 0 <l646 1. 00 +0 .27 
6H7 KO III 279 .8 -0 .<l 24 .5 1 9 .090 0 .548 1.041 1 4713 3. 46 -0 .51 
86Hl K2 III 280 .8 -1. <l 23 . 7 2 8 .276 0 .694 1.317 1 4530 2.38 -0 .1 i 
8675 7 K2 III 279 .6 0 . 2 12.3 l 8 .343 0 . 792 1.519 l 4563 2 .26 +0 .05 
868 21 KO III 281.4 -2 .0 12 .9 1 9 .H6 0 .588 1.132 1 4813 2 .50 +o .oo 
8 7013 K3 III 282 .3 -2 .9 -0 .4 2 7.900 0 .000 0.000 0 <l243 1.00 0 .00 
8 7028 KO III 280 .l 0 . 1 5 . 1 1 9 . HO 0 .530 1.005 1 4921 2 .83 -0 .1 7 
87030 KO III 281 .2 -1.5 6 .0 1 6 .500 0 .000 0 .000 0 4893 3 .28 -0 .64 
87103 Kl III 279 .9 0 . -l 51.5 1 8 .579 0 .630 1.176 1 4745 2 . 18 -0 . 71 
87238 Kl III 281.6 -1. 7 8 . 1 1 6 . 190 0 .000 0 .000 0 4725 2 .39 -0 .30 
8 1720 K2 III 275 .8 -2 .8 19 .3 1 7 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4000 1.69 -0 .33 
8 7239 K2 /3 III/IV 282 .3 -2 .7 <l .3 1 8 .897 0 .682 1 .286 1 4271 2 .29 -0 .04 
87254 K2 III 280 .2 0 .2 27 .1 1 7.720 0.000 0 .000 0 -i542 3 .50 .Q.60 
87525 Kl/2 III 281.1 .Q .6 - 44 .0 1 8 .030 0 .000 0.000 0 -i612 2 . il -0 .45 
7690 KO III 279 .8 1.6 2-i.6 1 8 . 73 5 0 .567 1 .068 1 HH 2.43 -0 .35 
8 7699 K4 III 281.0 -0. 1 10 . 4 1 7.930 0 .000 0 .000 0 4131 1.50 +0 . 15 
881 74 K2 III 281 .8 -0 .4 15 .5 1 i .397 0 .562 l.061 1 4669 2 .86 -0. 14 
08 226 KO III 281.8 -0 .-i 10.5 1 8.-i50 0 .685 1.305 1 -i843 2 . 73 -0 .66 
88383 KO III 281.0 1.1 8 . 7 1 8 .025 0 .681 1. 300 1 4705 2 .54 +0 .10 
88484 Kl II/III 282 .5 -0 .9 20 . 4 1 7.950 0 .000 0 .000 1 4735 2 .66 -0 .45 
88499 K2/3 III 282 .3 -0 .9 2 .0 1 7 . 181 0 .545 1.024 1 4396 2 .30 +0 .08 
91069 KO III 283 .1 3 .0 -4 .5 1 8 . 749 0 .586 1.106 1 -i620 2 . 20 +0. 15 
910 81 Kl/2 III 28-i .8 0 . 1 -9 .5 1 8 . -i61 0 .642 1.236 l 4603 2 .06 -0 .03 
9 1197 KO III 284 .9 0 .3 0 .6 1 8 .063 0 .537 1.028 1 -i515 2 .39 -0.03 
9 1227 KO III 283 .8 2 . 1 -1.6 1 8 . -i64 0 .605 1.152 1 4859 2 . 19 +0 .29 
9 1242 K3 III 283 .-i 3 .0 10 . 7 1 8 .076 0 . 795 1 .566 1 4200 3 .17 -0.40 
91293 K3/4 III 284 .9 0.4 -0 .3 1 8 .612 0 .881 1.804 1 4173 3 .00 -0 .20 
8'.J8 04 KO III 285 .0 -2 .4 1.6 1 7.890 0 .000 0 .000 0 4866 1. 78 -0 .13 
90274 Kl III 285 .0 -1.6 23.5 1 7 .196 0 .600 1.125 1 4530 2 .44 .Q .25 
90659 K3/4 III 286 .0 -2 .4 -13 .0 1 9 .164 0 .010 0 .025 1 4093 1.82 -0 .44 
90835 KO/ 1 III 285 .8 -1 .9 20 .8 1 9.470 0 .626 1.144 1 -i620 2 .35 -0 .49 
91127 K3/4 III 286 .6 -1 .9 -5 .5 l 8 .689 0 .8H 1 . 755 l 4120 1.58 -0 .36 
91440 K5 III 285 .5 -0 .3 -4 .6 1 9 .975 0 .790 1 .526 1 -iOOO 1.52 -0 .35 
91420 K2 III 285 .3 -0 .1 -1.9 l 8 .994 0 .640 1.197 1 4569 3 .51 +o .oo 
91464 K2 III 286 .3 -1 .6 25 . 7 1 8. 783 0 .536 1.042 1 -i678 2 .50 -0 .14 
91478 K4/5 III 285 .7 -0.6 -4 .7 1 8 .842 0 .886 1. 794 1 -iOOO 2.12 -0 .05 
91492 K2/3 III 285 .5 -0 .1 -0 .5 1 8 .524 0 .800 1.613 1 . -i500 2 .53 -0 .06 
91524 K2/3 III 285 .8 -0 .7 -9 .4 1 8 .508 0 . 713 1.366 1 4430 2 .56 -0.45 
9 1532 KO/ 1 III 285 .1 0 .5 25 . 7 1 9 .075 0 .589 1 .156 1 4817 3 .56 -0 .5 9 
91652 KO/ 1 III 287 .1 -0 .6 6 .8 1 8 .766 0 . 760 1.463 1 -i621 1.65 -0.20 
9 1747 KO III 285 . l 1 . 1 4 .6 1 8.040 0 .572 1 .093 1 4860 2 .3 4 -0 .25 
91763 KO/ 1 III 285 .0 1.2 6 . -i 1 8 .908 0 .586 1.158 1 4652 2 .69 -0. 1 4 
91767 K2/3 III 287 .1 -2, 4 -1.3 1 6 .361 0 .728 1.409 1 -i372 2 .67 -0 .55 
91777 K3/4 III 286 .6 -1.6 -2 .5 1 9 .480 0 .683 1.286 1 4150 1.5 7 -0 .2 6 
9 1928 KO III 287 .5 -3 .0 -2 .1 1 8 .950 0 .582 1 .122 1 U20 1.2 6 .Q . l i 
9 1942 K3/-i 285 .5 0 .6 7.3 1 4 .445 0 .822 1 .54 7 1 4229 1.35 +0.09 
91995 KO III 285 .1 1.4 0 .6 1 8 .913 0.514 0 .989 1 4700 2 .25 -0.48 
92023 K2/3 III 285 .7 0 . 4 20.5 l 7 .890 0 .932 1.888 1 4135 1. 72 +0 . 16 
922 05 K2 Ill 285 .9 0 . 4 -5 .3 1 8 .930 0 .682 1.290 1 4412 2 .29 -0 .63 
9 2063 Kl III 286 .6 -1 .1 -15 . 7 1 9 .360 1.107 2 .3 67 1 4527 2 .54 +0 .06 
92263 K2/3 III 287 .7 2 .8 -9 .2 1 8 .280 0 . 711 1.337 1 4317 1.69 .Q .36 
92290 K2 III 287 .0 -1.5 20 . l 1 8 .696 0 .827 1.613 1 450 0 2 .63 -0 .31 
9239 7 K4/5 III 286 .6 -0 .6 12 .5 1 7 . 721 0 .609 1.5 11 1 4230 2 . 72 . Q.06 
92-i66 Kl/2 III 288.0 -2 .8 -8 .7 1 7 .522 0 . 729 1.359 1 4657 3 .50 -0 . 1 7 
92506 K4/ 5 III 287 . 7 -2 .2 7.5 1 7 .690 0 .000 0 .000 1 4205 2 . i8 +o .14 
927 03 KO III 286 .8 -0 .2 3 .8 1 8 . 760 0 .583 1.134 1 4805 2 .00 +o .oo 
92951 K2/3 III 288 .5 -3 .0 -6 .8 1 8 .443 0 . 786 1.484 1 4354 2.67 . Q.35 
93070 K4 III 287 .8 -1.5 -5 . l 1 4 .602 0 .857 1.685 1 4170 3 .21 -0 .21 
93 1H KO/ 1 III 285 .6 3 .0 -18 .6 1 8.177 0 .662 1 .236 1 4675 1.89 -0 .38 
9328 1 KO III 287 .7 -0 .9 -3.3 1 7 .730 0 .000 0 .000 0 4801 2 .60 .Q.00 
93339 K3 III 285 .8 2 .8 10 . 7 1 7.212 0 . 79 2 1.507 l 4390 1.87 -0 . 18 
93537 KO III 287 .7 -0.4 30 .9 1 6 .961 0 .546 1 .135 1 4747 2 . 43 -0 .07 
93564 K2/3 III 286 .6 -0 .4 28 .3 1 8 .616 0 .537 1 .324 1 4579 2 .27 -0.48 
93662 K5 III 286 .9 1.5 -8 .6 1 6 .28 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 4000 2 . 49 +0 .01 
93794 Kl/2 III 287 .8 0 .0 4 . 1 1 8 .582 0 .697 1.311 1 4528 2 . 48 .Q .2 8 
93808 K0/1 III 287 .2 1.1 -1.5 1 9 .372 0 .548 1.140 1 45 7 9 2 . 48 -0 .13 
93889 K2/3 III 287 .6 0 .4 -29 .3 1 8.717 0 .609 1.173 l 4535 1.88 .Q .38 
9 4261 KO III 289 .5 -2. 7 -4 .0 1 8 .070 0 .000 0 .000 0 4767 2.47 -0.19 
94341 K3 III 287 .4 1.8 -3 .0 1 8 .070 0 .000 0 .000 0 4403 1. 72 -0.15 
94 448 K3 III 287 .7 1.5 5 .9 1 7 .222 0 .738 1.421 l -i 216 1.32 -0 .30 
9 4508 K2 III 287 .1 2 .8 -6 .1 1 9 .220 0 .701 1 .316 1 459 0 1. i7 -0 . l 0 
9 4510 Kl III 288 .2 0 .6 8 .2 1 3 . 780 0 .501 0 .958 1 4695 2 .79 -0 .6 0 
94683 K4 III 289 .6 -2 .0 -11. l 1 5 .945 0 .928 1 .835 1 4li8 1. 79 .Q .55 
9 47 76 KO III 289 .1 -0 .8 -8 .3 1 8.570 0 .583 1.137 1 4700 2 .32 -0 .18 
9 4827 Kl/2 1Il 287 .6 2 .5 29 .3 1 8 .363 0 .651 1.190 1 4447 2 . 42 +O .G 3 
9 4908 K2 III 287 .7 2 .6 -6 . l 1 8 .340 0 .000 0 .000 0 4645 2 . 71 -0.41 
94976 K2 III 288 .5 1.0 20 . 1 l 8 .252 0 .92 1 2 .015 l 4526 1.84 -0 .33 
95096 Kl III 290 .2 -2 .5 -36 .3 1 8 .648 0 .755 1.453 1 4569 3 .87 .Q.i6 
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Table Al ( continued). 
HD Spectra.I S pect ra.l Ga.la.c tic Ra.dia.1 nl Vi~ua.l V-R V-l n2 A tla.a 
N umber Type Cla.u Longitude La.titude Velocity Ma.gnit colour colour Temper G ra.v A bund 
1II bl/ km4-l ude a.lure i ty a.nee 
95255 K3/4 III 289 .6 -0 .9 4 . 1 1 T.984 0 .902 I . 739 1 4059 1. 42 -0 . 1 7 
95338 Kl/2 288 .0 3 .0 101 .1 1 8 .610 0 .479 0 .910 1 4465 3 . 23 -0 .83 
96118 K3 III 289 .3 1.5 0 .5 1 i .666 0 . 716 1.368 l 4200 2 .6 i -0 . 13 
96544 K2 III 289 .6 1.5 -0 .8 l 6 .050 0 .642 1.197 1 4583 1.8 7 -0 .2 1 
96665 KO III 289 .2 2 .8 -24 .9 1 8 .398 0 .545 1.031 1 4i84 2 . 14 -0 .57 
96704 Kl III 291.0 -1 .5 -10 .6 1 8 .241 0 . 755 1.425 1 4798 2 .46 +0 .06 
96759 K2 III 290 .2 0 .6 -1 . l 1 1 .509 0 .689 1.289 1 4479 2 . 15 -0 .32 
96789 K2 III 289 .7 1.9 8 .0 1 1 .001 0 .668 1.251 1 4327 2 . 43 -0 .26 
91391 K2/3 III 290 .7 0 .8 -21.5 1 8.029 0 . 766 1.455 1 4359 2 .68 -0 .46 
98312 KO III 292 .0 -0 .8 16.3 1 1 . i67 0 .576 1. 109 1 4678 2 . 48 -0 .35 
98692 K2 III 291 .2 2 .5 93 . 4 1 7 .461 0 .642 1.161 1 4579 2 . 41 -0 .39 
98732 KO III 291.4 2 . 1 3.5 1 1 .001 0 .533 1.020 1 4689 3 . 14 -0.11 
98818 KO III 292.3 -0.2 45.2 1 7 .357 0 .584 1.118 1 4577 2 . 10 -0 .53 
99048 K2 III 291.7 2.2 44 .9 1 7. 121 0 .643 1.194 1 4392 2 .26 -0 .39 
99051 KO Ill 292 .9 -1.1 -13 .2 1 7.8il 0.604 1.148 1 4870 2 .26 -0 .32 
99145 K5 III 291.5 3 .0 -31.6 1 6 .503 0 .825 1.646 1 4000 1.33 -0 .45 
99312 K3 III 292 .2 1.4 -4 .4 1 7. 717 0 .662 1.267 1 4300 1.87 -0 .19 
99513 Kl III 292 .2 1 .8 62.2 1 7 .857 0 .592 1.092 1 4669 2.72 -0 .60 
99736 K3 III 292.8 0.7 23 .0 1 9 .878 0 .818 1.567 1 4261 1.48 -0 .27 
100078 K2 III 292 .8 -0 .6 39 .3 1 7.400 0.737 1.427 1 4591 2 .45 -0 .50 
100927 K2/3 III 293.5 2 . 1 -31.1 1 8 .120 0 .000 0.000 0 4543 3 .50 -0 .34 
101222 K4/5 294 .1 1.0 0.6 1 7 . 779 0.947 1.896 1 4167 2 . 75 +0 .27 
101390 K0/1 III 294.6 -0 .1 26.0 1 7 .750 0.000 0.000 0 4590 2 .90 -0 .37 
101498 KO/ 1 III 294.8 -0.7 6 .6 1 6.990 0 .000 0.000 1 4599 2 .99 -0 .27 
101569 KS III 294 .5 0.7 -21.3 1 7 .220 0.000 0 .000 0 4000 3 .50 -0 .45 
101601 KO III 294 .5 0 .8 -31. 7 1 7.500 0 .558 1.096 1 4634 2 . 76 -0.43 
101629 Kl III 294 .6 0 .6 -35. 7 1 6 . 790 0 .661 1.308 1 4685 2 . 14 -0 .39 
101683 Kl III 294.0 2 .9 -0.3 1 8.123 o. 733 1 .400 1 4748 2 . 40 +o .oo 
101779 KS III 294 .6 0.8 -4.8 1 7.467 0 .982 1 .922 1 4000 2.29 -0 .01 
105876 K2 III 298 .7 -2 .5 -10 .1 1 9 .484 0.641 1.260 1 4617 1.82 +0 .05 
105939 KO III 298 .7 -2.4 0 .3 1 7 .878 0 . 730 1 .419 1 4621 2 .25 -0 .39 
105976 KO/ 1 III 298 .3 0.5 -36 .3 1 8.912 0 .567 1 .219 1 4711 3 .06 -O .i4 
106067 K3/4 III 298 .0 3.0 -25.4 1 7.787 0 .744 1.394 1 4538 2 .47 -0 .12 
106069 K2 III 298.0 -1.3 -19 . 7 1 8 .312 0 .858 1.677 1 4528 2 . 49 +0 .10 
106132 KO/I III 298 .1 2 .9 -10 .5 1 7 .308 0 .6H 1.325 1 4667 2.43 -0 .11 
106145 KO III 298 .1 2 .9 16 .0 1 8.507 0.639 1.217 1 4749 2 .50 -0 .58 
106169 Kl III 298 .3 1.5 0 .5 1 8 . 165 0 .000 0 .000 1 4670 2 .26 -0 .46 
106263 Kl III 298 .8 -1.4 8 .8 1 8 .818 0 . 754 1.469 1 4598 2 .53 -0 .50 
106417 KO III 298 .8 -0 .9 -14 .3 1 9 .088 0 . 786 1.493 1 4953 1.86 -0 .21 
106707 KO III 298 .8 1.0 1 .7 1 8 .270 0 .570 1.075 1 4765 2 .65 +o .os 
107446 K3/4 III 299 .2 2 .2 -14 .5 1 3 .590 0 .736 1 .394 1 4167 1.34 -0 .2 5 
107822 K4 III 300 .1 -3 .0 - 19 . 7 1 8 .419 0 .959 1.856 l 4171 1 .60 -0 .34 
107945 Kl/2 I I I 300 .1 -2.2 13 .0 1 8 . 717 0 .938 1.810 l 4418 2 .21 -0 .22 
108328 K2/3 III 300 .4 -2 .1 6.0 1 8 .952 0 .814 1.537 1 4232 1.51 -0 .14 
108530 K2 III 300.2 1.0 -10 .9 1 6 .207 0 .659 1 .221 1 4375 2 . 24 -0 .1 5 
108692 KO/ l 300 .5 -0 .5 -4 .0 1 9 .575 0 .646 1.244 1 4750 2 .61 -0 .3i 
109385 K2/3 III 301.2 1.5 8 .9 1 8 . 421 0 .896 1 . 737 1 4411 1 . 43 -0 .42 
109578 Kl/2 llI 301 .0 2 .8 -10 .3 1 8 .9•l9 0.695 1 .340 1 4582 2 .27 -0 .24 
109612 Kl/2 III 301 .2 0 .6 9 .2 l 8 .421 0. 770 1.464 1 4503 2 .81 +0 .20 
109818 KO III 301.3 2 .5 71.1 1 9 .066 0 .665 1.268 1 4818 2 .62 -0 .02 
109866 KO III 301.4 0.8 5.9 1 7.760 0.639 1.121 1 4750 2 .62 -0 .5 3 
109884 K2 III 301.6 -1.3 -11.0 1 8.485 0 .898 1.714 1 4500 2 . 14 +0 .06 
110479 K0/1 III 302.1 -2 .8 -8.0 1 8.556 0.844 1 .661 1 4654 2 .67 -0 .26 
110 772 KO III 302.1 2.8 -11.9 1 7.316 0 . 710 1.367 1 4749 2 .57 -0 .08 
110829 KO III 302.2 1.9 6.4 1 4. 738 0.543 1 .041 1 4814 2 .31 -0 .19 
110843 K2/3 III 302.3 0 .8 23 .3 1 8.415 0 .877 1.669 1 4325 1.94 -0.48 
111331 K2/3 III 302.7 2.2 62.3 1 7 .970 1.034 2.162 1 4492 2 .39 -0 .50 
111464 K3 III 302 .8 0.2 27 .8 1 6.700 0.747 1.434 1 4616 2 . 70 -0 .8 1 
111700 K2 III 303 .0 -0 .9 -11. 7 1 8 .849 1.007 1 .961 1 4560 2 .28 -0 .13 
111715 K2 III 303 .0 -0 .6 -9 .3 1 8 .080 1 .006 1 .960 1 4592 1.48 -0 .03 
111778 KO III 303 .1 0 .5 -15 . 2 1 9 . 726 0 . 702 1.452 1 4676 2 .48 +o .oo 
111858 Kl III 303 .1 0 .2 24.2 1 8 .344 0 .800 1.566 1 4459 2 .39 -0 .50 
112293 Kl/2 III 303 .6 2.2 -11.2 1 8 .384 0 .782 1.517 1 4608 2 .66 -0 .26 
1 12911 K2 III 304 .0 -0 .2 32.0 1 7.416 0 .681 1.390 1 4547 3. 60 -0 .76 
113033 K0/1 III 304 .2 2 .5 2 . 1 1 8 .926 0 .699 1.330 1 4350 2. 09 + 0 . 12 
114307 K2 III 305 .4 2 .7 -5 .3 1 8 .055 0 . 750 1 .449 1 4491 1 .50 +0 .26 
1 14368 KO III 305 .1 -1.0 29 .6 1 9.446 0 .623 1 . 183 1 4760 2 .60 -0 .19 
114517 KO/ 1 III 305 .1 -2 .5 -8 .2 1 9.259 0 . 726 1.353 1 4598 3 . 70 -0 .28 
131342 K2 III 317 .8 -0 .9 -15 . l l 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4684 2 . 76 -0 .3 -1 
153748 KO III 342 .0 -1.8 -11.0 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 0 8 .00 0 .0 
153891 KO/ l III 343 .2 -1.3 -2 .3 l 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 0 8 .00 0 .0 
153892 KO III 341.9 -2 .4 82 . 7 l 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 0 8 .00 0 .0 
153951 KO/ 1 III 341.7 -2 .6 -28.4 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 0 8 .00 0 .0 
15{074 Kl III 342 .2 -2 .4 -66 . 4 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 0 8 .00 0 .0 
154092 K3 III 342 .2 -2 .5 16 .3 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 0 8 .00 0 .0 
154372 K0/1 III 343 .4 -1.8 -15 .5 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 0 8 .00 0 .0 
15 4 5 71 K2 III 342 .8 -2 .6 -64 .2 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 0 8 .00 0 .0 
155897 K3 III 345 .0 -2 .8 -42 . 7 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 0 8 .00 0 .0 
156291 Kl/2 III 347 .1 -1.8 82 .2 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 0 8 .00 0 .0 
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Table Al ( continued). 
HD Spectral Spectral Galactic Radial nl Visual V-R v., n2 Atla.1 
:-Jumber Type Cl.us Longitude Latitude Velocity Mag nit colour colour Temper Grav Abund 
1/J bll icm,- 1 ude ature i ty <lnce 
15H57 GB III 339 .6 -3 .5 25 .9 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 0 8 .00 0 .0 
157710 Kl III 348 .2 -2 .9 4 . 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 0 8 .00 0 .0 
61191 Kl III 241.8 -2 .8 22 . 1 1 6 .828 0 .557 1.056 1 4524 2 .47 . Q.34 
61919 K3 III 243 .4 -2 .8 32. 2 1 7. 749 0 .632 1. 186 1 4226 1. 73 . Q.14 
62106 Kl/2 III 241 .8 -1. 7 14 .4 1 9 . 165 0 .637 1.197 1 4500 2 .36 -0 .27 
62107 +Ko 242 .2 -1 .9 24 .0 1 9 .863 0 .321 0 .599 1 4754 2 .35 . Q.3 1 
62246 K2/3 III 242 .3 -1.8 14.9 1 9 .348 0 . 715 1.303 1 4690 1.58 . Q.3 7 
62412 Kl III 242 .0 -1.4 -18.1 1 5.547 0 .503 0 .960 l 4626 2 .55 .Q .9 9 
62474 K2/3 (III) 242 .7 -1.8 -3 .2 1 9 .111 0 . 744 1.412 1 4536 2 .22 +0 .18 
62501 Kl III 244 .4 -2.7 .Q . l 1 9 .219 0 .503 0 .953 1 4653 3 . 76 +o .oo 
62576 KS III 243 .9 -2 .3 32.0 1 6 .509 0 .389 1.268 1 4000 1.34 +0 .06 
62708 Kl III 245 .0 -2 .8 27 .8 1 9 .624 0 .569 1.032 1 4494 2 . 43 .Q .56 
62709 Kl III 245 .3 -3 .0 38 . 2 2 9.249 0 .540 0 .968 1 4637 2 .33 -0 .14 
62779 KO III 242 .6 -1.3 13 .9 8 .981 0 .546 1.011 1 4812 2 . 43 . Q.74 
63047 Kl III 242 .7 -1.1 90 .5 9 .008 0 .614 1. 129 1 4563 2 .28 -0 .52 
63048 K4 ( III) 242 .9 -1.2 25 .8 1 8 .489 0 .819 1.609 4132 1.43 . Q.20 
63049 K4/5 III 243 . 7 -1.6 98 .9 1 8 .760 0 .841 1. 709 4000 2 . 40 . Q.3 9 
63250 K2/3 III 245 .5 -2 .5 43 .6 8 . 754 0 .637 1.228 4389 2 . 46 -0 .25 
63371 Kl/2 II 243 .9 -1.3 10 . 1 8 .866 0 .642 1.221 4272 1. 27 -0.41 
63373 KO III 245 .4 -2 .2 30.2 1 8 . 146 0 .405 0 .787 4695 2 .53 .Q .05 
63985 KO III 245 .4 -1.5 19.3 8 .806 0 .520 1.012 4630 2 . 17 .Q .59 
64006 Kl III 244 . l 0 .6 22 .6 9 .032 0 .6H 1.255 1 4201 1. il -0 .33 
64064 Kl III 245 .4 -1 .3 39 .2 9 .081 0.585 1.092 1 4650 2 .54 .Q .08 
64177 Kl/2 ( III) 246 .6 -1.9 27 .9 9 .011 0 .853 1 .627 4891 2 . 17 .Q .32 
64220 K2/3 III 243 .5 0 .0 52 .2 8 .317 1.003 2 .075 4270 1.00 .Q .10 
64222 K3 III 248 .5 -3 .0 54 . 7 7.639 0 . 716 1.345 4200 1.42 .Q .35 
64244 Kl III 246 .4 -1 . 7 21.5 7.678 0 .622 1.189 1 4734 2 .27 -0 .47 
64340 Kl/2 ( III) 245 .6 -1.1 40 . 7 9 .053 0 .655 1.266 4431 2 .70 -0 .05 
64360 Kl/2 ( III) 243 .8 0 . 1 3 .2 1 9 .095 0 .662 1.241 1 4711 2 .47 +0 .18 
64437 K3/4 III 244 .7 0 .4 -2 .5 1 8 .527 0 .815 1 .586 1 4239 2 .26 -0 .22 
64439 KO III 248.1 -2 .5 0 .8 2 7 .947 0 .513 0 .967 1 4699 1.88 -0.40 
64481 Kl III 247.2 -1.9 0 .0 1 8. 769 0 .697 1.366 1 4630 2 .17 -0 .32 
64499 Kl III 245.0 0.5 24 .8 1 8 .557 0 .583 1.119 1 4734 2 .10 -0 .31 
64545 KO III 247 .1 -1. 7 62. 7 2 8 .890 0 .537 1.048 1 4558 1.96 -0 .1 i 
64546 K4 III 247.9 -2 .2 -14 .8 1 7.447 0 . 787 1 .546 1 4109 1. 41 .Q .38 
64594 K0/1 III 245.7 0 .9 11.2 l 8 .398 0.525 1.010 1 4791 2 .24 -0 .35 
64618 K3 III 244.7 0 . 2 27.4 1 8.422 0 .765 1.479 1 4215 1.25 -0 .29 
64619 Kl/3 III 244 .7 0 .2 -3 .6 l 8. 782 0 .604 1.127 1 4485 2 .33 -0 .13 
64620 KO III 246 .1 -1.1 22.9 1 8 .194 0 .215 0 .415 1 4732 3 .66 -0.59 
64841 K2 III 245.0 0 .1 19 .8 1 8 .828 0. 762 1.470 1 4500 2 .17 -0 .28 
64860 KO III 245 .0 0 . 1 36.9 1 8.829 0 . 767 1.474 1 4770 2 .54 -0 .01 
64861 245.2 0 .2 21.2 1 8.805 0 .678 1 .263 1 4236 1.45 .Q .38 
64926 Kl III 247 .5 -1.5 8.9 1 8 .614 0 .536 1.012 1 4645 2.39 +0 .04 
64974 K4 III 247 .3 -1.4 49 .5 1 6 .446 0.773 1.450 1 4154 1.00 -0 .43 
64994 K3/4 III 245.2 0 . 1 41. 7 1 8 .888 0.841 1.668 1 4122 1. 70 .Q .10 
65033 KO III 244 .1 0 . 7 53 .4 1 7 .948 0 .592 1.080 1 4732 2 .18 -0 .37 
65130 K2 III 244 .2 0 .8 35.9 1 8.970 0 .604 1.141 1 4632 2 .52 .Q .14 
65205 KPBA 243 .6 1 .3 35 .5 1 8 .259 0 .731 1 .369 1 4600 1.00 +0 .20 
65267 K2 III 244 .4 0 .8 0 .4 1 8 .653 0.840 1.644 1 4579 2 . 79 -0 .32 
65330 K2 III 245 .5 0 .2 25 .9 9 .161 0 . 752 1.453 4525 2 . 42 -0 .27 
65589 KS 246 .2 0 . 1 83 .7 1 8 .811 0 .850 1.654 4000 1.00 . Q. 76 
65636 K4/5 III 244 .9 1.0 10 .6 1 6 .685 0 .821 1.671 1 4000 1.56 -0 .36 
65681 KO III 247 .2 0.4 14 .4 1 8.836 0 .629 1.179 1 4696 2 . 13 +0 . 15 
65701 Kl II/ III 245.2 0 .8 17. 7 1 7.431 0 .608 1.127 1 4635 1.46 -0 .22 
65794 KO III 247 .7 0 .6 4 .0 1 8 . 108 0 .525 1.000 1 4719 1. 9 9 -0 . 18 
65847 246 .0 0 .0 21. 7 8 .389 O. i09 1.345 1 4000 1.60 -0 .10 
65864 K2 III 245 .5 0 .9 6 . 1 7 .733 0 . 731 1.373 l 4500 2 .63 -0 .3 2 
65887 K2 III 247 .4 0 .3 48 .3 7 .623 0 .659 1.223 l 4512 2 . 19 . Q.24 
65945 Kl/2 III 246 .7 0 .2 1.5 1 7 .969 0 .622 1.168 1 4612 2 .85 .Q .20 
66075 K3 I II 245.1 0 .5 13 .5 8 .273 0 . 796 1.520 1 4268 2 .04 . Q.4 7 
6 6100 K3/5 IB/II 248 .3 0 .6 0 .0 0 8 .293 1.131 2 .288 1 0 8 .00 0 .0 
6 6151 KO III 245 .4 1.3 13 .0 1 8 .824 0 .533 1.033 4604 2 .67 .Q .3 2 
6 6204 KO III 245 .J 1.4 19 .5 8 .784 0 .552 1.041 1 4618 2 .3 7 -0 .01 
66277 K3/4 247 .8 0 . 1 69 .0 7 .600 0 .833 1.716 1 4190 2 .05 . Q.65 
66291 Kl II/ Ill 245 .9 1. 1 20 .5 8 .477 0 .618 1. 158 4603 1.37 -0 .3 6 
6 6379 Kl III 244 .3 2 .2 4 . 1 8 .801 0 .580 1.092 4470 2 .3 3 -0 .2 8 
66382 K3 III 250 .0 -1.4 8 .9 7.935 0 . 707 1. 3 14 1 4284 1. 70 . Q.3 0 
6 6454 Kl III 245 .3 1. 7 -2 .9 9 .587 0 .836 1.601 1 4633 2 .48 -0.4 3 
6 6476 KO III 244 .5 2 .3 32 .6 9 .236 0 .589 1.085 1 4684 2 .39 +0 .10 
66598 K2/3 III 249 .5 0 .8 43 .2 1 5 .837 0 .634 1.183 1 4393 1.97 -0 .65 
66809 K2 ( III) 244 .8 2 .5 -8 . 1 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .0 00 0 4527 2 .68 -0 .12 
67021 I<l III 245 .7 2 . 1 -14 .9 1 8 .864 0 .512 0 .972 1 4636 2 .36 -0 .25 
67036 Kl PBA 247 .6 0 .9 0 .0 0 8 . 138 0 .685 1.288 1 0 8 .00 0 .0 
6 7380 Kl III 248 .5 0 . 7 28 .0 1 8 . 780 0 .000 0 .000 0 4800 3 .55 -0 .6 0 
67604 K4 III 246 .6 2 .3 -20 . 1 1 8 .354 0 .815 1.603 1 4160 1. 77 -0 .4 7 
67921 K3 III 248 .4 1.4 -24 .9 6 .691 0 .725 1.399 4261 2 .77 -0 .38 
67947 KO III 249 .5 0 . 7 20 .7 1 7.369 0 .522 0 .999 1 4821 2 .79 -0 .4 5 
66809 K2 ( III) 244 .8 2 .5 0 .0 0 9 .293 0 .721 1.349 1 0 8 .00 0 .0 
68317 K2 III 247 .1 2 .8 63 .6 1 9 . 160 0 .623 1. 179 l 4404 2 .35 -0 .3 6 
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HD S pectra.I S pectral Ga.la c tic Ra.dial nl Vi :sua.l V- R V-I n2 A t l a.,i 
N u mber T ype Cl a.oi1 Longitude La.tit ude Veloc ity Ma.gnit c o lour c olour Te mper G ra.v A bund 
i ll bl/ km:s- 1 u de a. tu re i t y a.ne e 
68550 Kl III 247 .8 2 .6 3 2 .8 l 9 .40 5 0 .567 1.089 1 'l 6 5 1 2 .30 -0. 23 
68 622 Kl III 247 .9 2 .6 4 .6 l 9 .229 0 .5 11 0 .986 1 4678 2 . 18 -0 .52 
68960 K2 III 248 .5 2 .5 5 .3 1 9 .294 0 .500 0 .976 1 468 6 2 . 77 -0 .72 
69002 K2 I II 251 . 7 0 .5 24 .8 l 6 .521 0 .5 66 1.064 1 4515 2 . 78 . Q.36 
69280 Kl/2 III 253 .6 0 .5 15 .8 1 6 .944 0 .633 1 . 190 1 444 9 2 . 14 -0 .28 
69123 Kl II I 253 .3 0 .5 25 . 7 l 5 .929 0 .5 23 0 .991 1 4602 2 .21 -0 .53 
6 9446 K5 III 2 49 .9 2 . 2 22 .5 1 8 .565 0 .822 1.655 1 4000 1.6 4 -0 .36 
69466 K 3 III 257 .4 -2 .9 40 . 7 1 8 .509 0 . 731 1. 3 92 l 4210 2 .63 -0 .3 1 
69511 K2 III 253 .9 0 .4 28 .9 1 0 .0 00 0 .000 0 .000 0 436 8 1.37 -0 .06 
7055 5 K 2/ 3 III 252 . l 2 . 1 30 . 7 1 0 .0 00 0 .000 0 .000 0 4 3 4 8 1.60 -0 . 13 
72348 Kl III 260 .1 - 1.3 18 . 2 1 7 .542 0 .846 1.667 1 45 23 2 . 78 -0 .60 
72957 Kl III 259 . l 0 .3 3 8 . 7 1 7.012 0 .000 0 .000 0 46 18 2 .31 -0 .24 
72996 Kl III 261 .0 -1.l -7 .0 1 7.0 00 0 .000 0 .000 0 4597 2 .20 .Q .3 2 
73075 Kl III 262 .7 -2 .3 -7 .8 1 7.300 0 .000 0 .000 0 4600 2 .27 -0 .65 
73525 K l/2 III 260 .2 0 .2 30 .5 1 7.300 0 .000 0 .000 0 4472 1. 8 1 -0 .26 
73 757 KO III 264 .2 -2 .6 49 .9 1 7.500 0 .000 0 .000 0 4650 2 .28 .Q .50 
74007 KO III 259 .8 1.1 58 .0 1 8 .430 0 .000 0 .000 0 4661 2 .5 6 . Q.59 
74435 K2 III 263 .1 .Q .9 24 .0 1 8 .090 0 .647 1 .179 1 4493 2 .8 0 -0 . 13 
74579 Kl III 264 .6 -1.9 29 . 2 1 8 . 162 0 .614 1.156 1 4598 2 .61 .Q .5 6 
75 3 64 Kl III 263 .5 0 . 1 26 .5 l 7 .400 0 .000 0 .000 0 4613 2 .9 5 -0 .2 0 
77130 Kl ( III) 268 .9 -1.9 37 .7 2 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4558 2 . 75 . Q.5 5 
77402 Kl III 268 .2 -1.0 -2 .3 2 0 .000 0.000 0 .000 0 4797 2 . 17 .Q .0 2 
77463 KO ( III) 264 .8 2 . 1 56 .4 1 9 .246 0 .470 0 .878 1 4766 2 . 71 -0 .41 
82324 K2/3 III 274 .7 0 .4 -7 .2 2 8 .889 0 .683 1 .298 1 4381 1.67 . Q.08 
86742 KO III 281 .1 -1.7 14 .0 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4606 2 .42 -0. 40 
87711 K2/3 III 282 .7 -2 .5 -8 .5 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4239 1.46 -0 .2 0 
8 7831 K5/MO III 282.1 -2 .8 7.8 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4000 1. 6 4 -0 .U 
87880 KO III 282 .6 -2 .1 36 . l 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4721 2 .57 -0 .1 9 
8 7920 K2/3 III 282 .5 -1.8 -9 .4 1 8 .360 0 .000 0 .000 0 4 560 2 .19 -0 .0 4 
8 7967 KS III 281.4 -0 .2 7.7 1 8 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4000 1. 8 1 -0 .14 
88004 KO/ 1 III 280 .9 0 .5 31.8 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4577 2 . 48 -0.4 7 
88055 K3 III 280 .8 0 . 7 21. 7 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4229 2 .01 -0 .39 
88557 K2 III 281 .9 0 . 1 -9 .4 1 8 .280 0 .000 0 .000 0 4682 2 . 21 -0 .18 
8 8687 Kl III 282 .2 -0 .2 3 .3 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 468 2 2 .2 1 -0 . l 7 
88843 K2 III 282 .2 0 . 1 3 .5 1 0 .000 0.000 0 .000 0 4524 2 .79 . Q.10 
8 8862 K2 III 282 .4 -0 .1 3 .9 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4067 1.29 .Q .13 
89078 K2 III 282 .7 -0 . 1 2 .8 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4241 2 .15 -0 .29 
8 9158 K2 III 282 .4 0 .4 3 .9 1 7 . 720 0 .000 0 .000 0 4492 2 .37 .Q .1 9 
89329 K0/1 III 282 .3 0 .9 16 .5 1 8 .836 0 .642 1.225 1 4640 2 . 19 -0 .4 1 
8 9804 KO III 285 .0 -2.4 0 .6 1 7 .890 0 .000 0 .000 0 46 7 6 l. 60 -0 .22 
89859 K 5/MO III 283 .9 -0 .6 -2 .3 1 8 .153 0 .859 1. 791 1 4000 l.60 .Q .14 
90049 K2 III 282 .4 2 .2 -8 .3 1 7. 786 0 . 724 1. 386 1 4462 2 . 17 -0 .4 7 
90188 K2 III 284 .7 -1.3 45 .6 1 8 .962 0 .596 1.125 1 4410 2 .2 7 -0 .3 6 
9 0274 Kl III 285 .0 -1.6 23 .8 1 7. 170 0 .000 0 .000 0 4699 2 .59 .Q .10 
90289 Kl III 285 .0 -1 .6 -1 7 .6 1 6 .447 0 . 793 1.538 1 4589 2 . 18 .Q .49 
9 03 3 1 K3 III 282 .7 2 .3 8 .4 1 8 .589 0 .833 1 .6 28 1 4267 l. 78 -0 .22 
9 03 97 Kl III/ IV 284 .6 -0 .7 5 9 .8 1 8 . 142 0 .532 0 .9 92 l 4794 3 .5 1 -0 .55 
90677 K3 II/ III 283 . 1 2 .3 6 .6 1 5 .696 0 . 761 1. 460 1 4500 1.39 -0 .15 
90729 KO III 284 .2 0 .5 . 7 .8 1 9 .076 0 .567 1 . 10 9 1 475 4 2 .21 -0 .05 
9 0886 Kl II 283 .5 2 .0 29 .8 1 8 . 168 0 .691 1 .33 7 1 4451 2 .3 8 -0 .35 
90980 KO III 284 .5 0 .4 -14 . 1 1 6 .805 0 .537 1.025 1 4707 2 . 12 -0 .27 
9 1463 Kl I II 284 .4 1. 7 -30 . 4 1 8 .617 0 .664 1 .252 1 464 8 2. 40 -0 .38 
9 1594 KO III 285 .0 1 .2 26 .6 1 8 . 705 0 .565 1 .091 1 4 769 2 .6 1 .Q . 16 
92820 KI/2 III 288 .2 - 2 .7 25 .8 1 8 .738 0 .603 1.164 1 473 2 2 .5 4 .Q .07 
9 2835 Kl/3 III 287 .0 .Q .3 -10 .3 1 8 .866 0 .683 1 .3 23 1 4657 2 .5 5 -0 .28 
9 2963 K2/3 III 285 .9 2 .0 -4 .7 1 8 .400 0 . 713 1.371 1 43 00 2 .10 -0 .34 
92983 K2/3 Ill 285 .9 2 .0 0 .6 1 8 . 717 0 .788 1.504 1 4472 1.00 .Q .23 
92988 K2/3 III 288.4 -2 .7 24 .2 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4115 2 .2 8 -0 .27 
94186 KO III 287 .7 0 .9 0 .3 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4641 2 .62 .Q .37 
94680 KO III 287 .6 2 . 1 25 .4 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4604 2 .32 . Q.03 
94827 Kl/2 III 287 .6 2 .5 25 .5 1 8 .350 0 .000 0 .000 0 438 3 2 .2 9 -0 .10 
9 4961 KO III 289 .3 -0 .7 26 .1 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4797 3 .40 -0 . 15 
95634 KO III 289 .6 0 .0 -0 .5 1 8 .222 0 .587 1.1 3 5 1 4755 2 .78 + o .oo 
95600 K0/1 III 280 .0 -1.0 0.3 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4401 1 . 73 -0 .18 
973 67 K2/3 III 290 .4 1.2 24 .3 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4300 1.50 -0 .54 
98026 K3 III 290 .5 2 .6 3 .6 1 7 .870 0 .000 0 .000 0 4 277 2 .40 +o .oo 
98447 K2 III 291.1 2 . 1 6 .3 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 H71 2 .54 -0 .23 
98523 Kl III 292 .0 0 .0 -4 .5 1 8 . 740 0 .000 0 .000 0 4685 2 .06 . Q.05 
98677 K2/3 III 291.3 2 .2 28 .6 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 43 46 2 . 46 .Q .34 
98677 K2/3 III 291 .3 2 .2 28 .6 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4346 2 .46 .Q .34 
99643 KO III 292 .3 2 . 1 3 .4 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4657 1.69 -0.43 
99221 K3 III 292 .2 1.4 26 .0 1 7.680 0 .000 0 .000 0 42 66 2 .3 4 -0 .11 
10 1 710 KO III 294 .1 2 .6 0 .0 1 8 .458 0 .6 08 1.192 1 463 4 2 . 43 .Q .05 
10t803 K2 III 295 .7 -2 .9 -21.1 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 4599 2 .6 7 -0 .39 
10 1867 K l/2 III 294 .4 1 .9 -9 .0 1 8 .468 0 . 70 0 1 .3 9 5 1 44 26 2 .67 .Q .28 
10 2221 Kl /2 III 294 .9 1. 3 4 .9 1 8 .8 73 0 . 702 1.28 2 1 4389 2 .30 +0 .19 
10 2 3 49 K 3 /4 III 295 .0 1.6 58.4 1 8 .62 7 0 .8 41 1.608 1 4100 2 . 19 -0 .49 
102386 K 3 III 295 .5 -0.4 23 . 1 1 7 .666 0 .8 02 1 .505 1 435 1 2 . 44 .Q .33 
1024 6 2 K O/ 1 III 295 .0 1. 8 -2 0 .3 1 8 .695 0.69 4 1. 3 05 1 455 5 2 .48 -0 .35 
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Table Al (c ontinued). 
HD S peel ra.l S pectra.l Ga.lactic Radial nl Vidual V-R V-I n2 Atlad 
N umber Type Ciao Longitude Latitude Velocity Mag nit colour colour Temper Gra.v Abu nd 
1II bll lcma- 1 ude ature i ty a.nee 
102i08 Kl III 296 .0 -1.3 74 .5 8 . i63 0 . i73 1. 480 1 4637 2 . 6 6 -0 .63 
102728 K3 III 295 .3 1.5 -20 .6 7 .373 0 .957 1.923 1 4527 1.00 -0 .23 
102866 KO 295 .6 1.0 33 .6 1 10 .001 0 .672 1.273 1 4666 2 .75 -0 .92 
102907 KO/ l III 295 . 7 0 .8 -6 . 1 l 9 .262 0 .653 1.211 l 4832 2 .51 -0 .05 
102939 Kl/3 ( III) 296 .0 -0 .6 -12 .0 1 5 .673 0 .189 0 .393 l H58 1.00 +0 .08 
102985 K2/4 296 . l -0 .6 -11.5 l 8 .280 0 .997 2 .015 l 4189 1.00 +0 .06 
102939 Kl/3 III 296 .0 -0 .6 -10 .4 l 8 .388 0 .940 1. 796 4561 1.00 +0 . 11 
103168 K4 I I I 296 .2 -0.3 17.5 1 7.813 0 .905 1.802 1 4109 1.89 .Q .31 
103212 K2 III 295 . 7 0 .2 37 .9 l 8 .565 0 .675 1.340 1 4567 1.86 -0 .26 
103370 KO III 296 .2 0 .5 -1.5 l 8 . 730 0 .612 1.183 l 46H 2 .32 +0 .18 
103572 KO III 296 .0 2 . 1 5 .3 1 8 . 288 0 .560 1.086 l 4719 2 .59 +0 .02 
103859 K4 III 296 .5 1.1 -19 .2 1 7 .332 0.902 1.802 4102 2 .32 -0 .37 
103999 K2/3 ( III) 296 .7 0 . 7 -19 . l 1 8 .690 0 .943 1.859 4300 1.00 -0 .10 
104110 K2 III 296 .8 0.4 2 . 2 1 8.702 0 .688 1.307 4611 2 .50 .Q . 12 
104682 K3 III 297 .6 -1.l -13 .3 8 .681 0 .831 1 .610 4335 2 . i2 .Q,-41 
104723 KO III 297 .6 -1.1 -10 . 7 1 8 .222 0 .600 1.178 1 4624 2 . 17 +0 .17 
104 736 KO/ 1 III 297 .2 1.4 -19 .5 1 8 . 708 0 .631 1.240 1 4710 2 . 78 -0 .37 
105017 Kl CN III 298 . 1 -2 .4 - 7 .1 1 8 . 251 0 . 733 1.340 1 4632 2 .61 +0 .05 
105298 K2/3 III 297 .8 0 . 1 -12 .2 1 8 . 226 1.054 2 . 137 4267 2 . 17 -0 .26 
105402 K2 II/III 297 .7 1.3 -9 .8 8 .057 0 .626 1.211 H63 2 .32 -0 .11 
105532 KO III 298 .4 -2 . 1 10 .3 8. 708 0 .607 1 . 190 1 4803 2 . 74 -0 .21 
106459 KO II I 298 .6 -0 .9 22 .8 l 7 .955 0 .562 1.163 1 4530 2 .24 -0 .54 
106523 Kl/2 III 299 . l -2.0 -11 . 1 1 8 .417 0 . 728 1.438 1 4428 1 .51 -0 .02 
107082 K2 III 298 .9 -1. 7 15 .2 7 .860 0 . 775 1 .533 4302 2 . 16 -0.42 
107592 Kl II I 299 .8 -2 .0 -5 .9 7 .560 0 .662 1.292 1 4680 2 .37 - 0 .22 
107720 Kl III 299 .9 -1.4 1.2 7 .568 0 .662 1.29 4 1 4824 2 .35 -0 .33 
107979 K2 III 299 . 7 1.8 -21.1 7 . 456 0. 789 1.423 1 4527 1.51 -0 .20 
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APPENDIX 2 
Observational Results for the Uppsala Sample. 
Table A2 contains a summary of the observational data for the Uppsala 
stars. Below is a description of the table. 
• Column 1 contains the star's reference name, indicating the plate 
from which the star was taken. 
• Columns 2 contains the star's heliocentric radial velocity in km s- 1 . 
• Columns 3 to 8 give the star's 1950 coordinates. 
• Columns 9 and 10 contain respectively the star's V magnitude and 
photographic B-V colour. 
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Table A2: Observational Data for the Uppsala Sa1nple. 
Plate Radial Right Declination Virna.l 8-V 
Number Velocity A.scen.sion 1950 :Magni t colour 
km.s- 1 1950 degree min 5 ude 
hr min ;; ec 
P2R1 i 5 14 . 22 8 19 H .38 .47 2 1 13 . 71 11. 3 8 1.36 
P2 Rl 120 16 .60 8 19 23 .77 -46 12 49 . 17 11.55 1.46 
P2 Rl 157 0. 01 8 19 23 . 19 -47 5 46 .80 11. 75 1.03 
P 2Rl 210 - 4 .64 8 19 28 .67 .47 13 51.10 12 .02 1.51 
P 2Rl 274 21.40 8 19 33 . 75 .47 22 19 .50 12.03 1 .53 
P2 Rl 316 27 .56 8 19 40 .33 -46 57 23 . 13 11.56 1.42 
P 2Rl 3 61 24 .40 8 20 40 .50 -46 59 23 .10 11.49 1.40 
P 2Rl 388 40 .80 8 19 46 .90 .47 4 12 .20 12 .07 1. 46 
P 2Rl 419 -31.30 8 19 52 .94 -46 24 43 .30 11.85 1.45 
P2Rl 921 1.33 8 20 49 .86 -46 13 36 . 70 10 . 12 1.48 
P2Rl 950 11.38 8 20 52 .29 -46 41 21.60 11.04 l.H 
P 2Rl 1321 27 . 40 8 21 31.12 -46 41 38 .50 11 .58 1.5 7 
P2 RlH55 11.48 8 21 4 7.22 -46 19 54 . 40 11.92 1.59 
P 2Rll507 33 . 10 8 21 52 .97 -46 18 17.50 12 .63 1.54 
P2 Rll959 40 .20 8 22 39 .35 -46 17 5 .80 12 .52 1 .5 7 
P 2R12319 -21.34 8 23 17 . 78 -47 16 53 .20 11.30 1.54 
P2 Rl2322 -34 . 17 8 23 18 .00 -46 49 28.20 10. 72 1.50 
P 2Rl2717 H .52 8 24 4 .96 -46 50 17. 10 12 .00 1 .59 
P2 Rl2792 4 .33 8 24 H .36 -46 47 55 .90 12 .36 1.5 7 
P2R3 214 19 .00 8 27 50 .30 .45 10 56 .08 11.40 1.46 
P2R3 549 16 .60 8 29 12 .50 -44 48 18 .90 10.12 1.42 
P2R3 766 -27 .50 8 30 3 .80 -45 28 8 .90 11.57 1.27 
P2R3 766 10 . 40 8 30 3 .80 -45 28 8 .90 11.5 7 1 .27 
P2R3 839 47 .20 8 30 16 .28 -45 13 49 .12 10 . 72 1.35 
P 2R31549 13 .80 8 32 47 .03 -45 26 52 .50 11.14 1.50 
P2R31596 -14 .00 8 32 52. 74 -45 21 6 . 40 11.32 1.24 
P2R31750 27 .40 8 33 11.33 -44 26 9 .00 11.17 1.18 
P2R31790 18 .20 8 33 23 .22 -44 47 38 .30 11.50 1.37 
P2R31883 35 .00 8 33 35 .24 .44 33 3 .50 10 .03 1.32 
P 2R31884 13 .50 8 33 35 .77 -44 34 55 .40 10 .21 1.39 
P2R31893 47 .20 8 33 36 .35 -44 31 22 .90 11.36 1.24 
P2R3 32 -49 .00 8 27 2 .12 -45 28 53.50 11.36 1.08 
P2R3 36 35.00 8 26 59.57 -44 31 17.90 11.50 1.18 
P2R4 Hl 70 .07 8 27 55.88 -46 9 H.80 11.85 1.25 
P2R4 460 10.50 8 27 59.00 -46 8 17 .31 11.19 1.29 
P2R4 594 12 .60 8 28 18.83 -46 31 15 .90 11.01 1.52 
P2R4 625 18 .50 8 28 19. 11 .45 53 39 .30 10 .77 1.58 
P2R4 665 15 .20 8 28 24 . 41 -46 2 32 .20 11.55 1.41 
P2R4 680 5 .30 8 28 28 .25 -46 20 54 .60 11.17 1.31 
P2R4 925 5 .90 8 29 4 .90 -46 26 46 .89 11 .55 1.35 
P2 R41053 18 .80 8 29 20 .56 .45 59 46 . 71 11.65 1. 24 
P 2R41082 16 .70 8 29 23 .34 -45 55 24 .96 11.80 1.55 
P2 R41106 57 . 70 8 29 33 .90 -46 44 23 .60 11.86 1.58 
P2R41126 13 . 70 8 29 30 .20 .45 51 8 .20 11.30 1.40 
P2R41168 75 .80 8 29 39 .31 -46 14 13 . 70 11 . 43 1.24 
P 2R41285 23 .00 8 30 0 .03 -46 25 54 .50 12 .00 1.58 
P2 R41393 2 .84 8 30 18 . 45 -46 23 17 .60 11.33 1 .56 
P 2 R41491 -1. 70 8 30 38 .04 -46 22 18 .12 11.28 1.53 
P 2R41813 -50 .06 8 31 45 .66 -46 45 24.40 11.48 1.60 
P2R41833 27 .50 8 31 43 .00 -46 13 4 .30 10 . 72 1.01 
P 2R41950 -3 .80 8 32 4 .31 .45 52 25 .95 10 .38 l.H 
P2R42113 3 . 10 8 32 33 .91 .45 45 26 . 40 11.04 1.56 
P2R42116 14.00 8 32 40 . 14 --rn 17 41. 70 12 .18 1.5 7 
P2R42266 5.30 8 33 15 . 78 -46 32 38 .40 11.52 1.41 
P2R42548 35 .60 8 34 12 .48 -46 19 6 .20 11. 77 1 . 42 
n3 89 -7 .30 10 6 22 .62 -60 4 24 .90 12 .05 1.4 7 
n3 265 23 .61 10 6 7 .58 -59 17 29 .50 12 .62 1.32 
n3 606 6.60 10 5 52 .90 -60 7 10 .80 11 .86 1.31 
N3 653 -0.10 10 5 52 .90 .59 10 59.80 11.04 1.40 
N3 796 6 .04 10 5 41 .66 -60 19 9.40 11.94 1.27 
NJ 805 -0 .50 10 5 35. 40 .59 12 58 .50 11.60 1.04 
NJ 978 7. 40 10 5 26.88 .59 35 23 . 10 11.61 1.40 
N3 998 8 .66 10 5 26 .91 .59 46 7 .70 13 .29 1.12 
N3 1195 21.54 10 5 15 . 13 -59 52 8 .50 11. 70 1.33 
N3 1457 14 .50 10 4 58 .86 .59 52 10 .60 11.82 1. 13 
N3 1801 21.54 10 4 41.81 -60 8 42 .10 11.69 1.21 
N3 1900 21.06 10 4 33 . 73 .59 38 38 .00 12 .64 1.40 
N3 1966 -2 .81 10 4 31 .65 -60 8 4 .90 12 .48 1.35 
N3 1979 20 .60 10 4 31.58 -60 20 48 .28 12 .23 1.05 
N3 2024 3 6 .23 10 4 27 . 13 .59 40 20 . 10 11.32 1.49 
NJ 2213 <\6 .88 10 4 15 .55 -59 44 48 .00 12 .42 1.38 
N3 2486 -15 .86 10 3 59 .50 .59 27 49 .30 12 .05 1.34 
~~ 251 7 2 .61 10 3 57 .97 .59 45 59 .20 12.48 1.33 
N3 2584 15 . 77 10 3 55 .46 -60 24 H .50 12.43 1.37 
NJ 2636 -2 .00 10 3 51.13 -60 12 26 .20 11.40 1.19 
N3 3227 10 .90 10 3 17 .01 .59 48 38 . 40 11 .30 1.26 
N3 3254 19 . 10 10 3 14 .99 .59 34 38 .40 12 .34 1.1 7 
N3 3305 -1.00 10 3 12 .20 .59 31 52 . 10 11.42 1.22 
N3 1668 79 . 40 10 4 47 .60 .59 52 41 .60 11. 3 0 1 .37 
N3 2024 35 .80 10 4 27 . 12 . 5 9 40 20 .10 11 .3 2 1.49 
N3 3699 7 .30 10 2 48 .30 -60 24 37 . 40 11.08 1.36 
~3 3879 3 0 .40 10 2 36 .90 .59 40 54 . 40 11 .56 1. 28 
N3 3996 -13 .30 10 2 29 .64 .59 58 42 . 10 11. 71 1.42 
NJ 4314 39 .02 10 2 10 .H -60 2 34 .50 13 .29 1.11 
N3 453 6 2 2 .60 IO 58 .63 . 5 9 30 38 .20 10 .97 1. 43 
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Table A2 continued. 
Plate Radial Right Declination Vi,rnal 8-V 
Number Veloci ty A3cension 1950 Mag nit colour 
km,- 1 1950 degree min 3 ude 
hr min sec 
NJ H88 -22 . 70 10 41. 73 -60 23 67 . 70 11.56 1.25 
NJ 4845 59 .35 10 29 .H -59 55 34 .40 10 .30 1.43 
NJ 5010 -16 . 70 10 l 29 . H -59 55 3 4 .50 10 .30 1.43 
NJ 5215 75 .92 10 1 18 .89 -59 24 29 .60 11.56 1.31 
NJ 5533 31 .90 10 0 57 . 75 -60 0 24 .65 11.60 1.36 
NJ SHI -25.57 10 0 45 .63 -59 41 17.33 10.38 1.H 
NJ 5749 18 . 16 10 0 45 .35 -59 33 54 .32 12.13 1.34 
NJ 5978 -9 .02 10 0 29 .95 -60 23 0 .90 12 .38 1.32 
NJ 6193 30 .00 10 0 17 .69 -60 13 7.61 11.19 1.29 
NJ 6586 -0 .40 9 59 55 .97 -59 H 7.60 11.43 1.50 
N3 6751 6 .33 9 59 43 . 76 -60 7 22 .50 10 .21 1.27 
NJ 7096 7. 74 9 59 18 .62 -60 26 53 .70 11.83 1.15 
N3 7157 23.60 9 59 19.98 -59 38 33 .40 12.97 1.42 
N3 7426 19. 70 9 59 0 .09 -60 1 56.17 12.07 1.47 
NJ 9020 -3 .50 9 57 8 . 71 -60 7 28 . 21 12.28 1.41 
N3 8284 -9 .40 9 58 6 .22 -59 35 37.80 10.30 1.31 
N3 7685 12 .50 9 58 47 .46 -59 19 34 .50 10 .97 1.30 
N3 8196 6 .03 9 58 5 .84 -60 21 19. 70 11.50 1.25 
NJ 8242 11.67 9 58 7 .49 -59 34 52.30 11.33 1.19 
NJ 8933 12 .50 9 57 20 .38 -59 39 28 .60 11.89 1.14 
N3 9373 5 .69 9 56 38 .80 -60 29 18 .50 11.19 1.24 
N3 9474 -21.84 9 56 41.26 -59 34 55 .50 11.89 1 .32 
N3 9725 3 .60 9 56 20 . 42 -59 54 52 .30 11.64 1.46 
N3 9762 -6.40 9 56 19.37 -59 46 H .40 11.62 1 .39 
NJ 9765 -4.00 9 56 13 . H -60 18 45 .63 11 .89 1.50 
P24R2271 43 .43 10 7 27 .37 -59 45 44 .30 11.60 1.53 
P24R24505 21.20 10 12 0 .60 -60 37 40 .30 11.40 1.35 
P24R25807 32.00 10 13 23 .69 -59 55 6 . 42 12 . 79 1.63 
P24R26513 -5 .00 10 14 10 .51 -60 9 28 .75 10 .03 1.45 
P4Rl 20 14 .40 8 29 0 .09 -48 7 7.30 10.92 1.47 
P4Rl 65 H .80 8 29 4 .26 -48 25 55 .70 11.17 1.54 
P4Rl 137 43 .50 8 29 12 . 71 -48 16 22 .00 12 .25 1.51 
P4Rl 185 56 .30 8 29 17 .58 -48 34 8 .28 11.85 1.57 
P4Rl 429 -43 .00 8 29 46 .17 -48 47 44 .60 11 .26 1.58 
P4Rl 684 23 .00 8 30 17.29 -48 22 24 . 40 12 . 76 1 .41 
P4Rl 808 28 . 44 8 30 32.40 -4 7 52 13 .20 12 .39 1.45 
P4Rl 878 35 .80 8 30 39 . 18 -48 15 1.80 11.19 1.11 
P4 Rl 1048 -23 .40 8 30 55 . 43 -48 20 15 . 40 12 .37 1 .36 
P4 Rl 1069 -4 .10 8 31 0 . 48 -48 22 55 . 40 12 .46 1.31 
P4Rll237 7 .10 8 31 17.80 -4 7 50 38 . 70 11.28 1 .39 
P4Rll441 18 .20 8 31 42 .79 -48 26 18.52 11.43 1.34 
P4Rl1810 17 .80 8 32 31 .20 -48 37 37.80 12 .68 1.55 
P4Rl204 7 3 .60 8 33 2 .97 -47 55 14 .44 11 .01 1.52 
P4Rl2241 -17 .10 8 33 33.18 -48 56 21 .22 10. 72 1.40 
P4Rl2303 33 .90 8 33 40 .98 -47 47 29 . 40 12 .80 1.36 
P4 Rl2552 -8 .4 7 8 34 21 .03 -47 41 36.90 12 .83 1.H 
P4R12991 14 .65 8 35 29 .42 -47 55 19 .90 11.47 1.43 
P4Rl3214 33.00 8 35 58 .53 -47 44 23 .10 12 .31 1.57 
P4R2 429 -1.00 8 29 52 .72 -46 35 32.50 11 .84 1.33 
P4R2 615 -4.60 8 3 0 9 . 77 -4 7 9 12.40 12.40 1.31 
P4R2 962 6 .53 8 30 44.97 -47 42 15 .30 11 .90 1 . 46 
P4R21044 -5 .60 8 30 52 .39 -47 37 53.80 11. 73 1.44 
P4R21420 52 .80 8 31 29 .18 -46 39 32 . 70 12.06 1.24 
P4R21597 54 . 70 8 31 48 . 75 -47 41 25 .21 11.90 1.59 
P4R2 256 7.91 8 29 33.09 -4 7 32 38 .20 11.95 1 .43 
P4R217H 18 .88 8 31 59 . 71 -46 47 9 .60 10 .83 1.24 
P4R21851 59. 70 8 32 13 .69 -47 42 7.50 11.48 1.32 
P4R21892 46 .78 8 32 16 .68 -46 51 1.90 11.32 1.55 
P4R21972 51.10 8 32 25 .52 -47 13 58 . 10 12.52 1.57 
P4R21973 20 .90 8 32 25.86 -4 7 38 55 .90 10 .50 1.22 
P4R21993 47.88 8 32 27 .40 -46 45 15.20 10 .53 1.49 
P4R22135 22 . 40 8 32 39.20 -46 50 19.30 12 .21 1.59 
P4R22267 -9 .00 8 32 50 .49 -46 40 29 .20 12 .60 1.20 
P4R22268 26 .00 8 32 50.37 -46 58 l 1.04 11.52 1.35 
P4R22368 22 .00 8 32 59 .65 -47 27 18.20 12. 76 1.5 7 
P4R22387 40 .30 8 33 0 .69 -4 7 0 6 .00 12 . 40 1.19 
P4R22603 24 .90 8 33 22 .00 -47 29 11 .22 12 .04 1.04 
P4R22999 -4 .90 8 34 l.H -47 8 58 .60 12 .34 1 .39 
P4R23469 9 .90 8 34 49 .44 -4 7 25 27 .90 10 .30 1.17 
P4R23472 50 . 70 8 3 4 49 .28 -47 7 30 .90 11.68 1.19 
P4R24061 63 .50 8 35 54 .35 -47 6 4 .20 12 . 12 1.52 
P4R24183 9 .80 8 36 7.59 -46 45 34 .30 12 .82 1.22 
P4R24294 30 .60 8 36 19 .54 -46 48 52 .50 11 .97 1.49 
P4 R4 184 18 .56 8 36 51.56 -48 35 20 .51 11.52 1.46 
P4R41199 41 . 70 8 39 0 .34 -48 35 18.40 12. 12 1.59 
P4R42695 62 .00 8 42 54 .55 -4 7 45 54 .82 12 .31 1.58 
P6Rl 389 36 .20 9 8 12 .91 -55 55 12 .90 11.53 1.03 
P6R3 97 11 .35 9 16 15 .62 -54 35 41.10 12 . 42 1.49 
P6R3 45 0 35 .80 9 16 H .42 -54 23 28 .96 11. 76 1.35 
P6R3 678 13 .05 9 17 1.03 -54 18 30 .00 12 . 4 7 1.45 
P6R3 718 -20 .00 9 17 4 .12 -5 4 20 13.41 12 .27 1.52 
P6R31065 33 . 10 9 17 39 .03 -54 47 51.72 12 .21 1.53 
P6R31084 17 .23 9 17 39 .00 -54 47 51. 70 12 .21 1.57 
P6R31651 5 .83 9 18 20 .04 -54 19 27 . 10 11.52 1.56 
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Table A2 continued. 
Plate RadiAJ Righi Declina1ion Vi m Al B-V 
Number Velocity Adcendion 1950 Magni I colour 
km5-l 1950 degree min 5 ude 
hr min ,sec 
P6R31762 5 . 79 9 18 3 6 . 17 . 5 4 46 42 .80 12 .31 1.59 
P6 R31925 4.'l8 9 18 40 . 13 .54 16 7 .40 11.63 1.54 
P6R3 1968 .90 9 18 H .50 -54 20 16 . 71 11.67 1.60 
P6R32200 5 .56 9 18 58 .81 .5 4 5 15 . 10 12 .55 1.58 
P6R32230 7. 10 9 19 3 .32 .54 10 40 .90 12 . 42 1.55 
P6 R33586 8 .24 9 21 11 .05 -5 4 53 3 7 . 40 11.50 1.51 
P6 R34559 .28 9 22 31.65 .54 20 26 .91 12 .33 1.55 
NJ 4168 0 .50 10 2 20 . 13 -59 33 39 . ;o 12 .08 1.33 
N3 4174 6 .00 10 2 19 . 91 .5 9 24 .W .60 12 . 11 1.49 
N3 9773 4 .00 9 56 22 .37 -59 23 32 .90 12 . 41 1.32 
N3 4275 4 . 70 10 2 13 . 25 -59 37 47 .00 11.94 1.37 
NJ 5945 2 . 10 10 0 36 . 19 .59 11 31.90 12 .09 1.49 
N3 7300 1.26 9 59 6 .98 -60 21 30.60 12 .91 1.49 
N3 9863 2 .30 9 59 19 .09 -59 11 4 . 10 12 . 31 1.36 
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